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1.0 SUMMI\RY 
This study reviewed maintenance characteristics of the 13-747 flight control system to 
establish a baseline for future avionic design tradeoff studies. I\ctual airline operations 
data were used. 
Mechanical, electronic, and hydraulic elements of the Boeing Model 747 flight control 
system were studied. System reliability, maintenance and delay costs, and an appraisal 
of maintenance resources to support a 13-747 fleet provided a data base that was used 
to support analysis of an active wing load alleviation concept for the B-747. 
A baseline for flight control component failure rates and maintenance costs was 
established using 13-747 data from previous studies that were verified by observing 
similarities in data between two airlines sources. Reliability analyses, using the 
CARSRA computer program for three functions combining automatic and primary flight 
controls, gave predicted results for two dual-channel systems and one single-channel 
system. Failure probabilities for a typical 4-hour B-747 flight were 0.58 x 10-2 for 
flight control using dual autopilot input and 0.11 x 10- 5 for the dual y-aw damper 
system. The single-channel autothrottle failure probability was 0.12 x 10- 3 per flight. 
System failure probabilities showed little change when failures due to electrical wiring 
and connectors were included. 
Pan American World Airways was selected to supply data on the B-747 operating 
environment and flight control maintenance resources. Data synthesis provided an 
inventory of airplane-installed hardware costs, spares cost, and ground support and test 
equipment costs. It showed that B-747 flight control electronic hardware cost is 
similar to that for primary mechanical flight controls, but that the spares and support 
and test equipment costs for flight control electronics were over six times the 
equivalent costs for primary mechanical flight controls. 
Annual expenditure comprising direct maintenance, burden, outside service, and delay 
and cancellation costs for 1978 were 10% of the value of the hardware, spares, and 
support and test equipment. 
The effects of installing an active wing load alleviation (WLA) system on a B-747 
showed that the initial price of a WLA system was more sensitive than maintenance 
cost, as the concept produced an increase in flight control maintenance cost of 5% and 
an increase of 15% in installed hardware cost including spares. The reliability of the 
WLA was similar to that of the B-747 yaw damper system. 
Data collected on a large and mature B-747 fleet and analysis conducted in this study 
have provided a broad data base on a current flight control system using mechanical, 
electronic, and hydraulic devices. 
• 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The "B-747 Flight Control System Maintenance and Reliability Data Base for Cost 
Effectiveness Tradeoff Studies" was a 15-month effort sponsored by the Flight 
Electronics Division at NASA Langley Research Center. The purpose of the study was 
to provide a flight control system data base consisting of hardware costs, maintenance 
costs, and system reliability, and to use this data base to perform reliability and 
maintenance cost analyses of an active wing load alleviation concept for the B-747. 
2.1 SCOPE 
To satisfy the study purpose, the following tasks covering data collection and analyses 
provided the data base. 
Perform reliability analyses using the CARSRA (Computer Aided Redundant System 
Reliability Analysis) computer program to determine failure probability and functional 
readiness of the combined primary and automatic flight control system that consists of 
mechanical, hydraulic, and electronic components including connectors and wiring. 
Use the component maintenance data to determine labor, material, and delay and 
cancellation costs for the B-747 flight control system. 
Collect airline maintenance and B-747 fleet operating data for a main base, large hub, 
turnaround, and en-route line stations in the following groups: 
Aircraft Fleet Data 
• Spares inventory costs 
• Installed equipment cost, weight, and scheduled inspection intervals 
• Maintenance training costs 
Line Station Data 
• Spares holding costs, pooling activity, and pipeline quantities and times 
• Delays, cancellations, diversions, and air turnbacks 
• Line labor and ground support equipment 
• Aircraft turnaround time 
• Maintenance manpower and skill levels 
Main Base Data 
• Shop overhaul and automatic test equipment 
• Outside services and maintenance overhead 
• Maintenance manpower and skill levels 
Use the data base for predictive analyses using the CARSRA program of a wing load 
alleviation concept for the B-747 and make comparisons with the B-747 flight control 
system in terms of system reliability and maintenance costs. 
2.2 STUDY APPROACH 
The B-747 combined primary and automatic flight control system data base was 
accomplished in two parts. First, a component baseline containing failure rates and 
maintenance costs was established, sufficient to perform the reliability analysis and 
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determine the combined flight control system maintenance cost. Second, data were 
collected from a B-747 operator to provide a description of the fleet operating 
environment and maintenance resources to support the combined flight control system. 
These data were used to assess hardware costs and annual maintenance and delay costs. 
2.2.1 Previous Studies and Data Sources 
Information on component reliability and maintenance data was assembled from two 
reports. The first report, "Flight Control Electronics Reliability/Maintenance Study," 
was sponsored under contract NAS 1-13654 (ref. 1), a follow-on to the Airborne· 
Reconfigurable Computer System, or ARCS, program. The second report, "B-747 
Primary Mechanical Control Systems Reliability and Maintenance," contract 
NASI-14742 (ref. 2), was conducted as part of the Energy Efficient Transport (EET) 
element of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program. Connector and wiring data 
for the flight control system evaluation were obtained from Pan American World 
Airways, which is referred to as Pan Am throughout the remainder of this report. The. 
data also covered 12 months of B-747 operation and included details on the fleet, the 
operating environment, and maintenance resources and costs pertaining to the flight 
control system. 
The wing load alleviation analysis used a report titled "Conceptual Studies of Wing Tip 
Extensions, Winglets, and Wing Load Alleviation for the Boeing 747 Energy Efficient 
Transport," contract NASI-14741 (ref. 3). 
2.2.2 Component Maintenance and Reliability 
Failure rates and maintenance labor and material cost data for electronic components 
came from two airlines, Pan Am and United Airlines. It was decided to retain the Pan 
Am data as the baseline because the airline was used for supplying additional 
information. For the mechanical and hydraulic elements of the flight control system, 
several airline sources were used. The reference 1 and 2 reports also provided 
descriptions of the flight controls. 
The reliability analysis using the CARSRA program evaluated three control functions: 
flight control with autopilot input, stability augmentation from the yaw damper, and 
airplane speed control using the autothrottle. The reliability of flight control with 
autopilot input reflects a two-channel, fail-passive system; the yaw damper reliability 
reflects a two-channel, one-fail operational system; and the autothrottle reliability 
reflects a single-channel, fail-passive system. These functions are not required for 
dispatch. High reliabiliity performance is an economic rather than a safety considera-
tion. The primary flight control system does require a high level of reliability that is 
achieved in part through dual load path mechanical elements and dual tandem hydraulic 
actuators with power from four independent hydraulic systems. The primary flight 
control system does not use digital computation for control. 
A special study on flight control connector and wiring reliability and maintenance costs 
used pilot report information supplied by Pan Am. The existence of problems with 
connections between electronic equipment is well known, and this study was able to 
quantify these problems in terms of reliability and cost. The study concludes that 
particular attention may have to be paid to future designs if wiring use is expanded. 
Wiring and connector problems for the hydraulic control and indicating subsystem also 
were evaluated for comparison with the flight control environment. The system 
reliability analysis was recycled to include wiring and connector failures and a 
determination made as to the sensitivity of the system to connector and wiring failures. 
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2.2.3 Pan Am B-747 Data Collection 
The data collection task in this study primarily involved an assembly of costs relating to 
hardware and operations of the 747 combined flight control system sufficient to provide 
an economic appraisal of current technology. Operational data were collected from 
Pan Am on their 747 route network, scheduling pattern, and resources required to 
support the operation. The data included information regarding Pan Am's 747 fleet 
composition, its operating system of stations, flight frequencies by stations and ~irplane 
type, and airplane transit times. Resource and cost data for these stations included the 
number of assigned maintenance personnel, allocated spares and pooling involvement, 
flight delays and labor costs. Delays and cancellation costs were determined using 
algorithms from the "Primary Flight Control System" (ref. 2) report. 
The resources and costs for main-base operations included maintenance and engineering 
functions, an inventory of spares, ground support equipment, automatic test equipment, 
component repair, and training costs. This last item is one of many activities included 
in maintenance burden: that portion of operating costs not directly related to specific 
airplane or component maintenance. Burden includes such items as mechanic's sick 
leave, vacation, and cost of facilities. 
2.2.4 Wing Load Alleviation 
As part of the ACEE, EET program, Boeing investigated application to the B-747 of 
modified wing tips to improve aerodynamic efficiency and the use of outboard ailerons 
for active wing load alleviation (ref. 3). The objective was to improve fuel efficiency 
that could be realized either in terms of fuel saved for fixed range or an increased 
payload capability. The EET study results showed the principal economic benefits of 
WLA for 747 derivative application;:; would accrue from an airplane operational weight 
reduction relative to the same m~ael without WLA. However, the fuel saved through 
weight reduction did not produce an attractive return on investment for the 747 EET 
airplane. . 
For comparison with a baseline combined flight control system, this study evaluated the 
WLA portion of the 747 EET modified airplane in terms of reliability and maintenance 
cost. 
2.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION 
The reliability and maintenance data base for the combined automatic and primary 
flight control systems is found in section 4.0 and is presented at the component level. 
This section also includes the reliability analysis for flight control, stability augmenta-
tion (yaw damper), and speed control (autothrottle) functions involving both mechanicaJ 
and electronic elements. 
The operating environment and maintenance resource data from Pan Am were synthe-
sized and are presented as a discussion and cost summary in section 5.0. Data supporting 
this section are contained in the appendixes. . 
Prediction for reliability and maintenance cost of the WLA system is included in section 
6.0 
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A/C 
ACS 
ADF 
ADI 
ADP 
AFCS 
ALT 
AlP 
APU 
ARCS 
ASTU 
ATA 
ATC 
ATE 
ATR 
CADC 
CARSRA 
CB 
CCA 
COl 
.CDU 
CIWS 
C/P 
DH 
DMC 
DME 
EDP 
F/c 
FCS 
F/D 
FH 
FlO 
GIS 
GSE 
HDG 
HSI 
lAS 
IATP 
liB 
ILS 
IND 
INS 
INU 
3.0 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIA nONS 
aircraft 
aileron control system 
automatic direction finder 
attitude direction indicator 
air-driven pump 
automatic flight control system 
altitude 
autopilot 
auxiliary power uni t 
Airborne Reconfigurable Computer System program 
automatic stabilizer trim unit 
Air Transport Association 
air traffic control 
automatic test equipment 
air transport radio 
central air data computer 
Computer Aided Redundant System Reliability Analysis computer 
program 
circuit breaker 
central control actuator 
course deviation indicator 
control display unit 
central indicating warning system 
Cannon plug 
decision height 
direct maintenance cost 
distance measuring equipment 
engine-driven pump 
flight control 
flight control system 
flight director 
flight hours 
flight officer 
glide slope 
ground support equipment 
heading 
horizontal si tua tion indication 
indicated airspeed 
International Airlines Technical Pool 
inboard 
instrument landing system 
indicator 
inertial navigation system 
inertial navigation unit 
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LAT 
LCLU 
LH 
LOC 
LRRA 
LRU 
LVDT 
MAN 
MEL 
MFG 
MHRU 
MLU 
M5P 
NAV 
OIB 
o/R 
PCU 
PFC5 
pIN 
PTW 
QTY 
RH 
R/T 
5/0 
5P 
STIU 
TIE 
T/o 
TOO 
T/R 
VOR 
V5 
WIT 
WLA 
WT 
WTE 
WTW 
WYPT CHG 
XCVR 
XMTR 
XTK 
la teral 
landing control logic unit 
left hand 
localizer 
low-range radio al timeter 
line replaceable unit 
linear voltage displacement transducer 
manual 
minimum equipment list 
manufacturing 
magnetic heading reference unit 
monitor and logic unit 
mode select panel 
navigation 
outboard 
overrotation 
power control unit 
primary flight control system 
part number 
pitch trim wheel 
quantity 
right hand 
radio transmitter 
shutoff 
special performance 
stabilizer trim interface unit 
trailing edge 
takeoff 
top of descent 
transmitter receiver 
visual omni range --
vertical speed 
work integrated training 
wing load alleviation 
weight . 
wing tip extension 
wing tip winglet 
way point change 
transcei ver 
transmi tter 
crosstrack distance 
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4.0 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE COST 
This section draws on results of the reference 1 and 2 reports on the 747 flight control 
system. Mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic elements of the 747 flight control system 
are included. 
Reliability analysis was conducted during this study on the combined automatic and 
primary flight controls, with failures of electrical wiring and connectors treated 
separa tel y. 
Maintenance costs at the component level were extracted from the reference 1 and 2 
reports and assembled in a common cost per flight hour and a common base year. 
4.1 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL BASELINE SUMMARY 
FCS Re1iability-The combined automatic and primary flight control system functions 
(including mechanical elements, hydraulic elements, and electronic elements with 
associated wiring and connectors) were analyzed using theCARSRA program for the 
following functions: 
• Flight control with autopilot input 
• Yaw damper system 
• Autothrottle system 
The failure probability of the flight control function with autopilot input is 0.58 x 10-2 
per 4-hour flight. The autopilot can operate on either one of two channels, but common 
components within the system preclude complete channel independence. The yaw 
damper system failure probability is 0.11 x 10-5 for the same flight length. This system 
has two independent channels and results in the lower failure probability. The 
autothrottle only operates during the last stages of a flight and has a failure probability 
for its single channel system of 0.12 x 10-3• 
The effect of combining wiring and connector failures with the associated component 
failures resulted in increasing black-box failure rates by an average of 16%. Flight 
instrument failure rates increased by 10%. System failure probabilities increased by 
8%. 
Flight Control Maintenance and Delay Cost- The cost of $7.85 per flight hour is split 
evenly for the flight control electronic elements and the primary mechanical control 
elements. Main base component repair accounts for $4.91 or 62% of the total, with 
delay and cancellation cost at 30% and line maintenance at 8%. 
Correcting wiring and connector problems adds less than two cents per flight hour to 
flight control maintenance costs. 
4.2 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL FUNCTION DEFINITION AND OPERATING 
REQUIREMENTS 
The two previous studies pertaining to flight control electronics (ref. 1) and primary 
flight controls (ref. 2) collected reliability data and analyzed the following functions: 
1. Category II autoland using the electronic elements of the automatic flight control 
system. 
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2. Rudder control, elevator control, lateral control, stabilizer trim and speed brakes 
using mechanical and hydraulic elements of the primary flight control system. 
In the present study the automatic and primary flight control systems were combined. 
With a view to structuring the analyses in a manner that would form a baseline for 
comparison with future flight control concepts, the following flight control functions 
were analyzed. 
Flight Control Using Autopilot-This system includes the electronic elements of the 
automatic flight control system (sensors, computers and servos), the mechanical 
elements (including the mechanism and cables from the servo actuator to the control 
surfaces), and the hydraulic elements (including the actuators). 
Yaw Damper-This stability augmentation system provides natural yaw oscillation 
damping and also trim coordination; both functions using the rudders. Again, sensors, 
computers, servos, and actuators are included. 
Autothrottle-This system provides speed control using engine thrust control during the 
approach and landing phases and consists of sensors, and a computer and servo to 
automatically move the throttle levers. 
The components for these three functions are listed in table 1. 
Table 1. Combined Flight Control Components 
Flight control using autopilot Yaw damper Autothrottle 
Control I Mode select panel (MSP) 
display Autopilot controller Control panel Mode select panel 
units Flight mode annunciator (MSP) Attitude director indicator (AD!) 
Accelerometer 
Stabilizer trim interface unit (STIU) 
Linear voltage Accessory boxes 1 and 2 
Sensors Inertial navigation unit (lNU) displacement Accelerometer 
VOR/I LS navigation receiver transducer 
Compass coupler (LVDT) 
Low-range radio altimeter (LRRA) 
Central air data computer (CADC) 
Roll 
Computers Pitch Yaw Autothrottle Monitor and logic unit (MLU) 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit (ASTU) 
Central control actuator (CCA) servo 
Servo· Aileron power control unit (PCU) Rudder power 
components Spoiler power control unit (PCU) control unit Autotlvottle 
and Elevator power control unit (including servo) (PCU)(servo servo 
actuation Stabilizer trim control module and actuator) 
Stabilizer trim motor and jackscrew 
Operating Requirements-:-For flight control using autopilot, the operating requirements 
differ according to flight phase. Control can be achieved by manual means using turn 
knobs or automatically using navigation sensor commands. 
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Autopilot commands are coupled into the primary flight control system via parallel 
servo actuators. Thus, the control wheel and column, as well as the control surfaces, 
move in response to autopilot commands. 
Single channel autopilot operation is used in all modes except LAND, which requires 
both A and B channel operation. In single channel operation, either the A channel or B 
channel autopilot may be selected. The pilot can overpower the autopilot at any time 
by applying modest force at the control wheel. 
During dual channel operation, both autopilot actuators are coupled to the manual 
controls via respective force detents. The airplane will track the autopilot command 
having the lesser value. If one autopilot fails passive, the resultant output is nearly 
zero. Thus the dual channel servo actuator system provides true "fail passive" 
operation for use in the LAND mode. 
Appendix A is a description of a typical flight using the autopilot and includes the 
various autopilot modes, the various flight phases, and a glossary of modes. Based upon 
this description, a typical flight can be broken down into phases and equipment 
requirements for different flight times. Table 2 shows these flight phases and exposure 
times for 1-, 4- 'and 8-hour flights. 
Table 2 Flight Phases for Combined Flight Control Systems 
System operation a Flight phase exposure times (min) 
Flight phase Yaw Auto· 1·hr 4-hr 8-hr 
damper Autopilot throttle flight time flight time flight time 
Takeoff v' - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Climbout to 1500 ft v' - - 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Climb to cruise altitude v' Single - 15.00 24.00 24.00 
Cruise v' 
channel 25.50 190.50 430.50 I -Descent v' - 9.00 15.00 15.00 Initial approach v' v' 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Final approach v' Single v' 2.25 2.25 2.25 
or dual 
channel 
Landing (flare to touchdown) V Single v' 0.25 0.25 0.25 
or dual 
channel 
aSee table 1 for elements included in the system. 
Failure probabilities were computed for each flight phase and the total flight. 
Functional readiness was computed at the beginning of the final approach phase 
together with failure probabilities during this phase. 
The yaw damper is required for stability augmentation throughout the flight and the 
analysis determined the failure probability during flight time. 
Functional readiness for the autothrottle was computed at beginning of the approach 
and land phase and the failure probability during this phase. Table 2 identifies flight 
phase requirements and times. 
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4.3 COMPONENT FAILURE RATES 
The data sources for the primary mechanical controls were several airlines' component 
removal reports, covering the years 1970 through 1976, and repair shop records. This 
long time period was necessary because of the low removal rates for these items. The 
high removal rate of the electronic components permitted a valid data base to be 
obtained from a single airline, Pan Am, over a I-year period. Observing a strong 
similarity of United Airlines rates with Pan Am lent confidence in the validity of 
selecting Pan Am data. Table 3 shows the failure rates that were used in the reliability 
analysis for this study. 
Table 3. Component Failure Rate Summary 
Component 
Failuresl 
106 
Flight control electronics unit hr 
Major computers 
Pitch computer 43&0 
Roll computer 400.9 
Yaw computer 202.4 
Monitor and logic unit 25&3 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 372.9 
Autothrottle computer 122.7 
Dedicated sensor, servo, and display elements 
Mode select panel 660.6 
Autopilot controller 85.2 
Normal accelerometer 0.0 
Stabilizer trim interface unit 24.7 
Automatic flight control system access box 1 22.0 
Automatic flight control system access box 2 4.8 
Linear voltage displacement transducer 1.7 
Autothrottle servo 0.0 
Attitude direction indicator . 160.1 
Shared sensor system 
VO R/I LS receiver 151.3 
Low·range radio altimeter 136.7 
Inertial navigation system 654.9 
Central air data computer 32&5 
Compass coupler 154.2 
Note: Data source-Pan Am (1977), excludes 
wiring and connector failures 
Component 
Failures/ 
106 
Primary mechanical controls unit hr 
Elevator 
Inboard elevator autopilot servo 11.7 
Inboard elevator power control unit 1.6 
Outboard elevator power control unit 0.5 
Stabil izer trim 
Hydraulic motor 10.2 
Hydraulic brake 1.7 
Shutoff valve 3.2 
Control module (hydraulic) 0.7 
Control module (electrical) 2.1 
Lateral contr'ol 
Central control actuator 7.0 
Inboard aileron power control unit 1.2 
Outboard aileron power control unit 0.7 
Inboard spoiler power control unit 0.3 
Outboard spoiler po",,!er control unit 0.4 
Ru dder control 
Rudder servo 1.8 
Rudder power control unit :1.6 
Note: Data source-several airlines (1970-76) 
The methodology for evaluating failure probability and functional J:"eadiness of the three 
·functions was to model each function for the specific analysis tool cal1ed CARSRA; a 
general purpose rellabl1lty analysis program that handles modular redundant systems, 
CARSRA is described in the reference 2 study. 
The system to be analyzed is partitioned into stages and modules, where a module is a 
set of elements performing a specified function. Each stage is modeled by a Markov 
model describing the different redundancy states of the stage. Dependencies between 
stages are indicated by lines connecting the stages and the direction of a dependency is 
indicated by an arrowhead. 
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The reliability analysis was recycled to include the wmng and conneCtor failures 
evaluated in section 4.6. Table 4 shows the revised failure rates, which include 
connector and wiring failures apportioned to the component. 
Table 4. Component, Connector, and Wiring Failure Rates 
Component plus 
Component Component failures! connector and 106 unithr wiring failuresl 
106 unit hr 
Major computers 
Pitch computer 438.0 540.3 
Roll computer 400.9 471.3 
Yaw computer 2024 218,,9 
Monitor and logic unit 258.3 310.4 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 3729 394.8 
Autothrottle computer 1227 128.2 
Dedicated sensor, servo, and display elements 
Mode select panel 660.6 666.1 
Autopilot controller 85.2 85.2 
Normal accelerometer 0.0 0.0 
Stabilizer trim interface unit 24.7 38.4 
Automatic flight control system 26.8 32.3 
Linear voltage displacement transducer 1.7 1.7 
Autothrottle servo 0.0 0.0 
Attitude direction indicator 160.1 168.3 
Shared sensor system 
VORII LS receiver 151.3 195.2 
Low-range radio altimeter 136.7 142.2 
I nertial navigation system 654.9 708.8 
Central air data computer 328.5 414.9 
Compass coupler 154.2 173.4 
4.4 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Analyses for the three flight control functions are contained in section 4.4.1, Flight 
Control Using Autopilot; section 4.4.2, Yaw Damper; section 4.4.3, Autothrottle. 
4.4.1 Reliability Analysis-Flight Control Using Autopilot 
The first step in the CARSRA analysis is to assemble the required equipment modules in 
the form of a dependency tree shown in figure 1. Each module is shown as a 
rectangular block, with the "angle" at the top right corner indicating another module of 
the same component name. The dependency tree represents the system configured for 
single channel operation in the cruise and descend flight phase. Module dependencies 
change according to flight phase. Table 5 lists the requirements for both single and 
dual channel operation for the sensors. Three distinct flight phases can be identified. 
The first phase is climb; the second phase cruise, descend, and initial approach; the 
third phase final approach and land. Thus, the dependency tree drawn for the climb 
phase does not include the accelerometer modules. For the approach and land phase, 
the VOR/ILS and compass coupler modules will be connected with lines from the roll 
and pitch computer modules establishing dependencies between channel A and module 
number one and between channel B and module number two. 
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.-----'1 VOR/ILS _ 
"'1 Central air I ... 1 I data computer 
... Accelerometer I 
==r 
Low-range I ... radio altimeter Roll 
computer I 
... Inertial 
navigation system I 
===jl ... Pitch 
I computer I I Compass coupler 
Stabilizer trim 
module (electrical) I 
... Stabilizer trim I ... module (hydraulic) 
_ .. 
Lateral control 
.. 
servo I 
Hydraulic systems II 
... 
2and 3 I Elevator control 
... I servo 
.. Elevator. lateral I ... control actuators 
~-----~ ~-------~ 
-- - III Elevator. lateral II Hydraulic systems I-----------.. ~H 
1 and 4. L-._c_o_n_t_ro_l_a_c_tu_a_t_o_rs __ --l 
Mode select 
panel 
Controller ] 
Monitor and logic unit; 
automatic flight control 
system boxes 1 and 2 
Stabilizer trim 
interface 
Figure 1. Dependency Tree for Flight Control Using Autopilot 
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Table 5. Flight Control Sensor Dependencies 
Autopilot channel 
Sensor FI ight phase 
A B A or B 
Inertial navigation system 1 v' -All v' -Inertial navigation system 2 -
Central air data computer 1 All v' -Central air data computer 2 v' -
-
VOR/ILS 1 { Climb, cruise,} 
- - v' VOR/ILS 2 and descent v' 
VOR/ILS 1 { Approach } v' -
VOR/ILS 2 and land - V -
Compass coupler 1 { Climb, cruise,} 
- - v' Compass coupler 2 and descent v' 
Compass coupler 1 { Approach } V -Compa$S coupler 2 and land v' --
Low-range radio altimeter 1 { Approach and} v' -
-Low-range radio altimeter 2 land only - v' 
Normal accelerometer 1 {All except } V - -Normal accelerometer 2 climb 
- v' 
The hydraulic and mechanical elements of the figure 1 dependency tree are detailed in 
figure 2. Hydraulic system numbers two and three are the main flight control actuation 
power sources and are modeled as a stage separate from hydraulic system numbers one 
and four. 
Failure probabilities for three different flight lengths were computed using the 
CARSRA program. A flight time of 4 hours was chosen as it is the average flight 
length for all 747's in service. Flight times of I hour and 8 hours were also evaluated as 
being typical of many 747 operations. 
The reliability results for total flight time and each phase are shown in table 6. This 
table also shows the results with and without wiring and connectors. Failure 
probabilities are increased by about 8% when wiring and connector failures are 
included. 
Functional Readiness-One feature of the CARSRA program is the ability to compute 
functional readiness: the availability of a function at a particular time in flight, given 
that the function was operating at the beginning of the flight. 
Autoland is a function that is required at the beginning of the final approach phase. 
Full category II and restricted category II functional readiness were analyzed in the 
reference I study for the electronic portion only. The functional readiness was 
computed again by including the hydraulic and mechanical elements plus wiring and 
connector failures. 
The results are shown in figure 3. Functional readiness for a single channel landing is 
shown for comparison. During the landing phase, the probability of completing the 
landing in that category is shown in table 7. 
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Figure 2. Flight Control Hydraulic System Dependencies 
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Table 6. Reliability for Flight Control Using Autopilot 
Failure probability 
Flight phase Exposure time (hr) Without connectors With connectors 
and wiring failures and wiring failures 
Total flight 1.0 0.135 x ur2 0.146 x 10-2 
Climb 0.25 0.338 x 10-3 0.364 x 10-3 
Cruise and descent 0.65 0.122 x 10-2 0.131 x 10-2 
Approach and land 0.10 0.136 x 10-3 0.146 x 10-3 
Total flight 4.0 0.544 x 10-2 0.584 x 10-2 
Climb 0.50 0.675 x 10-3 0.498 x 10-2 
Cruise and descent 3.40 0.461 x 10-2 0.149 x 10-2 
Approach and land 0.10 0.138 x 10-3 0.724 x 10-3 
Total flight ao 0.110x 10-1 0.118x 10-1 
Oimb 0.50 0.675 x 10-3 0.728 x 10-3 
Cruise and descent 7.40 0.101 x 10-1 0.109 x 10-1 
Approach and land 0.10 0.141 x 10-3 0.153 x 10-3 
4.4.2 Reliability Analysis-Yaw Damper System 
The yaw damper is an example of a current stability augmentation system. It consists 
of two identical systems, one controJJing the upper and the other controJJing the lower 
rudder. Each system monitors airplane yaw rate and positions the rudder to compensate 
for dutch roll. 
The yaw damper components are identified in table 1 and are shown in a functional 
diagram together with the dependency tree in figure 4. Failure probability for a typical 
747 flight of 4 hours is 0.98 x 10- 6, if wiring and connector failures are not considered. 
This figure increases to 1.1 x 10-6 when wiring and connector failures are included. 
4.4.3 Reliability Analysis-Autothrottle System 
The autothrottle maintains a preselected airspeed during approach and landing. It is a 
single channel system. Figure 5 shows the block diagram for autothrottle components. 
Since the system is required at the beginning of the approach phase of a flight, the 
functional readiness was computed. For a typical 4-hour flight length and a functional 
readiness criterion of any single module failure causing system failure, 99.65% of al1 
flights wil1 have autothrottle available at the beginning of approach. 
The probability of system failure during the approach and land phases, a duration of 7.5 
minutes, is 0.12 x 10-3• 
4.5 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL DIRECT MAINTENANCE AND DELAY COSTS 
Maintenance and delay costs at the component, system, or airplane level are usual1y 
expressed as a function of airplane flight time. The costs for the primary mechanical 
controls (ref. 2) were expressed in 1978 dol1ars per 1000 flight hours. In order to show 
the flight electronics costs in equivalent rates, the labor man-hours per removal and 
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Figure 3. Functional Readiness for Automatic Flight Control at Final Approach 
Table 7. Reliability for Flight Control Using Autopilot During Final Approach and Landing 
Failure probability for 0.1-hr exposure during final 
Flight control configuration approach and landing 
1·hr flight 4-hr flight 8-hrflight 
Single channel (A or B) 0.146 x 10-3 0.149 x 10-3 0.153 x 10-3 
Dual channel (A and B) restricted Category II 0.610 x 10-3 0.724 x 10-3 0.744 x 10-3 
Dual channel (A and B) full Category II 0.709 x 10-3 0.709 x 10-3 0.709 x 10-3 
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Figure 5. Functional Diagram for the Autothrottle System 
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material costs per failure identified in the reference 1 r"eport were arranged accord-
ingly. Values were expressed in the base year 1978 by applying an inflation factor of 
1.07 to the 1977 material costs and a labor rate of $10.87 per hour. 
1978 labor cost ($/1000 flight hours) = man-hours per removal x removals/1000 flight 
hours x 10.87 $/hour. 
1978 material cost ($/1000 fl ight hours) = material cost per failure x failures/1000 
flight hours x 1977 to 1978 inflation factor. 
The elements of maintenance and delay cost are: 
• Component repair shop labor and material costs 
• Line station maintenance labor costs 
• Line station delay and cancellation costs 
A summary of combined flight control direct maintenance (including estimated inertial 
navigation system (INS) repair cost of $2.00 per flight hour) and delay cost is shown in 
table 8, followed by details at the component level for repair shop labor costs in table 
9; repair shop material cost in table 10; line station maintenance labor costs in table 11; 
and line station delay and cancellation costs in table 12. 
Repair shop costs for the INS were not available as those line replaceable units (LRU) 
were repaired by the vendor. An equivalent INS direct maintenance repair cost was 
estimated from the vendor charge to Pan Am during 1978 by factoring the charge by a 
ratio of flight control direct maintenance cost to total in-house maintenance cost (plus 
vendor markup) as shown in section 5.3. 
4.6 CONNECTOR AND WIRING RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE COST 
A separate study was undertaken to determine the significance of connector and wiring 
faults occurring outside black boxes and other electrical flight control components. 
With electronic systems becoming more predominant in aircraft systems, special 
attention may have to be directed to wiring and electrical connector design, specifica-
tion, and location if the present environment produces poor reliability, high main-
tenance cost or both. Data were collected on unscheduled maintenance activity 
involving connector and wiring problems. 
Table 8. Direct Mainten;nce and Delay Cost Summary 
Cost (1978 $/flight hr) 
System Main base repair Line station 
labor and material Delay and Total 
Labor cancellations 
Flight electronics (automatic flight control 4.71 a 0.34 0.87 5.92 
system) 
Primary mechanical controls (primary flight 2.20 0.21 1.53 3.94 
control system) 
Total flight control system 6.91 0.55 2.40 9.86 
alncludes $2.00 for inertial navigation system repair 
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Table 9. Primary Flight Control System and Automatic 
Flight Control System Repair Shop Labor Costs 
Flight electronics 1978 $/1000 Primary mechanical controls 
flight hr 
Pitch computer $ 189.01 Aileron trim actuator 
Roll computer 154.30 Flight control shutoff valve 
Yaw computer 31.30 Central control actuator 
Monitor and logic unit 40.38 . Outboard aileron lockout actuator 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 69.50 Aileron programmer 
Autothrottle computer 29.93 Inboard aileron power control unit 
Stabilizer trim unit 10.09 Outboard aileron power control unit 
Accessory box 1 3.65 Spoiler mixer 
Accessory box 2 1.32 Spoiler actuator 
Mode select panel 54.41 Rudder power control unit 
Autopilot controller 10.20 Ratio servo 
Annunciator 0.00 Ratio control unit 
Attitude direction indicator 0.00 Elevator feel actuator 
Navigation receiver 48.80 Feel computer 
Low·range radio altimeter 75.29 Elevator power control unit 
Central air data computer 421.95 Stabilizer trim motor 
Compass coupler 88.48 Control module 
Speed brake sequencer 
Inertial navigation system Ground spoiler actuator 
(not included) 
Total $1,459.79 Total 
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1978 $/1000 
flight hr 
$ 3.31 
17.11 
45.61 
6.30 
11.58 
23.41 
10.20 
11.40 
4.80 
90.31 
14.10 
26.41 
1.80 
10.20 
49.81 
5.20 
11.67 
2.10 
15.31 
$365.97 
Table 10. Primary Flight Control System and Automatic 
Flight Control System Repair Shop Material Costs 
Flight electronics 1978 $/1000 Primary mechanical controls flight hr 
Pitch computer $ 255.18 Aileron trim actuator 
Roll computer 207.59 Flight control shutoff valve 
Yaw computer 19.14 Central control actuator 
Monitor and logic unit 31.28 Outboard aileron lockout actuator 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 23.43 Aileron programmer 
Autothrottle computer 42.16 Inboard aileron power control unit 
Stabilizer trim unit 0.00 Outboard aileron power control unit 
Accessory box 1 0.00 Spoiler mixer 
Accessory box 2 0.27 
Spoiler actuator 
Mode select panel 74.87 
Rudder power control unit 
Autopilot controller 0.15 Ratio servo 
Annunciator 0.00 
Ratio control unit 
Attitude direction indicator 137.96 Elevator feel actuator 
Navigation receiver 25.99 Feel computer 
Low·range radio altimeter 4.74 Elevator power control unit 
-Central air data computer 421.56 Stabilizer trim motor 
Compass coupler 1.74 Control module 
Speedbrake sequencer 
Inertial navigation system Ground spoiler actuator 
(not included) 
Total $1,246.06 Total 
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1978 $11000 
flight hr 
$ 0.00 
11.62 
274.92 
0.56 
3.01 
195.74 
350.80 
6.31 
10.30 
618.01 
2.55 
56.66 
2.26 
6.24 
153.86 
0.00 
105.36 
19.85 
5.31 
$1,836.59 
Table 11. Primary Flight Control System and Automatic 
Flight Control System Line Station Labor Costs 
Flight electronics 1978 $/1000 Primary mechanical controls flight hr 
Pitch computer $ 33.46 Aileron trim actuator 
Roll computer 32.68 Flight control shutoff valve 
Yaw computer 8.66 Central control actuator 
Monitor and logic unit 24.63 Outboard aileron lockout actuator 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 29.44 Aileron programmer 
Autothrottle computer 2.19 Inboard aileron power control unit 
Stabilizer trim unit 3.94 Outboard aileron power control unit 
Accessory box 1 1.46 Spoiler mixer 
Accessory box 2 0.55 Spoiler actuator 
Mode select panel 41.10 Rudder power control unit 
Autopilot controller 2.40 Ratio servo 
Annunciator 0.76 Ratio control unit 
Attitude direction indicator 7.86 Elevator feel actuator 
Navigation receiver 26.21 Feel computer 
Low-range radio altimeter 11.58 Elevator power control unit 
Central air data computer 40.57 Stabilizer trim drive 
Compass coupler 8.43 Control module 
Speed brake sequencer 
Inertial navigation system 63.38 Ground spoiler actuator 
General 
Total $338.29 Total 
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1978 $/1000 
flight hr 
$ 0.92 
3.32 
8.09 
0.61 
0.00 
50.65 
0.00 
0.00 
10.82 
4.77 
43.54 
22.45 
0.00 
11.59 
20.52 
3.68 
7.74 
0.00 
2.11 
21.79 
$212.60 
Table 12. Primary Flight Control System and Automatic Flight Control System Delay 
and Cancellation Costs 
Flight electronics Primary mechanical controls 
ATA 22, autopilot ATA 34, shared ATA 27, less high·lift 
system sensors only devices 
(1978 $/1000 (1978 $/1000 (1978 $/1000 
flight hr) flight hr} flight hr} 
Delays $113.06 $435.92 $1,415.97 
Cancellations 0.00 318.30 111.92 
---
Total $113.06 $754.22 $1,527.89 
4.6.1 Connector and Wiring Data Collection 
The approach to obtaining connector wiring data was to obtain from Pan Am data on 
maintenance actions that corrected connector and wiring problems. Pan Am produces a 
statistical report that combines the daily pilot log of discrepancies (flight squawks) and 
the remedial action taken by the maintenance personnel. Details of maintenance 
actions that corrected connector or wiring problems were extracted and are listed in 
appendix B under AT A system, associated LRU, airplane location, action taken, and 
man-hour and material cost. 
The scope of this data collection covered 12 months of 747 operation for Pan Am and 
included electronic and electrical devices in the primary and automatic flight control 
systems. The hydraulic power and associated indicating subsystems also were included 
for comparitive purposes. 
Data Extraction-The procedure for screening and extracting data from the statistical 
report, relevant to connector and wiring problems, was as follows: 
1. Extract all actions where the mechanic cleaned, repaired or replaced a connector 
and repaired wiring. 
2. Extract all actions where black boxes or other equipment were swapped or 
reseated, only if this action corrected the problem. This was verified by 
monitoring data for the involved airplane for 30 days following the swap or reset 
fix. If the squawk did not repeat, then the problem was considered to be a 
connector failure. A version of Pan Am's statistical report sorted by airplane tail 
number and data facilitated this task. 
4.6.2 Connector and Wiring Failure Definitions 
A connector failure is defined as the loss of function of the connection; that is, the 
disruption of an electrical signal across the contacts. A wiring failure is defined as the 
disruption of an electrical signal due to a broken or shorted wire. The collected data in 
appendix B are connector or wiring failure occurrences as each maintenance action 
restored the electrical connection. The maintenance actions were categorized by the 
terms res~at, swap, clean, replace, or repair, and are described as follows. 
If the mechanic suspects a connector problem, then he will either reseat the unit, in the 
case of an air transport radio (ATR) box, or swap like units depending on his familiarity 
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with the pilot report and method of troubleshooting. While swapping or reseating the 
unit, the mechanic may inspect the connector itself. The connector may appear 
satisfactory or may require cleaning. Also a bent pin or damaged housing may require 
repair or even connector replacement. All wiring failures were assembled under the 
term "repair." 
4.6.3 Connector and Wiring Data Evaluation 
Evaluation Highlights-Connector failures are most significant for ATR black boxes. 
The average box failure rate increases 16% when its connector unreliability is included. 
Most connector problems are corrected by reseating the box in the receptacle. Flight 
deck equipment failure rate increases by 10% when connector failures are included. 
Flight control wiring is more reliable. Wiring problems are outweighed by connector 
problems by a factor of 1 to 14-. There were only 17 repairs to flight control wiring on 
Pan Am's 74-7 fleet during 1978. 
In other systems having electrical components, connector and wiring reliability may be 
different. A brief survey of the hydraulic system wiring produced a total of 58 repair 
actions in 1978. 
Maintenance costs for correcting flight control connector and wiring failures at 1.75 
cents per flight hour are not significant. This compares with 55 cents per flight hour 
for flight control line maintenance. 
Connector and Wiring Reliability-All flight control connector problems have been 
summarized in table 13 by listing the total number of maintenance corrective actions 
during 1978 under the headings previously identified. This table clearly shows that the 
A TR black boxes located in the electronics compartment have most of the connector 
problems. Most of these problems apparently are fixed by reseating the connector, 
either by exchanging boxes or merely unlatching a box and relatching it. 
In comparison with connectors, the corrective actions for wiring problems are fewer, as 
seen in table 14-. There were only 17 maintenance corrective actions in 1978 against 
24-2 for connectors. Wiring reliability appears to be high compared with black box or 
connector reliability. 
The summaries in tables 13 and 14- also show corrective actions for the hydraulic system 
connectors and wiring. As there are no black boxes in this system, a comparison can be 
made with the hydraulic components and components of the flight control system. For 
connectors (table 13) there were 92 actions for hydraulics against 35 for flight controls. 
For wiring (table 14-) there were 58 actions for hydraulics against only 17 for flight 
controls. Although this is a comparison at the system level, it clearly identifies 
hydraulic wiring as a much bigger problem than for flight controls. 
Connector and LRU Failures-To add perspective to the connector statistics, a compari-
son was made between LRU failure rates and the failure rates of the LRU connectors 
(table 15). For black-box LRU's where most of the connector problems were found, the 
total failure rate for all flight control electrical compartments LRU's is 7233 x 10-6 
failures per hour compared with 1121 x 10-6 failures per hour for the associated 
connectors. Thus, black-box LRU failure rates are increased by an average of 16% 
when their connectors are included. For flight deck LRU's, .the failure rates increased 
by 10%. 
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Table 13. Flight Control Connector Maintenance Actions 
Total 1978 maintenance actions to correct connector 
problems, by action 
Connector location and 
associated unit Swap Reseat Clean Replace Repair Total 
units unit connector connector connector 
Electrical/electronics compartment 
Pitch computer 41.0 15.0 
Roll computer 26.5 12.0 
Inertial navigation system 23.0 4.5 2.0 
Yaw computer 3.0 3.0 
Central air data computer 15.5 15.0 1.0 
Navigation receiver 5.0 10.0 1.0 
Compass coupler 2.0 5.0 
Low-range radio altimeter 2.0 
Accessory box 2.0 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit . 3.0 1.0 
Stabilizer trim interface unit 2.5 
Monitor and logic unit 9.5 
Autothrottle 1.0 
Over rotation computer 1.0 
-- -- --
-- --
Subtotal 115.0 86.5 1.0 3.0 1.0 207.0 
Flight deck 
Attitude direction indicator 2.0 1.0 
Annunciator 6.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 
P73 (relay) 1.0 
Mode select panel 1.0 
Stall warning computer 1.0 
Stabilizer trim switch 2.0 
Autospeedbrake solenoid 1.0 
Stick shaker switch 1.0 
--Subtotal 0.0 9.0 5.0 2.0 8.0 24.0 
Empennage subtotal - - 6.0 1.0 - 7.0 
Wing subtotal - - 2.0 2.0 - 4.0 
Total flight control 115.0 93.5 14.0 8.0 9.0 242.0 
Total hydraulics 7.0 21.0 44.0 10.0 10.0 92.0 
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Table 14. Flight Control and Hydraulic Wiring Maintenance Corrective Actions 
Airplane location Associated flight control 1978 maintenance corrective 
system/component actions for wiring repair 
Flight controls 
Flight deck 
Instrument panel Attitude direction indicator 1 
Instrument panel Flight director selector switch 1 
Instrument panel Inertial navigation system selector 1 
Control column Stick shaker 1 
--
Subtotal 4 
Wing 
Canoe fairing 3 Flight control shutoff valve 1 
Inboard sailboat Flight control shutoff valve 1 
Outboard trailing-edge wing Aileron lockout 4 
-
Subtotal 6 
Empennage 
Stabilizer trim Control module 4 
Elevator Indication 1 
--
Subtotal 5 
Landing gear bay 
Shock strut Takeoff warning switches S334 1 
and S763 
Shock strut Over rotation system 1 
--
Subtotal 2 
Total 17 
Hydraulics Pressure and indicating system 58 
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Table 15. Connector and Wiring Reliability 
Wiring and Associated component 
connector 
Failures (maintenance Ratio 
Component connector corrective actions) Failures per Removals 
per 106 fl ight hr 106 flight hr per 106 flight hr A A 
(A) (B) (e) (B)(~) 
Air transport radio boxes 
Pitch computer 306.9 1 314.0 2389.0 
Roll computer 211.2 1 202.7 2405.0 
Inertial navigation system 161.7 1 964.7 4165.0 
Yaw computer ·33.0 404.8 613.0 
Central air data computer 172.8 657.0 2986.0 
Navigation receiver 87.8 302.6 1663.0 
Compass coupler 38.4 308.4 646.0 
Low·range radio altimeter 11.0 273.4 888.0 
Accessory box 5.5 26.8 128.0 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 21.9 372.9 888.0 
Stabilizer trim interface unit 13.7 24.7 290.0 
Monitor and logic unit 52.1 258.3 743.0 
Autothrottle computer 5.5 122.7 161.0 
----Total 1 121.5 7233.0 17957.0 0.16 0.06 
Flight deck 
Attitude direction indicator 16.4 320.2 516.0 
Annunciator 76.8 26.6 48.0 
Mode select panel 5.5 660.6 1065.0 
--
-
--
Total 98.7 1 007.4 1 629.0 0.10 0.06 
Connector and LRU Maintenance Actions-Table 15 also provides the LRU removal rate 
for comparison with the maintenance corrective action rate. The maintenance action 
rate for LRU removals; i.e., component removal rate, is increased by 6% when 
connector maintenance action rate is included. It is likely that some removals that 
were classified as unjustified were actually connector problems (for example, a reseat 
problem), so the true maintenance corrective action rate for connectors may be higher 
than the calculated rate shown in table 15. This cannot be verified. 
Connector and Wiring Maintenance Cost-Each maintenance action recorded in appendix 
B shows the estimated man-hours to correct each problem. Table 16 shows the 
maintenance man-hours expended in 1978 to correct component connector problems and 
arrays the data according to each associated component under each corrective action 
type. Also shown are the man-hours when automatic test equipment (ATE) was used 
and material cost for connectors needing replacement or repair. Totals for the 
hydraulic system are included for comparative purposes. 
The man-hours spent in using ATE for fault verification appear to be quite small. Also 
replacement costs for connectors are small, totaling only $270 for the year. The 
highest category for man-hours is the time spent reseating or swapping black boxes to 
correct faults. As this category is also the highest in terms of total maintenance 
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Table 16. Flight Control Connector Maintenance Man-Hours 
Total 1978 maintenance man-hours and material costs to 
correct connector problems, by action 
Connector location and Automatic Material 
associated unit Reseat or Clean Replace Repair test equipment cost 
swap unit connector connector connector (,1978 $) use 
Electrical/electronics compartment 
Pitch computer 34.25 1.0 
Roll computer 22.50 0.5 
Inertial navigation system 18.50 14.0 100.00 
Yaw computer 4.00 
Central air data computer 20.75 2.0 7.0 2.00 
Navigation receiver 8.50 1.5 4.0 
Compass coupler 3.50 
Low-range radio altimeter 1.00 
Accessory box 1.00 0.5 
, 
Automatic stabilizer trim unit 3.00 4.0 21.42 
Stabilizer trim interface unit 2.50 
Monitor and logic unit 6.00 0.5 
Autothrottle 0.50 
Overrotation computer 1.00 
-- -- - -- ---Subtotal 127.00 1.5 18.0 2.0 13.5 123.42 
Flight deck 
Attitude direction indicator 1.0 64.80 
Annunciator 1.5 1.0 5.5 16.30 
P73 (relay) 3.0 
Mode select panel 2.0 
Stall warning computer 
Stabilizer trim switch 3.0 
Autospeedbrake solenoid 1.0 
Stick shaker switch 1.0 
-- --Subtotal a 5.5 2.0 11.5 a 81.10 
Empennage subtotal a 6.0 1.5 a a 22.37 
Wing subtotal a 2.5 3.0 a 0 43.09 
Total flight control 127.00 15.5 24.5 13.5 13.5 269.98 
Total hydraulics 31.25 61.5 16.5 18.0 - -
actions, the actual time spent per maintenance action is no higher than for other 
corrective categories. 
Wiring man-hours are identified in table 17 and show-total man-hours in 1978 listed by 
the components associated with the wiring in terms of repair and troubleshooting. No 
data exist for actual troubleshooting times. It is generally known that more time is 
spent tracking down, verifying, and locating a wire problem than in the actual repair. 
An average troubleshooting time was established by reference to the few delay details 
where the cause was a broken or chafed wire. The delay time plus the ground time 
available between flight, less repair time, was attributed to troubleshooting time, which 
averaged 3.3 hours. 
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Table 17. Flight Control Wiring Maintenance Man-Hours 
1978 man·hours to 
Airplane location Associated flight control 
correct wiring problems 
system/component 
Troubleshooting Repair 
Flight controls 
Flight deck 
Instrument panel Attitude direction indicator 3.3 3.0 
Instrument panel Flight director selector switch 3.3 2.0 
'Instrument panel Inertial navigation system selector 3.3 3.0 
Control column Stick shaker 3.3 2.0 
-- --
Subtotal 13.2 10.0 
Wing 
Canoe fairing 3 Flight control shutoff valve 3.3 2.5 
Inboard sailboat Flight control shutoff valve 3.3 2.0 
Outboard trailing-edge wing Aileron lockout 13.2 8.0 
-- -
Subtotal 19.8 12.5 
Empennage 
Stabilizer trim Control module 13.2 7.0 
Elevator Indication 3.3 . 3.5 
-- -
Subtotal 16.5 10.5 
. Landing gear bay 
Shock strut Takeoff warning switches S334 and S763 3.3 2.0 
Shock strut Overrotation system 3.3 1.5 
- -
Subtotal 6.6 3.5 
Flight control total system man-hours 56.1 36.5 
Hydraulics total system man-hours 191.4 132.0 
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Man-hours were converted into costs by using the 1978 labor rate of $10.87 per hour 
and a summary of the maintenance costs for flight controls and hydraulics wiring and 
connectors is shown in table 18. These costs are shown as a total for 1978 and as cost 
per flight time. At 2.687 cents per flight hour, the hydraulic system connector and 
wiring costs are more than flight control wiring and connector costs, which are 1.747 
cents per flight hour. This compares with a total line maintenance cost for the flight 
control system of, 55 cents per flight hour. 
Table 18. Maintenance Cost Summary for Connectors and Wiring 
1978 total costs Costs System (1978 $) (1978 $/1000 flight hr) 
Flight controls 
Connectors $2,179.43 $11.95 
Wiring 1,006.56 5.52 
Total $3,185.99 $17.47 
Hydraulics 
Connectors $1,383.21 $ 7.59 
Wiring 3,515.36 19.28 
Total $4,898.57 $26.87 
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5.0 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT AND MAINTENANCE RESOURCES 
FOR A B-747 FLEET 
Flight control designs for operation in the mid-1980's will make expanded use of new 
technology digital techniques for control and display. Applications are automatic flight 
control, flight management, and limited active controls. Beyond the mid-1980's, 
applications using digital technology may include advanced active controls for stability 
augmentation and flutter mode suppression. 
The new technology may impose requirements for airplane dispatch, equipment repair, 
material logistics, and line maintenance different from current practices. One purpose 
of this study is to identify and document those current practices as developed by a 
typical airline. This was accomplished by collecting and reviewing data on 12-month 
operation of Pan Am's 747 fleet, concentrating on the flight control system. B-747 
characteristics are described in the following sections: Operating Environment, section 
5.1; Maintenance Resources, section 5.2; Combined Flight Control Inventory and 
Maintenance Cost Summary, section 5.3. 
5.1 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
Pan Am operates on routes that radiate from the United States and extend worldwide. 
One route extends around the world. This airline operates a large and mature 747 fleet 
over a well developed route network and has years of fine tuning their logistics support 
and maintenance plan. 
Fleet Composition-Apart from a small B-727 fleet operating in Germany to points 
within Europe, Pan Am operates two long-range airplanes, the B-747 and B-707. The 
B-747 fleet size is gradually increasing whileB-707's are being slowly phased out. At 
the end of 1978 there were 43 B-747's in operation and 36 B-707's. The B-707's operate 
primarily to Africa and supplement B-747's on other routes. The B-747 fleet consists of 
the basic B-747 -100 passenger model, a long-range special performance (SP) model and 
the freighter model. Although most flight control equipment is common to all three 
types, the daily utilization, flight-length and transit times are different. The SP fleet 
has upgraded autopilot computers that are maintained by outside contract. 
Operating Network-The airline operates the B-747 in five main regions: South 
America, South Pacific, the Orient, Europe, and World Service. Figure 6 shows the 
network as a block diagram with routes radiating from the U.S.A. Apart from the 
World Service, no service exists between the regions, each outbound flight returning to 
a U.S. gateway. Airplanes are routed through New York or San Francisco for 
maintenance check visits. Appendix D includes additional details of Pan Am's operating 
network. 
5.2 MAINTENANCE RESOURCES 
5.2.1 Maintenance Personnel for Avionics Support 
For purposes of this study, it was necessary to identify avionic maintenance manpower 
and skill levels. Because the departmental organization of the Maintenance and 
Engineering Division within· Pan Am is not aligned along specific airplane types or 
aircraft systems, and because line station maintenance is carried out under a different 
organization, Marketing, it was necessary for Pan Am to estimate the manpower 
specifically assigned to avionic maintenance. This estimate was made in relation to the 
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total manning level for line stations and main base maintenance, together with some of 
the avionic support functions within each organization. 
For maintenance servicing carried out at two main bases, New York and San Francisco, 
the avionics crew (not including supervisors) totals 100. The New York component 
repair shop for avionics has 72 technicians. All component repair is done either in New 
York or by suppliers. This manning level for direct avionics support is about 3% of the 
total New York and San Francisco Maintenance and Engineering organization. Other 
departments that contribute to avionic maintenance include: 
Training 
Quality Control-Inspection 
Quality Assurance-Reliability programs 
Industrial Equipment-Instrument and avionic calibration, Ground equipment overhaul 
Aircraft Maintenance-Metal service, Technical service 
Component Repair- Plating, welding, machining, metals shops, Instrument overhaul, 
W iring harness shop, Fiberglass shop 
Material and Logistics-Inventory control, Purchasing, Material handling 
Engineering-Aircraft electronics support 
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For line station support, 44 avionic specialists are assigned to specific'locations, not 
including New York and San Francisco. Twenty-five of these specialists are located at 
U.S. gateway stations, three at Tokyo, two at Hong Kong, six at London, and eight at 
Frankfurt. There are an estimated 1,120 maintenance personnel including supervisors 
at line stations where capability exists for minor avionic troubleshooting. Appendix E 
contains a list of line stations with manpower levels by maintenance skill. 
5.2.2 Spares Provisioning and Pooling 
The allocation of spares to line stations is determined both by mathematical analysis 
and engineering judgment. The object, as stated by Pan Am, is 
• "To provide, at the most reasonable cost, the spare parts needed to satisfy demands 
at specific locations in order to maintain schedules, provide for passenger comfort 
and ensure the mechanical integrity of the aircraft while operating away from 
main base locations." 
• "To facilitate periodic re-analysis of parts levels, so that they reflect current 
operating requirements and removal rates." 
The process by which Pan Am allocates spares is started by classifying each station by a 
number. The airline lists 27 factors that are considered for class number allocation. A 
further 19 factors are considered for the makeup of the spares kit at each station. 
Information for spares determination can come from 31 different sources. The list of 
factors and information sources is in the reference 2 appendix. Pan Am estimates that 
average pipeline time for replenishing station stock is 13 days. 
Actual spares kits for flight controls allocated to Pan Am's 747 operating stations are 
contained in appendix E. Spares are also available at line stations through the spares 
pooling organization, which comprises airline groups operating similar airplane types. A 
list of those flight control LRU's that are provided through the pooling organization is 
found in appendix E. 
Spares Coverage-An assessment of the actual spares coverage to satisfy demands for 
747 operation was made for the major flight control computers: pitch, roll, monitor and 
logic unit, and the autostabilizer trim unit. The following observations were made on 
spares levels and dispatch with inoperative equipment. 
The pitch computer, roll computer, monitor and logic unit, and autostabilizer trim unit 
are each allocated to 15 statiolls, but not all at the same stations. Pan Am's dispatch 
requirements are fairly restrictive for allowing departure with these LRU's inoperative. 
It appears that this quantity of spares distributed among a total of 46 line stations 
provides adequate coverage to meet the provisioning objectives. 
An airplane can be dispatched with one of two yaw damper computers inoperative 
according to the minimum equipment list (MEL) and is therefore allocated to only five 
stations. Although the MEL list is only one out of 19 factors for provisioning considera-
tion, it is dominant in reducing the spares allocation quantities. 
Spares Availability-Flight delay and cancellation data for the B-747 fleet were 
collected for 1978 operations for delay rate calculation. These data also provided 
information on the replacement of LRU's. A survey was made by grouping the data into 
delays where no LRU's were replaced and delays where a spare LRU was required. A 
further breakdown identified the source for these spare LRU's. 
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From the survey of 145 delays, 42% or 61 delays involved replacing a unit with a spare. 
The delay causes may have been troubleshooting time, waiting for the spare part or 
time spent for replacement, but were not considered important for this survey. A 
breakdown of these 61 delays, (table 19) shows that in 70% of the cases, a spare was 
available from the Pan Am stock, or available from the pool group, if Pan Am was a 
pool member at that station for that item. This figure is actually higher as the survey 
only included spare replacements resul ting in delays. 
Table 19. Spares Availability 
Number of delays 
Siutation Primary Flight 
mechanical Total 
controls electronics 
1. No spares required (deferred maintenance 46 38 84 
or problem corrected) 
2. Spares replacement required-available (in stock) 
From Pan Am kit 11 26 
From pool 4 2 
- - -
Total for spares available 15 28 43 
Not available (not in stock) 
Borrowed-nonpool ! 7 2 
Replacement flown in 1 2 
Swapped unit from incoming Pan Am flight 1 5 
--
-
Total for spares not available 9 9 18 
Total for spares replacement required 24 37 61 
TotaLdelays (1 and 2) 70 75 145 
The remaining 30% of the delays, those that required a spare but for which a spare was 
not available from stock, were remedied in various ways. On nine occasions Pan Am 
was able to borrow a spare from another airline at that station. Six occurrences 
involved swapping the bad LRU with a good LRU from another Pan Am airplane in 
transit through that station, and in three instances a spare part had to be flown in. 
Obviously this last case is undesirable as a lengthy delay is certain. 
A further breakdown of table 19 data into flight control elements shows that 61% of 
delays requiring spares were electronic related and only 39% were mechanical related. 
Also, when a spare was not in stock, more electronic units than mechanical units were 
swapped from incoming flights and less borrowing from other airlines occurred. Ease of 
access and quick disconnect features for electronic equipment may account for this. 
Spares Pooling-The merits of spares pooling were evaluated from Pan Am's participa-
tion in the 747 and avionics pool groups. Appendix E explains the pooling system and 
includes a list of spares that are pooled. 
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From the viewpoint of incollle Lllld l'XPt'IlSC during pool group participation, Pan Am had 
a net income of $22,14"3 frolll spares pool illg activities in the I ')n~ sUlllmer season for 
flight control units. Appt'nclix E, table [,4, includes the income and expense for each 
pooled component. This Iwt income, howl'ver, cloes not take into account any costs that 
Pan Am incurred for adlllinistration, lIlaterial logistics, and warehousing. The airline is 
a major pool provider probably through evolution. Since Pam Am was the first B-747 
operator and in addition operates a large 5-747 fleet, their initial spares purchase was 
substantial. Other B-747 operators soon entered the scene, many of whom operated 
small fleets. Spares pooling became an advantageous concept and Pan Am was in a 
posi tion to be the major contributor. 
Pooling is effective in reducing investment costs. Pan Am would have to increase its 
spares investment by an equivalent 8.7% of its own line station holdings if a spares pool 
did not exist. Pooled spares available to Pan Am represent a value of $719,000 that 
would otherwise have to be spent to meet provisioning requirements. 
5.3 COMBINED FLIGHT CONTROL INVENTORY AND MAINTENANCE COST SUMMARY 
Flight control cost details contained in appendixes E and F have been extracted and 
summarized as total costs for Pan Am's 43-airplane 747 fleet. The highlights from this 
summary show that the total flight control inventory costs of installed hardware, spares 
and ground support and test equipment, are $46.7 million. The 1978 maintenance and 
delay cost, which includes in-house and contracted maintenance and delays and 
cancellations, totals $4.5 million or nearly 10% of the inventory. 
Flight Control Inventory-Costs are presented as an inventory of equipment installed on 
the airplane, spares, ground support equipment, and shop test equipment. It was 
necessary to estimate the installed equipment costs since the accounting system does 
not identify or prorate the price paid when the airplanes were first delivered. The 
installed equipment costs used are those quoted in Pan Am's books for 1978, the price 
for which the airline would buy them. Costs for spares, support equipment, and shop 
test equipment are the prices for such items for 1978. Table 20 shows flight control 
inventory costs for Pan Am's fleet as it existed at the end of 1978, the current spares 
on hand, the ground support equipment, and shop test equipment. 
Table 20. Combined Flight Control Inventory Costs 
Inventory costs for a 43-airplane 747 fleet (1978 $) 
Primary mechanical 
controls Flight 
Controls Actuators electronics Total cost 
Fleet-installed equipment $4,597,000 $11 ,507,000 $19,936,000 $36,040,000 
Total spares inventory 403,000 519,000 8,210,000 9,132,000 
Ground support equipment 
-
8,000 44,000 52,000 
Shop test equipment - 599,000 887,000 1,486,000 
Totals $5,000,000 $12,633,000 $29,077,000 $46,710,000 
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Electronic equipment and mechanical equipment costs are shown separately. Further, 
the mechanical equipment is divided into controls and actuators to show what 
proportion of the mechanical system cost is attributed to cables, pushrods, and 
mechanisms, and what proportion is attributed to power control units, including servo 
actuators. Thus the appropriate data have been segregated such that a total cost 
estimate for electric flight controls from the sensors to the control surfaces can be 
made for fly-by-wire conversions in which the mechanical controls will be removed but 
the actuators will remain. 
Table 20 shows "a total inventory value of nearly $47 million for B-747 flight controls 
and support equipment. Electronics make up 62%, actuators 27%, and mechanical 
controls 11 %. 
Maintenance and Delay Costs-Flight control maintenance, burden, and delay and can-
cellation costs during 1978 for Pan Am's B-747 fleet were determined by system, such 
as mechanical and electronic; and by maintenance category, such as line station labor, 
and repair shop labor and material. The costs are summarized in table 21, which 
displays them by system in-house maintenance, outside services (maintenance con-
tracted outside Pan Am), and delay and cancellation costs. 
Table 21. 1978 Fleet Maintenance and Delay Costs Attributable to Flight Control Failures 
Item Cost (1978 $) 
Direct maintenance cost (labor and material) $1,004,900 
Labor burden 1,770,700 
Total in-house maintenance cost $2,775,600 
Outside services 1,178,800 
Delays and cancellations 498,900 
Total maintenance and delay cost $4,453,300 
Burdened in-house maintenance accounts for 62% of the total $4.5 million. Table 22 
shows a listing of those cost centers that make up burden. The labor burden rate for 
1978 was $35.53 per man-hour and with $10.87 per man-hour for direct labor; gives a 
total burdened rate of $46.40 per man-hour. 
Costs for one burden item, training, were asked for in particular. Appendix F contains 
a detailed estimate of the costs for providing training. Pan Am's cost for flight 
controls maintenance training in 1978 was $49,600, a very small portion of the $1.8 
million labor burden total. 
Pan Am contracted outside for $1.2 million of component overhaul, which represents 
27% of the maintenance and delay cost. The remaining 73% included 11 % for delays 
and cancellations. 
Flight electronic maintenance costs are three times those for primary mechanical 
controls, as shown in table 23. 
Outside maintenance for mechanical' elements is negligible compared with flight 
electronics, which is confined to B-747SP computer repair and all B-747 INS repair. 
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2. 
3. 
Table 22. Maintenance Burden Categories 
Premium labor 
Mechanics' indirect 
Contractual time off 
Sick leave 
Vacation 
Holiday 
Training 
Other assignments 
Temporary supervision 
All other unallocated 
Stock chasing 
Lost time 
Maintenance ground property 
Mechanics' related payroll expense 
7. General staff payroll 
Maintenance operations 
Industrial engineering 
Quality control 
Division controller 
Engineering 
8. General staff related payroll expense 
9. General staff expense 
10. Noncontrollable burden 
Utilities 
Guards 
Rental 
Depreciation 
11. Service departments 
4. Shop expense Kennedy base support 
Facilities 5. Shop supervision 
6. Shop supervision related payroll expense Materiel 
Communications 
General and administrative allocation 
Table 23. 1978 Maintenance Costs for Automatic Flight Control System and Primary Flight 
Control System 
Item 12·month costs (1978 $) 
Primary mechnical controls Flight electronics 
(primary flight control system) (automatic flight control system) 
Material $ 231,700 $ 231,200 
Labor-fully burdened 773,100 1,539,600 
Outside services 1,600 1,177,200 
Total maintenance $1,006,400 $2,948,000 
In-house burdened labor costs for flight electronics are double those for mechanical 
controls due in part to many more units going through the avionics shops. By 
comparison, the material costs for mechanical controls and electronic equipment are 
similiar. 
A further breakdown. of the primary mechanical system into controls and actuators is 
shown in table 24 with flight electronics shown for comparison. 
Actuator overhaul maintenance costs, although lower than those for electronics, are 
higher than the control costs. One reason is a high cost per shop visit for an expensive 
and intricate device. The line station costs for actuators, however, are the lowest. 
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Table 24. Line Station and Repair Shop Costs for Mechanical and Electronic Flight Controls 
Item 12-month costs (1978 $) 
Controls Actuators Electronics 
Component repair shop $152,700 $216,300 $549,400 
Line labor-unscheduled 4,700 3,900 42,700 
Line labor-scheduled 28,200 7,000 0 
Delays and cancellations 323,700 36,000 139,200 
High reliability of actuators accounts for the low unscheduled maintenance and delay 
cost. Acutator scheduled maintenance includes functional checks every 4000 flight 
hours. The scheduled maintenance costs were obtained from the reference 2 study and 
include inspection and checks of all cables and mechanisms of the primary controls. 
Delay and cancellation costs for the controls are relatively high due to dispatch 
criticality and long delay times. Appendix E includes details of all 1978 delays and 
cancellations and a summary of delay rates, cancellation rates, and average delay 
times. The costs associated with delays and cancellations were calculated using the 
reference 2 algorithms, which are based upon factors such as lost passenger revenue, 
passenger handling costs, and extra crew costs. 
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6.0 1\-747 WITH WING LOI\D I\LLEVII\TION 
The B-747 EET study, reference 3, eXilmincd feilsibility, bcncfits and costs of wing tip 
modificiltion and d wing IOild allcviiltion (W LI\) systcm cmploying active outboard 
ailerons. In this scction, the W LA description and predictions for system reliability 
using the CARSRA computer program, hardware cost, and maintenance cost are 
presented. WLA was not considered for B-747 production because the predicted fuel 
savings were not sufficient to provide a favorable economic return on typical passenger 
routes. 
6.1 WING LOAD ALLEVIATION DESCRIPTION 
The wing load alleviation system concept of the 747-EET study is mechanized as a dual 
channel digital one-fail-operational system. Figure 7 shows the location of the 
components. Dual self -monitoring digital computers are the central components. They 
are packaged in two one-half air transport radio boxes installed in the electronics bay. 
Control law computation is dual redundant in each channel and resembles a dual-dual 
scheme. The computers also manage failure detection and isolation, system recon-
figuration after failures, and preflight and maintenance tests. 
Wing accelerometers-
left-hand and right-hand 
(triplicated) --......... 
Digital computers in 
equipment center 
(dual-dual) .----, 
Electronically controlled 
outboard elevator power 
control units-Ieft·hand and 
right-hand (dual-tendem)--tl~..; 
Outboard elevator 
signal transducers-
left-hand and right-
hand (dual) 
~---::~--Outboard aileron 
Pilot's control panel 
signal transducers-
left-hand and right-
hand (dual) 
Electronically controlled 
outboard aileron power 
control units-left-hand 
and right-hand (dual-tandem) 
Figure 7. Component Location for Wing Load Alleviation-Equipped 747 
Wing motion is sensed for control law computation. A triple redundant set of 
accelerometers is located in each wing where the outboard engine nacelle strut 
a ttaches to the f rant spar. 
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Pilot or autopilot commands to the elevators are sensed by two self -checking linear 
voltage displacement transducers mounted on the inboard elevator power control units. 
During pilot or autopilot maneuvers, the outboard elevators also receive WLA 
commands. The flap position is sensed by a triplicated set of switches that provide 
discrete signals for different flap positions. In the flaps-down configuration, the WLA 
authority is r~duced during pilot or autopilot lateral maneuvers. 
The functional diagram (fig. 8) shows the elements of the system for one control 
surface. Each sensor set is cross-strapped to the two computers. Signal selection and 
failure detection are performed in each computer. The WLA computers command 
symmetric deflection of the outboard ailerons and outboard elevators. At each power 
control unit, the WLA and pilot or autopilot commands are electrically summed. The 
electrohydraulic actuators are dual tandem with electrical and hydraulic fail-opera-
tional capability. 
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(left and right I-
wing) flap 
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r - V-
I I 
I I 
Aileron ~ ~ position I I i.. 
sensors ! .. 
I ..... 
(Dual) I I .. .. 
~ 
Controll 
annunicator 
panel 
System 
test panel 
• CPU = central processor unit 
Signal selection 
within computers 
ChannelB 
Channel A 
: CPU A2 : 
• • .------,
: CPU Ali 
I 
Digital computers 
(dual-dual) 
, 
Pilot and autopilot 
inputs 
, 
I: Servo electronics (dual) 
-- ..., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_-4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L llnte~ra-:d el~ct:- - - J Control surface 
hydraulic control 
package (single) 
, 
Typical for each control 
surface (left and right 
ailerons, left and right 
outboard elevators) 
I 
Figure 8. Wing Load Alleviation Functional Diagram 
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Each power control unit consists of two electrical and two hydraulic channels. In each 
electrical channel two servo amplifiers receive commands from one WLA computer and 
electrically transduced pilot or autopilot commands. The two servo amplifiers drive a 
T -valve that positions a modulating piston and also the main control valve. 
The outboard aileron and outboard elevator power control units. are new units replacing 
the existing units. Also, the existing aileron lockout system including control cables 
and linkages is removed. A detailed weight breakdown showing items removed and 
items installed on the basic 747 is found in appendix C. 
6.2 WLA SYSTEM RELIABILITY 
During dual channel operation, force summing in the actuator provides failure protec-
tion. Inline monitors detect and isolate the failure, and the affected channel is 
deactivated. Component failure rates, shown in table 25, include wiring and connector 
failures derived from the flight control system reliability analysis. 
Table 25. Wing Load Alleviation Component Reliability 
Component Component failures per Combined component connector 
106 unit hr and wiring failures per 106 unit hr 
Computer 200.0 244.9 
Outboard aileron servo 10.0 21.9 
Wing accelerometer 34.0 45.9 
Flap sensor 17.0 28.9 
Outboard elevator servo 10.0 13.4 
Wheel position sensor 62.0 68.0 
T-valve and mod piston 10.0 10.0 
Actuator 0.5 0.5 
Hydraulic system 43.5 43.5 
The dependency tree for the WLA system is shown in figure 9. The method for showing 
the levels of redundancy by the number of corner marks at the top right edge of each 
module is the same as that used for the combined flight control system analysis in 
section 4.4. Failure combinations that do not result in loss of the WLA function are as 
follows: 
• Any sensor stage 
• Anyone hydraulic system 
• Any two hydraulic systems except Nos. 1 and 2 and Nos. 3 and 4 
• Anyone servo electronic element 
• Anyone T -valve module 
• One outboard elevator stage 
• One computer 
The probability of failing both channels in a given flight, assuming departure with both 
channels operating, is shown in table 26 for different flight lengths. 
To provide a WLA reliability comparison with an existing airplane system, the 747 yaw 
damper was selected as a basis for comparison since it performs a function similar to 
WLA. The failure probability of the yaw damper system is 0.11 x 10-5 for a 4-hour 
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Figure 9. Wing Load Alleviation System Dependency Tree 
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Servo electronics 
and T-valves 
Main control 
valves and pistons 
Table 26. Wing Load Alleviation System Reliability 
Failure probability during flight 
Wing load alleviation system 1-hr duration 4-hr duration 8-hr duration 
(includes wiring and connector failures) 
0.13 x 10-6 0.21 x 10-5 0.86 x 10-5 
flight. The equivalent failure probability for WLA is 0.21 x 10-5. WLA connector and 
wiring failures were estimated from the failure data used in section 4.2 and included in 
the failure probability computation. 
6.3 WLA INVENTORY AND MAINTENANCE COST PREDICTION 
The inventory costs of installed hardware, spares, and support equipment for the wing 
load alleviation system were estimated in similar format to the cost data received from 
Pan Am. 
Inventory Costs-The estimated cost from the reference 3 study for installing WLA on a 
production 747 was $120,000. Part of this cost was to provide structural provisions and 
installation. The cost breakdown of the equipment at the component level is shown in 
table 27, with corresponding spares quantities as a percentage of installed units. The 
spares requirements were based on the ratio of spares to fleet-installed quantities for 
similar equipment. -
Table 27. Inventory Costs for Wing Load Alleviation Additions 
Price per Fleet cost for Spares quantity as Spares cost 
Wing load allevation system airplane 43 airplanes % of fleet (1978 $) (1978 $) (1978 $) 
Computers $ 50,000 $2,150,000 30 $ 645,000 
Sensors 10,000 430,000 15 64,500 
Servo electronics 8,000 1,376,000 30 412,800 
Maintenance test panel 2,500 107,000 30 32,250 
Mode control panel 500 21,500 50 10,750 
Actuator additions 40,000 1,720,000 5 86,000 
Total $111 ,000 $5,805,000 $1,251,300 
The WLA system has a maintenance test panel that provides all troubleshooting needs 
for detecting and isolating faults at the LRU level. It is assumed that no requirement 
exists for unique ground support equipment. 
Total WLA inventory cost for a fleet of 43 airplanes (equivalent to Pan Am's fleet size 
used throughout the study) consisting of installed hardware and spares is $7,056,300. 
This figure represents an addition of 15% to the total flight control system inventory 
cost . 
. Main Base Costs-The major element of operating cost for the main base is component 
repair. Table 28 shows the labor and material expenses for each component. 
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Table 28. Wing Load Alleviation Direct Maintenance Costs 
Direct maintenance costs (1978 $/1,000 flight hr) 
Wing load alleviation component Component repair Line station maintenance 
Labor Material Labor 
Control panel $ 9.94 $ 7.08 $ 2.03 
Maintenance test panel 1.37 0 3.19 
Sensors 60.11 21,78 23.38 
Digital computers 98.15 27.41 30.99 
Servo electronics 5.30 8.68 1.86 
Total $174.87 $64.95 $61.45 
Total direct maintenance costs = $O.30/flight hr 
Maintenance training for the WLA system beyond initial introduction of a new system is 
not expected to impact the general recurring training schedule for airplane flight 
controls. Therefore, a separate cost for maintenance training was not considered. 
Line Station Costs-The direct maintenance cost at the line station is the labor included 
in troubleshooting and replacing suspected components. These costs are shown in table 
28. 
It was concluded that since the airplane can be dispatched with only one channel of the 
WLA system operating, delay and cancellation costs would be insignificant. The fact 
that there were no Pan Am B-747 delays or cancellations attributed to a comparable 
system, the yaw damper system, for 1978 lends credence to that conclusion. 
6.3.1 WLA Maintenance Cost Summary 
The WLA annual maintenance cost in 1978 dollars for a 43-airplane fleet is $195,800, 
fully burdened (table 29). This represents only 3.4% per year of the WLA inventory 
cost. In comparison, the flight control maintenance cost per year is 8.7% of the total 
flight control system inventory cost. This represents an addition of 5% to the combined 
flight control system annual maintenance and delay costs. For cost-benefit analyses, 
the initial price of a WLA system is more sensitive than maintenance cost because the 
WI..:A hardware and spares cost is 15% of the total flight control system hardware and 
spares cost. 
Table 29. Wing Load Alleviation Maintenance Cost Summary 
Annual operating cost for a 43-airplane fleet 
(1978 $) 
Direct maintenance 
Shop material $ 11,800 
Shop labor 31,900 
Line labor 1(200 
Burden 140,900 
Total $195,800 
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APPENDIX A 
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL DESCRIPTION 
COntents 
1ypical Pilot Action for Difterent Flight 
. Phases 
Explanation of Autopilot Command Modes 
A1 
Page 
A2 
A6 
1.0 TYP.lCAL PILOT ACl'ION FOR DIFFERENT FLIGHT PHASES 
Takeoff and Initial Climb 
The autopilot may be engaged during the climb to minimize 
the workload and enhance safety by allowing the pilot 
flying to broaden his scan and watch for other traffic. 
When the autopilot is used during initial climb, it may 
be used ~ heaaing or VOR/LOC mode with altitude select 
set for cruise altitude or clearance altitude and the 
pitch mode set for IAS. Figure A 1 shows the various modes 
on the mode select panel. 
The pilot may select altitude hold for clean-up. The 
flight engineer will set climb thrust when flap retraction 
is initiated. When the airspeed reaches V2 + 80, select 
IAS and altitude select and continue climbing to clearance 
limit altitude or cruise altitude if maximum angle of 
climb is required. 
C.tJ'TAIN'S 
FLIGHT DlIIECTOII 
"TCH Till .. M+EEL CI'TWI 
NAY MODE 
SELECT 
SMTCH 
AUITUDE SELECT 
KNOI • INDICATOII 
Figure A 1. Mode Select Panel Functions 
A2 
FlO'S 
FLIGHT DlIIECTOft 
Off-OfF SWITCH 
Enrou te Climb 
Maintain V2 + 80 (best angle of climb) until clear of 
obstacles or above minimum crossing altitude for close-
in rddio fix. If there are no altitude or regulatory 
restrictions, accelerate in level flight to the desired 
climb schedule and select IAS and altitude select it 
desired. The heading or course select knobs may be used 
to navigate. 
Approaching TOp Of ClimL 
A smooth transition from the constant IAS climb to the 
constant Mach can be n~de on autoflight by switching the 
speed mode switch from IAS to V/S at the climb airspeed 
to climb Mach crossover point. The vertical speed control 
wheel will stop moving when V/S is selected. and will 
indicate the climb rate. 
Top of Climb 
At the top of the climb, the altitude select annunciator 
light will change from amber to green. Maintain climb 
thrust until cruise Mach number is exceeded by 
approximately M.Ol and then the flight engineer will set 
cruise thrust. 
Initial Cruise 
After cruise thrust is set, check lateral directional 
trim. If cross-trim is suspected, check engine parameters 
for indication of unequal thrust. Zero the aileron and 
rudder trim. If trim is required, hold the wings level 
with the control wheel using the ADI for a reference. 
Trim the ruader to maintain heading. When heading is 
stabilized, trim out any force that is being held on the 
control wheel. 
INS PROCEDURES 
Airways Ndviqation: 
While flying on radio defired airways, the INS readouts 
nay be utilized to show ground speed and drift angle. 
other parameters are available as desired. 
Depal:"ting OUtbound Radio Fix: 
OVer the outbound radio fix, check the accuracy of each 
INS by comparing the crosstrack distance (XTK) and time 
of waypoint change with actual station passage. 
Enroute 
Transition tl:om radio to INS navigation. SWitch the 
autopilot to MANUAL, if ~ use. Place the Radio/INS 
switch "to INS. Place the NAV mode selector switch to 
INS. Intercept the desired track if required or if cleared 
present posit10n direct to next waypoint, press WYPT CHG. 
Select 0 to the desirea waypoint and insert it into the 
INS. TUrn the airplane to the aesired track indicated 
on the aSI. Repress WYPT L~G and INSERT to recenter the 
A3 
CDI and flight di~ector. place the appropriate autopilot 
in COMMAND. 
The three INS's shoula be monitored for possible navigation 
deviations. The No. 3 INS CDU should normally display 
XTK-TKE to provide a continuous check of track deviation. 
An autopilot will normally be flying one INS and the 
remaining system can be checked on the appropriate HSI. 
Transition INS '1'0 Radio Navigation: 
switch the autopilot in use to MANUAL. Place the 
navigation mode switch to HOG and the Radio/INS switch 
to RADl.O position. Position the HOG Bug to agree with 
the airplane heading. Place the autopilot engage switch 
back to COMMAND. 
Rerouting: 
Insert the llewlatitude and longitude into a waypoint 
not being used by the autopilot. Change FROM-TO to 
indicate troll! 0 to the desired waypoint using the WYPT 
QIG and INS~RT key. 
ApprOaChing Top Of Descent 
~onitor the destination weather. Plan Top of Decent (TOD) 
time and distance based on anticipated or known ATe delays, 
turbulent or icing conditions forecast or reported in 
the area of descent, weather to be avoided during decent, 
etc. If delays are known or anticipated, request holding 
at optimum holding altitude. 
Enroute Descent 
The l.NS can be used for descent planning by monitoring 
the time to go to destination, present rate of descent, 
and altitUde change required. 
Set the navigation and communication radios for terminal 
area arrival. Us~ DME, INS, ground radar and any other 
means to accurately fix distance out before commencing 
descent. reduce thrust by smoothly retarding thrust 
levers to tile throttle bar (if used) • 
Holding Procedure 
Hold in the publ~shea holaing pattern or according to 
instructions from air traffic control. Reduce airspeed 
to the desired holding speed and place the autothrottle 
engage switch to ON. A suggested autoflight descent while 
holding with autothrottle would be: altitude selector, 
set desired altitude; altitude mode switch, ALT SEL; speed 
mode switch, V/S; vertical speed control, desirea descent 
rate. 
l.LS Approach Preparations 
Complete the approach preparations before arrival in the 
terminal area. Check that the Radio/ l.NS switch is in 
the radio position. '.1'une and identify the ILS and 
A4 
associatea compass locators as soon as practical. Check 
ADF Mode switch in ADF position. Check VORjADF switches 
cmd set ADF. Set the published inbound course in the 
course selectors so that the proper airplane 
heading/localizer course relationship is displayed. 
Initially set the radio altimeters at their highest 
setting. After descending through the initial setting, 
reset radio altimeters to decision height. 
Localizer InterceE£ 
The HSI course deviation indicator (CDI) will remain at 
a full-scale deflection until the airplane is approximately 
2-1/2 degrees ot~ course. The magnetic bearing information 
on the RMI should be used to supplement the CDI during 
initial course interception. Begin the turn to the inbound 
localizer heading at the first movement of the CDI. 
Final Approach 
Adjust to final approach configuration and airspeed as 
the glide slope ~s intercepted. smooth corrections should 
be made on the ADI based on the ILS course and glide slope 
indications. 
Decision He~qht (DB) 
Do not continue the approach below decision height unless 
the airplane is in a position from which a normal approach 
to the rurlway of intended landing can be made and adequate 
visual reterence can be maintained. 
During area arrival for 1LS appraoch, both flight directors 
should be ON ana the NAV mode selector switch placed in 
HOG. On final vector or procedure turn inbound, check 
that NAV n~de is selected to ILS or LAND and that NAV 
and G/S annunciators are AMBER, indicating intercept 
circuits are armed. When the NAV light turns green, 
indicating automatic capture has started, the intercept 
angle will be commanded by the flight director. (Heading 
settings will no longer control heading command.) Set 
heading Bugs to inbound localizer course for use in HDG 
mode in the case of a missed approach. When the glide 
slope indicator centers, the glide slope annunciator light 
will turn green dnd the flight director will command glide 
slope tracking. During descent, keep the flight director 
~ars centered. Monitor glide slope and localizer. Respond 
to flight director commands with coordinated aileron and 
ruauer. 
Aut 01 and 
The autopi~ot may be engaged in either the manua1 or 
conunand mode. Automatic approach functions are provided 
only in the command position. Dual channel operation 
(A and B) is possible only in the land mode. Hyd~aulic 
pressure must Le available from hydraulic system 2 or 
3 for single channel operation, and from both systems 
tor dual channel operation. Control during single channel 
A5 
operation provides the same intercept and approach as 
the dual cllannel, but does not incorporate the monitor 
or flare functions. DUal channels provide fail-passive 
operation below 455 m. (1,500 ft)radio altitude for 
automatic landings. 'I'he autopilot utilizes airspeed, 
altitude, and altitude rate information fram the central 
air data systems. Normal rudder control is available 
to the pilot throughout the approach and flare. 
Final Approach 
The autopilot functions as a dual system only after the 
localizer ana glide slope have been captured and the radio 
altimeters are reading less than 455 m •. (1,500 tt). 
Activation of dual channel operation is indicated by the 
illumination of the amber flare ttarmlt light. A disconnect 
will occur if both channels are not engaged by 45 m. (150 
tt) and the mode selector is in LAND. At an altitude 
of about 15 m. (50 ft), the flare coupler initiates a 
flare and the flare light changes from amber to green. 
At flare initiation, normally the control column will 
move slightly to commana a slight increase or decrease 
in pitch attitude. 
Landing 
The autothrottles will be slowly retarded during flare. 
Disengage tne autopilot and the autothrottle illunediately 
after touchdown. 
2. EXPLANATION OF AUTOPILOT COMMAND MODES 
Manual Mode 
In this mode the roll autopilot responds to bank commands 
inserted via the turn knob. When zero bank is commanded 
(turn knob in detent) wings leveling occurs after which 
the autopilot holds airplane heading. If the pilot desires 
~o change the airplane pitch attitude, the pitch wheel 
on the flight controller is used. The pitch wheel produces 
an altitude command proportional to wheel displacement. 
Command Mode 
When engaged in COMMAND, the pilot has the option of 
control by any of the following modes: 
Roll Channe I - Heading Select 
- VOR/LOcalizer 
- INS 
- ILS 
- Land 
pitch Channel - Altitude Hold 
- Altitude Select 
- Vertical Speed 
- lAS Hold 
- Mach Hold 
- ILS 
- Land 
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Heading Select Mode 
This mode allows the pilot to use the autopilot to fly 
a desired heading and is engaged by placing the NAV moae 
select switch in HOG and positioning the autopilot engage 
switch in COMMAND. The conmand signal is the heading 
select error (instantaneous heading of the airplane minus 
the selected heading). The gain is scheduled as a function 
of true airspeed to maintain consistent system performance 
throughout the flight regime. 
Localizer Moue 
Use of this mode requires the following pilot procedures: 
1. Tune in the localizer receivers. 
2. Dial in the runway heading with the course 
selectors on the mode select panel. 
3. Position the mode select switch in VOR/DOC. 
q. Dial in the desir~d localizer beam intercept 
heading displayed on the Heading select 
windOW. 
5. Position the Automatic pilot engage switch in 
COMMAND. 
The autopilot is in the Heading Select Mode until the 
localizer capture sensor operates and the capture mode 
is initiated. After capture, the system switches to the 
localizer on-course mode when the on-course logic is 
satisfied. 
VOR Mode 
The procedure tor the pilot to engage this mode is 
identical to that of the localizer except tilat the VOR 
frequency has to be selected rather than the LOC frequency. 
The autopilot, with VOR mode selected, will steer the 
airplane to tile desired intercept ~gle established with 
the heading select control on the Mode Select Panel. 
If the pilot desires to make a course change while over 
the station, he may dial in the change in course setting 
and the system will track out-bound on the new radial. 
INS Mode 
The autopilot may be used to capture and track any of 
the great circle routes tilat have been programmed into 
the INS computer. The INS mode is armed by placing the 
NAV mode selector switch at the autopilot mode select 
panel in the INS Position. Cross-track deviation and 
track angle error outputs of the ~NS are used to compute 
the desired steering command. There are three INS modes: 
Capture, On-course and Way Point Switching. 
~LS Mode 
Glideslope control is armed by this mode and the autopilot 
continues to fly towards the glideslope beam on either 
pitch altituae, vertical speed, altitude or lAS hold until 
a preaetermined glide slope signal level is reached. 
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LAND Mode 
The autopilot LAND mode provides the airplane with a dual-
channel automatic approach and landing system. The LAND 
mode teatures dual ILS and flare coupling. The LAND mode 
is properly selected when the following prerequisites 
are satisfied: 
1. NAV Mode Selector switch in LAND. 
2. Both course controls set to the runway heading. 
3. Hedding select control set for the desired 
angle with the localizer. 
4. VHF/NAV receivers set to the proper localizer 
frequency. 
5. Both autopilot engage switches in the command 
position. 
Upon selection of this mode, single channel operation, 
identical to that for the lLS mode, is 1nitiated. Dual 
channel operation does not begin until after the autopilot 
is on LOC approach, gliue slope capture is completed and 
the a~plane is less than 455 m. (1,500 ft) altitude. 
Altitude Hold 
This mode holds the airplane at the altitude existing 
when the mode is engaged. If the mode is engaged with 
the airplane climbing or descending at a reasonable rate, 
the airplane returns to and holds the engage altitude. 
Altitude Select 
The altitude select mode allows the pilot to select a 
desired flight altitude. If the selectee altitude is 
more than 360 m. (1,200 ft) from actual altitude, the 
pilot also selects the desired mode of climb or descent. 
With these selections made and the mode engaged, the 
autopilot maneuvers the airplane to smoothly capture and 
hold the selected altitude. This mode is particularly 
useful when a number of successive altitude changes are 
required. 
Vertical Speed 
This mode is selected by the ~urbo/Speed switch on the 
mode select panel. Prior to selection, the vertical speed 
wheel on the mode select panel is synchronized to airplane 
vertical spe~. 
lAS Hold 
This mode gives the pilot automatic indicated airspeed 
hold capability. 
Mach Holo 
The Turbo/ Speed select switch on the Mode Select Panel 
selected for Mach Hold will automatically maintain airplane 
Mach. 
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APPENDIX B 
CONNE(''''I'OR AND W1RING PROBLEMS ON PAN AMI,S B-141 FLEEr 
This appendix contains details of maintenance actions 
to correct all flight control and hydraulic system 
connector and wiring problems on Pan Am's B-147 fleet 
during 1918. 
Problem details are listed by ATA system, associated 
connector LRU or airplane location, problem description, 
action taken, and the manhours to correct the problem, 
together with any automatic test equipment time and cost 
of materials used. 
B1 
trl 
N 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
3'1-12 
22-13 
22-11 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
73'160 
72202 
42213 
22-12/3 72201/2 
3'1-12 73460 
22-11 72204 
22-12 72201 
22-13 72202 
22-13 72202 
22-11 73422 
MAINTENANCE ACTIONS RELATING 'l\) WIRING AND CONNECTORS 
12 MONTHS 747 OPRftATION 
PROBLl:.M 
-A n AlP causes porpoising 
in alti tude hold 
A/P wai.ler sounds when 
transferring from APU 
to ships power 
Capt. & F /0 IIBn AlP dis-
engage light flaShes 
F/O flight director both 
needles out of view on 
nBII computer 
IIB" A/P & alt. selected, 
capt 1000· below sel. 
A/C pitches up 
AlP auto disengage & 
warning flag out of view 
IIB" A/P in ins mode Cj:1.ves 
erratic nose up 
F/O course bar gives 
erratic commands on :u.s 
flAil A/P took off to left 
on approach 
A/P warning light does 
not light on FlO flight 
Al."TION TAKEN 
Swapped CAne 
Swapped roll computer 
Reseated LCLU 
Reseated roll & pitch 
computer 
Swapped CAnC 
Reseated MLU 
SWapped "B" & "ea pitch 
computer 
Reseated roll computer 
Swapped IIAU and IICII roll 
computer 
Reseated annunciator 
MANHOURS TO COlUU:CT 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
LRU MANHOURS TO CORRECT 
A'l'h OR PROBLEJI.1 AC'l.'10N 'l'A.KJ:..N PHOBLEM PLUS ATE 
SYSTE.~ LOCATION 'I'HlE AND Iw1ATL. COST 
director test 
22-13 72,202 AlP warning light on Swapped "A" & "C" roll .5 
steady with "A" channel computer 
engaged 
22-12 12201 When turb mode selected swappea liS" & "cn pitch 1.0 
"B" A/P does not drop to computer 
manUdl 
:l2-1L 12201 "A" A/P in COImnclr.il alt Reseated pitch & CAD .5 
34-12 13460 hold on, A/C started to computer 
climb--disconnected 
ttl 34-12 73L&60 "A" AlP steady red li9ht Swapped. CAne .5 w 
when lAS is selected on 
22-12 72201 Stclbilizer trim was dis- Swapped nAn & "C" pitch .5 
engaged motor l:aIl ex- computers 
cessively 
34-q1 73402 itA" AlP warning light on Resedted l.NS .5 
. steady when engaged ill 
INS mode 
22-13 12202 "A" A/P caused 10 deg_ ~w-dPped nAn & ItC· roll .5 
rignt bank. in command computez:s 
22-11 73"22 AlP warn light on. Both Replaced SOCket AlP 1.0 $16.30 
CIWS would not test fl~ght diz:ector 
22-12 72201 "S" A/P had nibbl.e in Swapped "B" & "C" pitch .5 
cl:uise 
22-13 72202 On approach "Alt AlP only Swapped "N' & .. c.. z'oll .5 
10 dt:.'9 bank angle. SloW' computers 
tIl 
~ 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-13 
22-11 
22-12 
22-11 
22-13 
22-12 
22-12 
22-13 
3q-41 
22-12 
3'1-12 
LRU 
OR 
LOCAT~ON 
12202 
12204 
12201 
73422 
12202 
72201 
72201 
12202 
73~02 
13401 
73460 
PROBLEM 
to capture lLS 
itA" . A/P tripped ott. 
woula not re-engage 
".aD A/p dropped oft once 
in cruise 
nAn A/P engage switCll 
locked in oft position 
F/O AlP annunciator light 
bad. Must tap connection 
for i.ndication 
"Btl A/P would not capture 
on localiser 
A/C pi.tches down through 
selected altitude 
"A" A/P disenljaged during 
approach A/C descendin~ 
"BU AlP makes very abrupt. 
turns in hedding 
"A" A/P warnl.llg li.9ht. on 
with radio/1NS sel~ctea 
"A" A/p warning ligl!t on 
steady no othe~ symptom 
UH" A/p would not naaiu-
tain airspeed or V/S ill 
alt.. sel. mode 
At."T ION TAKEN 
SW'apl?~d "A" & "C·I roll 
computers 
Reseated NLU 
SWapped nAil & "C" pitch 
computers 
keworked l~ght assembly 
SWd.ppea "AU & "Btl roll 
computers 
Swapped "A" & "C" pitcn 
computers 
Swapped "A" & "C" pitch 
computers 
Swapped "B" & "e" roll 
computers 
Swapped lNS "1" & "3" 
Swapped "A" & "C" pl.tch 
compute:t:s 
Swappeu CADe 
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MANHOUkS TO COkRE.CT 
PROBLR~ PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. CO,sT 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
IJj 
U1 
ATA 
~YSTEl-1 
22-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-14 
22-11 
22-13 
22-12 
34-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-11 
LRU 
OR 
.L.oOCA'r ION 
72201 
72201 
72202 
72201 
72224 
73LJ22 
72202 
12201 
73460 
72201 
7UOl 
72201 
72204 
PROBLEM 
"A" A/P caused A/C to 
pitch up . 
E' /0 "B" flight director 
computer inoperative. 
Ok later on in flight 
.IA" A/p auto dise.11.gaged 
flag in view 
Auto stabilizer trim 
liyht on steady at t/o 
and climb 
Capt. annunciator light 
showed lock on then 
extinguished 
A/P disconnects when se-
.lecting land witb either 
nAft or "B" channel 
"A" A/p inoperGt~ve on 
altitude hold 
tlBn A/P trinw A/c. nose up 
"A" A/P gives steady red 
light when in command 
"A" A/p select~d to com-
mand alt/selectremain on 
A/P red warning light on 
._--------_ ... -._-------_. 
AC'l"IUN TAKEN 
SWapped "A" & tIC" pitch 
computers 
Reseated pitch & roll 
computers 
Res~ated pitCh computer 
Resea ted ASTU 
Cleaned contacts on . 
almunciator 
Resedted roll & pitch 
computers 
Swapped CADC 
Swapped liB" & tiC" p'itch 
computex:s 
Swapped "An 6ncn roll 
computers 
Swapped itA" & "cn pitch 
computers 
.H.eseated l".lLU 
z.'.:A.1'\ffiOURS TU CORRE(''T 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
1'lMB AND .'"1ATL. COST 
.5 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
tIl. 
m 
ATA· 
SYSl'EH. 
22-11 
34-31 
~2-13 
34-44 
22-12 
22-11 
22-13 
22-12 
22-1., 
22-13 
22-11 
22-12 
22-12 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
73q22 
73458 
. 72202 
13402 
72201 
134.ll 
72202 
72201 
7~202 
72202 
13422 
72201 
722u1 
PROBLE!:/~ 
both siaes "1.- A/l! in 
conunand 
hCTION TAKEN 
Capt. annunciator did not H~sedt~d annunciator C/P 
operate for eithe:r "An or 
nsn AlP 
"B" Eo'/D did not give green Heseated No • .2 VOR 
nav. lignt alter VOk in- receiver 
tercept 
"Cn FlU gives no course 
inLOl:nat:ion in l.NS. mode 
Ate porpoises on "'An A/'p 
FlO annunciator not 
operating ok on test 
"B" A/P drit.ts oft. to 
let t in lIldDua.l mode 
Both A/P porpo~se' on. 
altitude hold 
liB" A/p in INS cctpture 
mode wanders olt course 
No F/D lights all capt 
annunciator pdI1el 
un IIAn AlP elevdto:r- posi-
t~on indicato:r sllowea 
over 1 deg nost: up 
1'13'1 A/P in cOltUncmd--alt 
Reseated ncn roll 
computer dnd INS 
Reseated pitch computer 
Resedted annunciator 
SWapped liB" ti "C" roll 
computt::rs 
:keseated "A" b ".:3" pitcIl 
and roll computers 
SWapped tljjn & "cn roll 
computers 
Sc~ured dnn\L~C~cttor panel 
Swapp~d .'A'I & "B'I p~tch 
computeLs 
Swapped "B" ~ "C" pitch 
:·:.ANHOU~. 1'0 cukRECT 
PHOBL.L."" PLUS ATE 
TIME iiliD ~TL. COST 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 
.5. 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
l.u 
.5 
---_.- .. _-_._-_._---_ ....•... _---_ ........ _._-_._--_ .. _ ... _ .. _ .. _ ........ . 
... ""'''.-.-~--.... - .. ,,-,-.. -, ...... -.--.----".,-... ,---.-----.-_._--------_.,,, ..... ----------,,_ .. _--.. _- .-~-.. --" .. 
IJj 
-...J 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-12 
34-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-13 
22-13 
LkU 
OR 
LOCATION 
72201 
73460 
72201 
72202 
72201 
72202 
72201 
72201 
72202 
72201 
72202 
72202 
PkOBLEM 
sel an. gradual level 
off then descent 
F /0 F /D horizonta.l. hclr 
jUlnps 
BAit AlP in cOllanand, q.lt 
sel un pitch wheel con-
trol mop 
"A" A/P causes aileron 
jitters 
"E" A/P stab light on 
when liB II A/P engaged 
F/O AnI F/D flag par-
tially exposed 
On "AU AlP lots of eleVa-
tor without trimming 
F/D flag in view on capt 
ADI on "A" 01: liB" A/p 
"A" AlP gives ~itch up 
as selected altitude is 
approached 
".sH A/P ctt-ops trom com-
mand to manual 
",btl A/P failed to hold 
selected heading. No 
red light 
ACTION TAKE;~ 
comput~rs 
b'wapped "Aft & "B" pitch 
computers 
Swappea 1 and 2 CAnC and 
"A" & "B" pitCh computers 
swapped "A" & "c" roll 
computers 
Swappea "BB & "C" pitch 
computers 
Swapped "A" & "BII :coll 
computers 
Swapped "A" & "C" pitch 
computers 
Reseated pitCh and roll 
computers 
R~seated "B" pitch 
computer 
swappec:i. liS" ti "C" roll 
computers 
.kesedted "B" 1:'011 cOlaputer 
. l>1ANHOUkS TO CORIU;CT 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
Tlf.'lE MD ¥.lATL. COST 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
... _-_._-._-_._._. --------_ ... -,-----_ .. ,. 
tIl 
OJ 
ATh 
~'"YSTEo.~ 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-1b 
22-13 
2~-12 
22-12 
2~-12 
22-12 
;a-13 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
12201 
72202 
72201 
7:1.221 
72202 
72201 
72201 
7.2201 
7.2201 
7~~20 
12202 
PROBLEM 
"All h/P t.J:ims A/C nose 
down 
US" l~ in turh ruode A/C 
goes in~o 1 to 3 degree 
left bank 
liB" A/p in CQlllIDand pitches 
up in alt hola--alt. sel. 
ok 
Upper yaw damper light on 
Capt F/D computer gives 
errOlleous ind~cativns 
"B" A/p in command w~ th 
LNS selected--elevator 
pitches nose down 
AlP warning light on 
steady red in landing 
node 
"B" A/I? has stab trim 
light on and won't hold 
altit.ude 
"B·I A/p al. t hold on A/C 
pitches up 
No. ~ Qutothrottle does 
not follow other 
throttles 
lib" F/D compu~er gives 
.. ' ..... ,--.-.. _ .. _._--_._.,,_. 
MAr..1!OUkS TO CORRECT 
ACTION TAKEN PROBLEl1. PLUS ATE 
TIMh AND MATL. CuST 
Swapped ItAn & "C" pitch .5 
computers 
Swapped "B" & "C" roll. .5 
computers 
SWapped "Is" & "CU pitch .5 
cvmputers 
Swapped yaw damp computers 1.U 
ReJ';dc.k.ed nAn & .. c .. 1;011 
computers 
SWdpped "Bn & .IC" pitch 
computers 
SWapped "A" & "B" pitch 
computex:s 
Swapped .IAIt & "B" pitch 
computers 
Resedted pitch computer 
Rcrdck~d auto throttle 
comput~r 
Swapped "Alf & nc" roll 
.5 
.5 
1.0 IL3 tester .5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
tIl 
~ 
KrA 
SYSTEM 
22-12 
22-14 
22-14 
22-12 
22-13 
U-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-11 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
~2201 
72215 
72224 
72201 
72202 
72201 
72202 
72216 
72201 
7220LJ 
PkOl:sLEM 
erroneous fly left 
Auto stab ~im tlB" light 
on stab in trutl 
Auto stab trim liB" light 
on A/C in tJ:im 
IIhD 1VP stab trim light 
comes on when put 1ll. 
manual 
FlO horizontal bal: will 
not bias out of view on 
FlO ADI 
"An A/P engaged INS mode 
red warning light on 
"Cn FlO failed to pJ:ov~de 
proper commands for 
selected headings 
FlO FlO annunciator green 
nay light is inteJ:mittent 
ItBIt FlO inopeJ:ati.ve on 
ILS ok in INS no vert bar 
FlO FlO on "B" computer 
quit 
"Bn AlP in manual when 
selected to command snaps 
alt hold to off 
ACTlON TAKEN 
computers 
Swapped "A" & ItBIt pitch 
computers 
Reseated trim interface 
uni.t 
Rerdcked auto stab 
computer. 
Reseated "Btl pitch 
computer 
SWapped "A" & nc" roll 
computers 
SWapped "Alt & "C" pitch 
and roll computers 
Reseated AlP accessory bOX 
Reseated units in rack 
Reseated "B" pitch 
computer 
Reseated logic unit 
~.ANHOURS TO Co.KkEC'l' 
PROBLEM PLUS AT~ 
TI~.E AND :11\'l'L. COS'l" 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 ILS tester .5 
.5 
.5 
-._---------_ .... _------_._--,-------_ ....... -.. -.-. - -".",. 
t7:l 
..... 
0 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-11 
22-12 
22-13 
34-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-1~ 
LRO 
OR 
LOCATION 
P73 
Panel 
7220.4 
72216 
72217 
72201 
7220.2 
73460. 
72.202 
72201 
7220.1 
7220.2 
1220.1 
PROBLEM 
In level flight "B" A/P 
in HOG mode got A/P r~ 
worn lights 
Capt :flight mode annWl-
ciatar lights did not 
light on approacn 
FlO A/P annuncidtor nav 
greeu light won't cap-
ture ei ther A/F 
"A II 1VP ~ useq St.ClQ ~im 
~~g~t tg ~~~~P4~~. 
"B,!I qk 
"B" ~ unstable due con~ 
stant roll 
nAI~ A/P will not level 
otf on selected al~itude 
Atte.c capture A/P fai.led 
to maintain l.NS course 
"B" lVP disengd.ges with 
warning flag 
AlP "u" will not engage 
ill x:light also no engdge 
on gr9und 
Wi th "A" A/P in command 
Cllt mode switch won't 
engage alt 
hCTION TA.Kf.N 
Found pin 19 in plug 
Dk289A and p~ 47 in plug 
Dk289C Dent-straightened 
Reseated m:mitor logic 
UIut 
ReseQ~ed Doth AlP acces-
sory boxes 
"C" pl:tCh compute,,' WqS 
cq~~~~~~¢ju.~t~d 
Swapped liB" & "c" roll 
c9mpute~~ 
Swapped ~D computers 
.swapped "A" & "C" roll 
computers 
SwaFiJed "Atl & "B" pitch 
computers 
Reseat~d "B" pitcll and 
roll computers 
Swapped "i"," & "B" pi~ch 
computers 
~ANHuUkS TO COhRECT 
PRuBL.f:l'1 PLUS ATE 
Tllwl.=': AND Y.LhTL. COST 
3.0 
1.0. ILS tester .5 
.5 lLS tester .5 
1.0 
.5 
1.0. 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.------.--------------
-------------_ .... __ ._---------_._--
tJj 
I-' 
I-' 
LRU· 
ATA OR PROBLEM 
SYSl'EM LOCATION 
22-13 72202 ·After capture "A" A/P 
22-12 
22-16 
34-12 
34-12 
34-31 
22-11 
22-12 
22-12 
34-12 
STA 
2460 
12201 
12221 
12460 
73460 
73458 
13422 
72201 
72201 
13460 
failed to maintain l.NS 
course 
Auto stab trim "B" light 
on steady--no trim fWlC-
tion 
itA" A/p stab trim light 
on at all times 
Lower yaw damper disen-
gaged due excessive 
rudder movement 
tlB" A/P plus-minus 200 I 
in alt hold 
-A" A/p pitches up at 
engagement 
Both F.II> command bars 
showed fly right 
Capt AlP annunciator 
flare light no test amber 
"A" AlP donlt operate in 
pitch using man. sel. 
itA tI A/P triIDS nose up 
with altitude hoLd on 
IIAII A/P pitched nose down 
when engaged to conunand 
.. _- ... _. __ •..... _--_. ----------
ACTION TAKEN 
Swapped "All & IIC" roll 
computers 
Plug DB18~0 shorted--
replaced plug 
SWapped "A" & "C" pitch 
computers 
Swapped upper and lower . 
computers 
Swapped "A" and liB" 
CAD computers 
SWapped CAD computers 
Swapped VOR nav units 
Found·pin pushed back--
replaced annunciator 
Swapped pitch computdrs 
Reseated "A" pitch com-
puter 
Swapped CA.DS 
MANHOURS TO CORREC'I' 
PROBLEM PLOS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
1.0 
4.0 $21.42 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
.5 ILS tester .5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.:1 
Il:I 
I-' 
N 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-13 
22-12 
22-13 
22-16 
34-111 
22-12 
22-13 
22-11 
22":'12 
34-12 
22-12 
22-12 
LRU 
OR 
LOCAT~ON· 
12202 
72201 
12202 
72221 
13~07 
72201 
12202 
73422 
72201 
13460 
12201 
72201 
PROBLEM 
. -B" A/P won at engage in 
manual or command 
After capture -B" A/P 
failed to maintain INS 
course 
During climb -AU A/P in 
command alt sel OI1--vert 
contn>l is inop. 
A/p nBI. INS mode • 1 
miles left of track. 
B shO'ttls ADI right 
F /0 ADI .R/T fla.g in view 
-BII F /D pitch bar and 
F /0 ADI pitch bar in-
operative 
-B- AlP disconnects when 
turn knob is moved 
capt A/P annunciator 
panel inop 
nBlt A/P alt hold causes 
pitch up when engaged 
-A'l A/P did not .trim 
stab in cruise 
"B" A/P causes A/C to 
pitch up. alt mode 
-'-.'---'--"-"'~------- -.~.----.... ,., .. ,.~-" .. "'~---------.. "",-.. ".-""'-_.".-.. 
.~_._ .. __ ~~,u._~._ .. _.. ._ .. _ ......••.... _ ... __ ... _ .. _., ____ _ 
ACTION TAKEN 
Reseated units--engaged 
ok 
Swapped nA'1 and "BI' roll 
computer 
Swapped "Atl and IIC- pitch 
computers. OPS ok 
Reracked IIBI. roll computer 
Resedted 10wer yaw damp 
computer 
Repaired broken wire at 
C/p at ADI 
Reseated roll and pitch 
computers 
Repaired panel contacts 
Reseated p~tch and CAD 
computers 
Reseated pitch computer 
Reracked pitch computer 
MANHOURS TO CORR~CT 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
.5 
3.0 
.5 
1.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
tJj 
I-' 
W 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
34-12 
22-16 
22-12 
22-11 
22-12 
22-13 
22-14 
22-11 
22-14 
22-14 
22-16 
LRO 
OR 
LOCATION 
73IJ60 
12222 
72221 
12201 
73IJ22 
72201 
72202 
12215 
73IJ22 
7222IJ 
12215 
7221 
PROBLEM 
. switch off 
"A" A/P in command al t 
selected on A/p will not 
capture selected HOG 
F /0 HSI course window 
changes 180 deg on Pl0 
R/T flag on capt ADI 
in view intermittently. 
Upper yaw damp light on 
"A II A/P gives slight 
kick in elev. at times 
A/P capt green l.ight 
does not come an 
AlP steady red light. 
No disengage flag 
Stabilizer "B" trim 
light on. A/C was in 
trim 
AlP annunciator light 
did not illuminate on 
approach 
A/P auto stab trim "B" 
light on--stabilizer in 
trim 
Capt's AD! turn needle 
llldicates 1/3 needle 
ACTION TAKEN 
Reseated CAD computer 
Cleaned all connections 
on P10 (MSP) 
Reseated upper yaw damp 
computer 
Swapped "All and "B'I pitch 
computers 
Reseated annunciator unit 
Reseated pitch and roll 
computers 
InterLace unit loose in 
rack--adjusted 
Cleaned, adjusted annun-
ciator module 
Reseated auto stab trim 
unit & intertdce unit 
Swapped yaw damper 
couplers 
MANHuURS TO CORREL~' 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COS'!' 
1.0 
2.0 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
.5 
tl1 
I-' 
~ 
'.'~. ,ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-12 
22-1~ 
22-11 
22-12 
22-12 
34'-41 
22-12 
22-13 
22-11 
22-12 
22-11 
22-11 
22-13 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
72201 
72201 
72204 
72201 
72201 
73402 
12201 
72202 
72204 
72201 
13422 
12204 
12202 
PROBLE..~ 
'width to right 
A AlP causes Ale to por-
poise 15-80 ±~et 
B AlP won't hold dltitude 
in altitude select 
B A/P dropped from com-
mand to manual on INS 
mode 
On dual 'auto approach ok 
to flare then oscillat~s 
A A/p turns A/e to right 
in command 
Both AlP annunciator 
lights intermittent 
B A/p went from command 
to off causing pitch 
down 
F /0' s AlP annunciator 
navi9at~on light inter-
mittent 
A A/P, wailer sounds wi tn 
warning lights 
A A/P caused erratic roll 
during INS capture 
ACTl.ON TAKEN 
Swappea A & C pitch 
computers 
Swapped A & B pitCh 
computers 
Reseat~d monitor & logic 
unit & pitch computer 
Swapped B & C pitch 
comput~rs 
SWapped 11 & '3 INS navi-
gation units 
Reseated roll & pitch 
computers & monitor & 
logic unit 
Swapped B & C pitch 
computers 
Repaired uent pin dt 
annunc~ator panel 
connector 
Reseated monitor & logic 
unit 
SWapped roll computer 
••••• ___ ._~_.~, ______ ••••• , __ p ••••• ' ••••• ___ "." ' ••• "_ •• , _____ ••• " ______ •• ,,. ___ .... _ • .,_._ •••• "' ____ ,,~._. __ .. _. ___ ,,_ •• _. _".on,' ..... _ ....... _ ... - ••• ,,, . -, • - .......... , .. ----.------,-,----"-....... ---.-.--,.-',,.' ••••• ,--
MANHUURS TO CUkRE~ 
PROBL~M PLUS ATE 
TIME AND ~ATL. COS~ 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
tx1 
I-' 
U1 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-12 
3ij-ij1 
34-12 
22-11 
. 22-11 
3ij-41 
2~-11 
22-12 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
22-12 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
12201 
13li02 
734bO 
73422 
13422 
73402 
12204 
72201 
1ol201 
72202 
12201 
12201 
PROBLEM 
F/D fla.g on C .111 vi.ew 
A/P coupled approach un-
satisfactory--porpoises 
on glide slope 
B A/P in command, dlti-· 
tude hold, A/C deviated 
200' up and down 
wnen switching from APU 
to ship's power B AlP 
wailer sounded 
A AlP on INS moae, capt's 
green nav ligllt not on 
A/C climbs/dives 150' per 
minute on either auto 
pilot 
B A/p, disengages when 
INS selected 
A F/D failed to provid~ 
proper pitch COlrunanQ 
B A/P drops from COWIIlCtna 
to otf 
No rt!spoI'~e troIn fiedestal 
controller pitch wheel 
A A/P failed to cdpture 
selected altitude 
ACTION TAKEN 
Swapped B & C pitch 
computers 
Swapped ~NS nav units 
Reseated .2 CADS computer 
~ljusted F/O'S B A/p dis-
connect l:l.ght 
&~just~d loose d:l.ffiffiing 
photo cell 
Swapped .2 & 13 naviga-
tion uni.ts 
Rt!seat.oo lltOn:l.tor & logic 
unit 
SWa~peQ A & C pitch 
computers 
Reseated roll & pitch 
computers 
Swapped A & C pit-ch 
computers 
Swapped P:l.t~~ computers 
MANHOURS TO CO!<RECT 
PROBLL~ PLUS AT£ 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
Il::J 
I-' 
0'1 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
22-12 
34:-'12 
22-12 
22-11 
22-13 
22-12 
22-13 
22-12 
3q-41 
34-1~ 
3'1-12 
22-13 
------------------------------_._-_ .... __ .. _._ .. _-_ .... ------~ .. -.. - .. 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
1~201 
73460 
72201 
72204 
72202 
72201 
72202 
7,,201 
73402 
73460 
73460 
1~202 
PROBLE"! 
B AlP causes uccdss~onc:t1 
pitch up 
AlP warn light on when A 
. in head~ng moae 
.A/P·did not coup1e on 
approacn, f1ight director 
ok 
A AlP inop in altitude 
hold 
B AlP causes aileron jerk 
in commanCl 
A AlP has constant eleva-
tor jitter, B AlP is 
nOrItldl 
A AlP pitches down inter-
mittently in command or 
manua1 
j: 1 CAOC. intermi.ttel1t1y 
inop. flags in alt, IIldch, 
tds and tat 
42 alt CAnC t~Q9 in view 
in descelJ.t 
FlO course bar gives 
eLratic COIlUlIdIlds on lLS 
.aCTION TAKEN 
Swapped pitch cOInfJuters 
Resedted CADS crnnputer, 
pitCh computer, maui tor 
and l.og~c unit 
~~apFed ro11 computers 
Swapped A ~ B pitch 
computers, operatioI! 
.ooth normal 
Swapped B & C ro11 
computers 
SWapped A & C pitch 
comput~rs 
SwaPFed #1 & 13 INS 
ndvigatioll units 
Secured computer CAD~ 
Reseat.ed lADe 
keSecited "BfI computer 
~..A..~HuURS TO CORRECT 
PROBLEM PLUS ATh 
TIME AND !I.ATL. COST 
.. 5 
1.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
.;5 l.LS tester .5 
tJj 
~ 
-....J 
ATh 
SYSTEM 
22-1b 
LRU 
OR 
LOCA:r'ION 
7~221 
Instrument Panel 
34-Ll1 7~O2 
3Ll-II1 73Ll02 
34-41 13402 
34-111 73402 
34-41 7340.l 
34-12 7346u 
34-41 13402 
::S4-41 73402 
34-41 73'102 
P.lWBLEl-1 
F/O ADI rt flay lli v~ew 
Instrwnent Wc:iLIlintj l.igilt 
t.est will not illwninate 
master l.ight 
#-3 INS inop in nay mode 
COU warning light on 
Illdlf code Ll2 
i~ ADI indicator, hor~zun 
pi tch.es approximatel.y 10 
with altitude change 
12 INS warning light on 
code 01-33 
Capt's time to 90 indi-
cator bl.ank 
~1 INS 13 miles in error 
Capt's computed airspeect 
tends to hang up 
'L. l.NS in error 
.1 INS, 29 miles otf in 
6 hours 
'1 IN.s has 15 mile error 
in 5.5 hours 
._---------'----
j-~C'.rION TA..T{EN 
Reseated lower yaw ddrnp 
computer 
Repaired pin on light 
assemlJly 
Reracked 13 INS 
Swapped 12 & 13 1.NS nay 
Wlits 
Swapped '2 & '3 INS nay 
Wl~ts 
Swapped .1 & 13 INS nay 
wlits 
S~apped .1 & .3 INS nav 
uni.ts 
Reseated CAD computer 
SwaPFed I~ & 13 INS nav 
wlits 
~wappea '1 & #3 INS IldV 
wlits 
~'wapped f 1 & .3 INS nay 
Wli.t.S 
~~NH0URS TO CORRECT 
PROBL.t.M PLU5 Al'f. 
TIY.£ AND Y.lATL. COST 
.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.u 
1.0 
1.0 
.5 
.~ 
.5 
.5 
------------------_.-_._---..... --._-_ .. 
tJ:I 
..... 
ex> 
ATA 
sysrEM 
34-41 
34-12 
34-41 
34-31 
34-'61 
34-12 
34-12 
34-~1 
34-41 
L..~U 
OR 
LOCATION 
73402 
73460 
73402 
MEC 
7345d 
73'602 
73thlO 
73460 
7341~ 
7J~02 
PRObL1:.J.l 
.3 INS, unable to irJ.::>ert 
present position, nav 
function N.G. 
F/O' s computed ai.L"speed 
indicatial erratic, 15-~0 
knots off 
,~ 1NS, 22 lDile error, 
8.5 hours of tlight 
Attitude director indica-
tor ~phere tumbled in 
clin~ 
Capt's horizontal situa-
tion indicator deviation 
couzse needle o~cillates 
.1 INS platform flag in 
view 
., CADS inop 
.2 CADS inop 4t top of 
climb 
HM1 mag flag & H51 rinG 
flag in View on It 1 com-
pass 
Capt • s AD 1 twniJled 
(attitude sphere) in ~5° 
right. turn 
hCrl()~ TAKL.~ 
Reseated l~S nav unit 
Swapped ~hDS computers 
Sw~pper .~ & .3 nav 
units 
keplaced attitude transfer 
relay plugs 
Swapped navigation 
receiVers 
Swapped .1 & 13 naV units 
.swaflped #1 & .~ cumputers. 
BottJ r.onnal 
kepdired 2 bent pins at 
CADS cOlnputer 
Swappt:"d 11 & _2 compass 
coupleLs--botn normal 
SWdPp~a ., & I~ INS nay 
units 
----------_.- -----_ .. " .. __ ._--_ ... _ .. , ... ,;. __ .... -._---".,., .... " .. ".,-"." .. -" ,_., ... -.. -,.,,"-' ' .. ",. -•. ,._-... _,,, . __ ._--, ......... , .... -.' .,., "'"-".,' -.... _ ..... __ ..... _ ... --
!-JI_r:.mWUr~S TO CORRECT 
I'!{OBL£!·! PLUS ATE 
1"1:-8 h!\D :-1ATL. COS'I 
1.0 
.5 
Air Data 
Tester 3 
.5 
1.0 $64.t:!V 
.5 lLS tester .5 
2.0 
.s 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
$2.00 
tIl 
I-' 
\0 
ATA 
SYS'fEM 
34-41 
34-41 
34-1~ 
34-21 
34-31 
34-31 
3q-31 
34-33 
3q-1I1 
34-41 
LRU 
OR 
1.0CA.TION 
73Ll02 
73402 
13406 
PROBLEM 
F/O's heading flags in 
view 
*2 GIS & FO pitCh bar 
junlPY 
#2 ~ system failed dur-
ing descent 
FlO's FlO ADI FlO tlag always 
Instrument in view 
Panel 
73412 
731158 
73458 
73458 
73432 
13q02 
73402 
&g heading in£o to 
capt's H51 & RM1 b O in 
error 
Capt's F/D annunciator 
did not show glide slope 
capture 
B FjD-no green nay light 
after VOR intercept 
011 single channel, B A/P 
in nav mode will not 
couple to ILS 
Capt's LkRh fluctuates 
upldown settLng oft GPWS 
.2 INS of 11 Iltiles in .3 
.hours 
12 INS inoperative 
----_._-----------._---_ .... ". -------- _._-. 
fiC'.l'IlJN TAKl:;N 
Swapped '2 & '3 INS nay 
unit 
Reseat~d #2 nay un~t 
Adjusted hold down latches 
on equipment ra.ck (=12 CADS 
computer) 
Repaired broken wire at 
F/O's FjD selector switch 
Swapped compass couplers 
Reseated nay receiver 
Resedted ILl llav receiver 
Reseated j.2 nay rece~ver 
Reseated LRRA TjR 
SWdppea #2 & '3 nay units 
(INS) 
~eplaced racK connector, 
}mNHOURS TO CORREL~' 
PROBLEM PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
.5 
.5 ILS tester .5 
1.0 
2.0 
.5 
.5 ILS tester .5 
.5 lLS tester .5 
.5 ILS tester .5 
.5 
.5 
8.0 $50.00 
III 
N 
0 
ATA 
SYSrEM 
34-41 
34-12 
34-12 
31+-21 
34-12 
34-41 
34-1+ 1 
34-21 
34-21 
3"-Ql 
34-"1 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
731+02 
73460 
731+00 
73'112 
73460 
731+02 
73402 
131+12 
73412 
13"02 
1l40.l 
PROBLEM 
#2 INS red warn light OIl 
Al.titude sel.ect iIlOP 
Alt1tude select fdiled 
to level off with A/P 
Captls compass 50 low~r 
than F/OIS 
No wind read out on .1 
& .) INS 
Capt1s AD! has gYLO & 
F ID fl.ag s in view at 
times 
capt's & F/O's compass 
systen~ ditfer oy 100 
.2 con~dsS dril~ed off 
heading with no dIlnuncia ~ 
tion 
Captts & FlO's compasses 
have 8 0 spread 
'2 INS waypoint 5 dropped 
out--read al.l. zeros 
#3 lNS inop 
.bCTIUN TAKEN 
INS nav un1t 
Swapped .2 & .3 INS nav 
units 
Swapped CADS computers 
Swapped CADS computers 
Reseated both compass 
coupl.ers 
Swapped CADS computers 
Swapped .1 & ,] INS nay 
Wlits 
Swapped .1 & .2 nay units, 
INS 
Rerdcked compass coupler 
ReSedtecl boL~ compass 
couplers 
Swapped .2 & .3 INS nay 
wlits 
Repaired broken wire--p/N 
'16 W1re 1~~570, plug 
DB17~F (nav unit) 
---_ ... __ .. _ ....... _ ....•........ ".-... _ .. " ............... _ .. _ .. -.... " .... _ ................. " ... " ....... " .................. " .. "..... . .........•..... __ ..... " ......... ,," " ....... . 
NANHOU.h;S TO COkREC'l' 
P~UB~~ PLUS ATE 
TD'.E AND MATL. CuST 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
J.O 
. ... " .. _ ..•..... __ ._ .......... _ .. _--
ttl 
N 
I-' 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
34-12 
34-21 
34-41 
34-12 
34-31 
34-31 
34-41 
34-41 
34-12 
34-31 
34-31 
LRU 
OR 
LOCAT1UN 
73460 
7341.l 
73407 
73460 
73458 
73458 
73402 
73402 
13460 
13458 
731\58 
PROBLEM 
Capt'S CADS int.erntittent.-
ly ~nop 
Capt's & FlO compasses 
oi:tier by 50 
FlO's ADI F/D bars always 
biased out oi V1ew 
#1 CAD system inter-
mittent in turbulance 
.1 VOR channel selection 
erra.tic 
.1 VOk inte.rmittently 
inoperative 
12 INS red warning light 
on 
.l ~NS will not accept 
pxesent position or WdY-
. " pC>:Lnts 
#L altitude reporting oti 
+:10,000' per LON 
# 1 Ila.V receiver tailed 
during approach 
#2 VOR rluctudt.es & is 
unreliable 
hC'llON 'l'AKEN 
Reseated '1 CADS computer 
Reseated both compass 
couplers 
Reseated hOI COlmector--
bar operation now normal 
~seated CADS computer 
Swapped 11/.2 nav 
receivers 
Cleaned corrooed lower 
plug of nay receiver rack 
connector 
Swapped .2 & .3 INS hav 
units 
Swapped #L & 13 INS nav 
units--bath new ok 
keracked ~2 CADs computer. 
No fUrther problems 
Reseated naY r~ce~ver 
Reseated nay rece~vez:. 
A.il cks nO'.~ ok 
I1ANHOU.t\S TO COhRECT 
.i?ROBLL'>l PLUS ATE 
THlL AND AATL. COST 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.. 5 
1 .. 5 l.L5 testez: .5 
1 .. 0 
1 .. 0 
.. 5 
1.0 ILS tester .5 
..5 
III 
I\.l 
I\.l 
hTA 
SYSTEM 
34-12 
34-21 
34-31 
34-33 
34-41 
34-41 
34-12 
34-31 
34-41 
34-1Z 
34-1.l 
34-1~ 
. LRU 
OR 
LOChTION 
13460 
73462 
13458 
73432 
73402 
13402 
13460 
73q58 
73402 
73460 
73460 
73460 
............ - .... ~--.. -----------------
PRObLEM 
.~ CADS intermi.ttent. dUr-
ing uescent. Flags Oll 
F /0 's instrument 
42 system heading flags 
~n view 
# 1 VOR inoperative 
On descent both ~ow range 
alt~ters bouncing 
.3 INS nay system inop 
.1 INS battery light on 
inter~ttently during 
taxi 
41 ~S drifts off cali-
bra.tion cause naach 
indication to read 1.3 
low 
i-L. G/S weak, flag in vie-it 
.1 INS warn light on--no 
~ltunction coae 
Capt's altimeter hun~ up 
in d~scent 
Capt's altimeter reads 
140' low 
During cl~ capt's alti~ 
AC'lION TAKEN 
Reseated CADS computer 
heseated 12 compass 
coupler 
Reseated nay receiver 
Reseated LRRA transceivers 
Replaced INS NU rack con-
nectoL DB173C due burned 
Reracked .1 INS nay unit 
ReracKeO CADS computer. 
Ok subsequent flts 
Resedted nay receiv~r 
Swapped .1 & fj lNS nav 
units 
Swapp~d CAuS computers 
Reseat~d '1 CADS computer 
Resedt~Q 11 CADs computer 
-----,--_ ........ " .. _,,, ...••..... _,,,, ....... _ ... __ ....•..... "." .......... , ..... "".-_. -. " ... _. __ ._--" .. __ .......... ,,,. ". " ......... -'."""- ,.- ,. ",.' "."" .... _ ..... _"""." ... ".- " .. . 
MANHOU.k.S TO COllBCT 
PRUBLE}! PLUS A'l.'l!; 
TillE AND MATL. COST 
.5 
.5, 
.5 
.5 
6.0 $50.00 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
1.0 
.5 
Air Data 
Tester 2.. 
Au: Data 
ll:l 
~ 
w 
ATA 
!'''YSTEM 
34-q1 
34-q1 
34-41 
27-10 
27-30 
27-40 
27-30 
27-30 
27-30 
27-40 
LRlJ 
OR 
LUCATION 
731107 
73402: 
73402 
Cont 8/0 
vlv.1 
iat tIt 
SW 334 + 
7b3 
Sta.t) trim 
lIod 
CB & 
component 
Tilt sw 
.2 mod 
l'ROBLl::M 
meter dz:-opped out.. 
intermittently 
Cdpt's pitch bar on ADI 
does not b~as out oi view 
when sw~ tcl"! o1:f 
Cd~t'S ADI horizon went 
to 600 angle tor 5 seconds 
on lilt off 
.1 INS malfunction code 
2S--action codes 01 & II 
#1 lat fIt cont hyd SOy 
it on 
T/O warn sounds w/dll ctls 
in t/o 
Stau trim amber light a/n 
illuminate 
O/rotation test d/Il of-
stick shaker 
LoUd knock from dur al 
warn sys 
T/O wdrning horn on after 
t/o 
Stab .2 hya brake lignt 
on 
Ilo-eTlUN TAlL~ 
Reseated JZ connector on 
capt's ADl indicator 
Swapped .1 & #3 INS nav 
unitE. 
Heseatea 1NS nay unit and 
reali9ned plationn 
R shorted w~re in '3 lt 
canoe (adjusted C/P) 
R wire to sw S334 & x sw 
S763 
R nrkn Wire C~OOb-22 (D 
lllOU 
Reset CB & reracked 
COIDp NG Cl 
C.k: cont box ad) C/ J? to 
CIXII 
Cleaned t~lt SW 
_ X plug Dh189C--shorted 
lv~HOURS Tu CORRI::CT 
PROBL~~ PLUS ATE 
TI?1E AND MTL. COST 
'rester 2· 
1.0 
.s 
.5 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.S $22.37 
· .. -~ .. --.------.. -.-.. -- --~-- .. --.---. 
tll 
rv 
01:>0 
ATA 
SYSTE.~ 
27-30 
27-30 
27-10 
27-30 
~7-30 
27-10 
27-10 
27-40 
27-40 
27-10 
27-60 
27-30 
lJ<.U 
OR 
LOCATION 
Light 
C/p 
Ail L/O 
dct 
Computer 
Wire 
Wire 
St.ab 
brake 
C/P 
Stab trim 
mod 
Wire 
Solenoid 
control. 
stand 
PROBLE-I-! 
Elev indicates slight 
nose dn--A/C level 
Stab trim pas ind light 
inop 
Ob ail lockout pops CB 
on grd 
Elev pas ind inop all 
inscl. 
Sti.ck shetker on at lift: 
off 
#1 lat cant v~v CB pops 
OCCdS 
Ob ail lockout CB pops ou 
P12: 
"Bit stab brk reI light: on 
_2 stab w/n move nose drJ. 
wi th pilots trl.ln sw 
Ob ail lockout CB on P12 
pops 
Auto S/B a/n ops froID 
arrn.::d posi.tive a1.ter lndg 
Control culumn shaker 
AC'l'ION TAKEN 
R wiring--ind mnl 
R brkr! Calm DdCk at plug 
kepail:~d sllorted wire 
on act 
R ~xcit wire at meter case· 
A C/P on computer 
Spl~ced. in wi.re I/B ,1 
s/boat 
R wiLe RH wing conduit 
Cln and dry brake pressure 
switch C"/P 
Cleaned module elect 
connector 
Repah:ed shorted wire 
Cleaned lock solenoid plug 
A connectors at sensor 
MANHOURS TO COHREC'l' 
PROBLEM PLUS A'£E 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
1.5 
1.5 
2.5 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
2.5 
1.0 
1.0 
------------.--------------.--- ------""--"-----_. "'-_ .. -----_._--_._--_ .. _----_._---
tD 
N 
VI 
ATh 
SYSrE-1 
27-30 
27-20 
27-40 
27-40 
27-30 
27-30 
27-30 
27-4() 
27-40 
27-40 
27-10 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
computer 
Module 
Module 
shaker 
Cmptr 
I..H Blg 
Ind 
Pwr pack 
Pres sw 
Act 
PROBLEM 
operated bl:ie~ly twice in 
flight 
Cont/colUInn shaker op dC 
norm atti. cl:uiz 
LH zoo trim req--zero wi.th 
Y/dcuup otf 22-1 
Stab trim control tr yoke 
sw inop 
"B" stab trim light dIn 
illum (.2 syS) 
Stick shaker ~nop--ess 
bus sel off 
Stick shaker ops on rota-
tion 
Shaker ops W/40 kts ove£ 
V-2 on Clout 
Li.ght out capt siae stab 
trim pos ind 
Stab trim dual sw on cont 
whl failed 
#2 hyd Lrk rel/lt on--no 
COIIlI11dIld 
Ob a1l lOCKout CB on P12 
tr~ps in flight 
---------- ---_ ... __ ._-------- ----~----------
AC'l'lON TAKEN 
Clnd elF at sensor 
Reset lower Y/damp com-
puter 
A wiring shoLt to sw 678 
Cleaned. e/p 
R bkn wire at shaker C/P 
Reseated ovr/rot cmptr 
X br K:r.i. wire l/h body gear 
R connectoz 
Cleanedpiugs ~ pwr 
pacK.dye 
Clnu C/p pres sw 
Clbd LIB & R/H lockout 
act C/p·s 
MANHUURS TO CURRECT 
PROBLl:M PLUS A'l'E 
TIME AND !'I'..ATL. COST 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.U 
2..0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
t:J3 
N· 
0\ 
ATh 
bYS'l"EM 
21-10 
21-40 
21-30 
21-10 
21-10 
27'-00 
29-10 
29-30 
.29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
Stab trim 
module 
Relay 
Lockout 
act 
Lockout 
act 
Valve 
'3 EDP 
#1 qty 
iud 
#3 Xlliitr 
.1 ~DP 
11 qt..y 
ind 
,q hyd 
q-cy 
PROBMM 
OB ail lockout CB on P12 
poppw 
Stab trim N/O, .3 brk re-
light out, stab ok 
Cdpt stick stjak~r activ 
on taxi 
LH Ob ail--no ind on te 
flc1p ext 
LH Ob ail. mop 
.1 lat control v.lv pops 
CB 
#3 ~P CP pops apt about 
2 sec 
'1 hyd qty gage motorizes 
ACTIUN TAKEN 
R wire otw splice SP3252 
and ac't. 
Clnd elP at press sw. 
Grd ops ok 
Rese't. relay, C/B 
Clnd lockout C/p due 
oily 
X dC-c connex DX-452 
X plug DV140A & vlv 
Repos pin in C/P 
Clnd C/p--ok 
.3 hyd xmitr--c~ CP due Adj loose C/P 
pres flux 
.1 £OP won't depress w sw R--C/P 
depress 
'1 hyd sys 10 gty 1nop-- Reconn plug at ind 
tes't. ng 
.q hy(! qty dropped tu 3.0 
apt t./o 
k wire at D~06lP 
-_._--------_._. __ ... -----,_._--'._-, .. ,------, ... _-----'-_."._ ... _.-""-"--'-''''-'''''''"'"''''''''''', .. , . ".,.' .. ." --, , ... _ ... ,._ .. " ..... " .. _ ... _--_ .. _" ... -.. _, ... ,-". ,-,,-., .. , .... ,'.- .', ......... ..." ... " ...• -.. -.. ---.. -.------,--~ .. ,--- . '-_._.- . 
~~NHuURS TO COkkECT 
PROBLl::J1 PLUS A'1'.E. 
TU'lE AND !-1ATL. COST 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 $17.53 
1.5 $25.56 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
.5 
3.0 
... c ,_"._,, ___ . ________ _ 
ttl 
N 
-..J 
ATA 
SYS'rEM 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
2~-30 
29-30 
:29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-20 
LRU 
OR 
LOCA'.rION 
SWitch 
#1 EDP 
12 pass 
ind 
14 case 
rtn lllod 
13 press 
mod 
• .3 press 
mod. 
'3 pylon 
.1 qty 
gage 
#3 pyl.on 
12 ADP 
PROBLEM 
#2 hyd qty gage d/n test 
Apt l.on .3 adp pops CB on 
P12 (press norm) 
#1 EDP 10 press light 
illum intenn 
_2 hyd press reads low 
14 byd ovrht light on 
after l.dng 
ACTION TAKEN 
Sprayed sw--ops now ok 
R bare wire W618-3M253 
T1tnd loose wiring at CP 
\ 
Reset ind elect connex 
Cleaned C/p at tnexIDdl 
switch 
.3 EDP 1.0 press light on-- Cleaned contacts on press 
EDP press norm switch 
1-3 EDP press light :t1ix 
dimly (cant.) 
.~ o/h light on intermit 
.1 hyd gage motorized 
#3 BDP 10 press light 
inop 
# 1 hyd motorized 
l.l ADI' run It tlkrs in 
auto & off 
.2 ADP run light rl.ickers 
E1.ec hyd pump inop 
Jumpered press sw-~C1X20 
Cleared chafed W1re 
Cleaned C/p 
R nkn wi.re & replaced 
clamps 
X wiring faulty 
Cind C/p & recptcl 
R/bkn wire 
Rese~ CD on P-14 
MANHuURS .. TO _ COl<REC.:T 
PkOBLEM PLUS AT~ 
TL~.E AND MATL. COST 
1.0 
3.5 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
2.0 
3.5 
2.0 
5.0 
3.0 
2.0 
4.0 
1.0 
._--._--_ .. -._._------------_ .. _ ...... _-_._ ..... -._ ........ _ ........... _---------------
ttl 
I\J 
CD 
ATA 
SYSrEM 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
.29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
:l9-30 
29-10 
29-30 
LRU 
OR 
LOl:ATION 
.1 & .3 
ADF 
Iud 
Hyd 
pdIlel. 
Xmtr 
Xmt..r 
ADP 
.3 EDP 
14 ind 
.4 ind 
14 xmtr 
.4 ADP 
,:.:! xmtr 
:·:AN;i0URS TO Cur..F.EL"·I: 
PkOBLEM hCTluN TAKl:.N P7-<.u3LE.!1 PLUS ATE 
':'I:~ AND Y ... ~TL. CUST 
#1 ADP no ~uto ops in LIt. X splices on 1 & 3 AUP 2.5 
.3 no auto ops plt/grd 
'3 hyd qty ina cOlltin Ch C/P--I:illeCi to 1.5 
motor 
Ft:o pIll #4 hyd ind & pres Strtnd Dent".. pin on ind C/P .j.O 
I~ght inop 
T/O i4 lloYd qty 'Jdgeno Cl~aned C/p on xmtr 1.5 
test 
i~ hyd pres low 2150 witn 
AIJ.l?/J!LP 
'1 ADP & EDP lop light 
bl~nk/relay chapter 
.3 EDP pres 1~9tJt flickE:rs 
i 4 nyd qty i.rui motor s 
.t llll circle 
14 hyd sys qty ~dge reads 
o 
'4 hyd qty 1.~ w/res full 
# 4 iillP internu. t in d uto 
or cont. 
.~ nyd Xlut;:I: causeS i.nd 
motorize 
Ckd & found xmi~ ~/P 
dirty ; clnd 
k wiring abv ADP 
Cledned CP & adj (loose) 
.H. bent ~d pin 
Ii seu.ted CP feo ind 
R splice at xmt~ 
Ckd w~rt::.'s & rE:s~t CP--C/N 
dUFl 
X xmi't.I ',"ir~n9 rinl.}"s = ok 
1.5 
'+ .0 
1.5 
3.0 
1.U 
3.0 
1.5 
2.0 
--,-~---.. -~~. --"-, .. ---_._---------,----._, .... ,-_ .. ,." ............... ,,--------.---_ ............. ,." ..... ,., .. ' .. . 
• ' •• , •• 10 ...... ___ •• _.~ •• ~ ••• ____ .. _ ..... _._ .. _~ ___ • __ ........... " ... _ ... _ .... _."_ .. ~_ •• ,_. _______ • ___ ...... .... 
III 
N 
1.0 
ATA 
SYSrEM. 
29-3<1 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
.1 ind 
#2 P/mod 
;'4 El.>P 
'3 nyd 
llld 
#1 sys 
P.kOBLEM 
.3 hyd qty ina rotateb--
dx.ift:. to 105 
.1 hyd qty ind int 
ACTION TAKEN 
X '3 XIuitr & temp 1: grd ld 
wires 72933-201 
Adj wires to pins 
,1 hyd o/h lite on at blox Clear chaff wire 
t-;t AD.!» press on inte.x:ntit 
ill tlt 
unable to dep.x:ess .4 BDP 
13 hyd gage sticks on qty 
test 
.1 ElJP hyd supply CB pops 
Cleaned oil from e/p 
Cleaned & ckd C/p 
cleaned C/¥ 
Repaired wire C172904F35245 
11 .1 BOP supply C/B pops X conduit 
conduit 
.1 ADP # 1 ADP is erratic Adj loose C/P on module 
ADP AUP press "0," run lite- Reset CP ADP s/o vlve act 
out, sw in auto 
'3 pylon 13 BDP hyd supply line -c1 Tapped & rerouted wiring 
.1 ADP .1 AUP inop in auto or IrIdIl Clnd module C/p tapped sw 
14 xmitr 
'il ina 
.Il hyd qty j) 45 gals ~n 
flight 
'4 hyd ~ty slow to test 
ok 
Clnd contaminatea. xmtr f/P 
Ck wiring, clnd CP & 
resedted 
-----_.-.. _---_._-_ .. _ .. - - _ .. __ .. _._ ...... --.--_._-_._----_._---_ ... __ ._._ ... _------_._----------------------_._-----
MANHOURS TO CURREC'".r 
PROBL8~ PLUS ATE 
TIME AND MATL. COST 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
3.5 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
III 
w 
o 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29~30 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
.3 pr/sw 
#2 pr/sw 
J.l pr/sYil 
'4 
pr/Xtmr 
13 ind 
.2 pylon 
.3 pylon 
#3 AUP 
#1 £OP 
#2 mod 
#4 temp 
bulb 
'] pL 
mod 
.1 XlUtc 
P.l{OBLEM ACTION TAKI:.N 
'3 LOP press l~te stays on Cln L"P on press sw dirty 
.2 hyd press ind to '10, n Cln CP on' xmtr 
qty, Its norm 
#2 hyd pres xmtr erratic Cit & clnd C/P at xmtc 
14 hyd pres ind O--pres Cleaned dirty pres xmtx CP 
norm 
.,3 qt ind rotdtes contin 
.2 hyd o/h l.ite internut, 
.flickers 
'3 BDP pr lite ~op--o£t 
no lite 
.3 ,ADP inop auto-cont ok, 
timerl 
* 1 EDP depres inop 
'2 nrke Lel lite on--no 
conn stab 
'4 hyd temp 40 dg hotter 
than others 
#l ADP pr lite OIl with 
300.0 psi. 
'1 .ayd qtytlwc. ·9-10\jals 
2 11yd ADP pr l.t on/pr = 
3000 psi . 
Cl.edred shorted wires 
Adj chafe w~e .in CLamp 
R wi.re in 13 pylon 
i( !lrknw~r.e 
X L"P due locks missing 
.X pl.ug DB1B9C--shorted 
Clnd temp bull> C/P 
ClEaned press sw and plug 
C18734 
Cleaned qty XIlltr C/P 
C,Kd and clnd CP = ops Ok 
¥d\NH~.>u~S TO CUJ-iliEC'I 
PROBLLM PLUS ATE 
TIP.£. AND AATL. COST 
l.U 
1~0 
1 _.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.5 
2!9 
L .• 5 
2.5 
2 ..• 0 
$22.37 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
_____ ... • ____ ._,,,'._, ____________ ._" •• __ "_..__ .. _.,, ...• _ .·a'.' ......... ,' .. ' ••••••• _ •• _ ._ ~.~. __ ._ •• ~ ••• __ ....... _ • '_"_"_" __ "'" 
lJj 
W 
I-' 
ATA 
SYSTf.M 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
LRU 
uR 
LOCATION 
'4 ind 
Bk xmtr 
#4 qty 
.Lua 
#2 ADP 
*4 pr 
ind 
Wire 
4 hyd 
gage 
" hyd 
gage 
4 ADP 
Socket 
pr 
module 
Pres sw 
PRuBLl.":.""1 
~ hyd ind wn test 
#~ uyd pr warn lite on 
bk pr = "0" 
i~ hyd qty erra.tic--
osc~llates ill l:lt 
AC£10N 'rAKEN 
A. ind C/P 
Clnd connex ~ brake press 
x 
R nent pin on in<i 
# L JillP run lite on in cruz X). burnt wires on # 2 ADP 
... hyd pres iIld intr flux uk a:i:teJ: gage swap & C/p 
w·,swar:-
.1 EDP hyd supply CB keeps Insulated chaffed wire 
popping supply vlv CKs ok 
;.~ hyd gage intermit 
motorizes 
14 hyd qty Leads 5 gals 
steady 
.4 ADP run lite riickers 
JJ ADP J:un It on cont--pr 
ok 
*.l Ipl il.l. wn 
13 lpl illwn with pres 
norm 
i 1 AUP Ipl illwn Witi1 rUli 
It uIl 
R shorted shielding 
A loose C/p on ind 
R wi~~n9 
Reset lite socket & ops ok 
Cleaned·C/p & cks ok 
Cln C/P at pres mOdule 
Cleaned C/p at pres sw 
MA~HOURS TO CORkECT 
PROBLEM ~LUS ATE 
TI~E &~D ~~TL. COST 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.5 
1.0 
3.0 
2.5 
1.0 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
$.8<1 
_._ .. _ .._._ ... _-._---_ .. _----_ .. _ •. _ ... _-.. _._--------------
tIl 
w 
.t-J 
Nl'h 
SYSTEM 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
2~-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
2~-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
LRU 
Ok 
LOCATION 
Wire 
Wire 
Ind 
Wire 
Valve/ 
wire 
Resevoir 
5/0 vlv 
Wiring 
'4 EDP 
.2 EDP 
#2 BDP 
PkOBLEl1 
#4 AD? inop-~pops L~ 
#3 EDP wIn depres & pops 
e3 
#3 hyd qty rotdtes--x ind 
& tnk unit still inop 
#j AD? inop-CB popped 
#l hyd qty ind stuck at 
b-7 gals 
#3 hyd pres ind on i:wd 
pnl inop 
#4 EDP er~ pops & ~on·t 
:r:eset 
.t~C'rIUN TAKEN 
Clll CP--ck ok 
Intrn short.. wiring e120~1 
R broker... wire 
Ok since Chafed wires 
repaired 
S with 4 & reswap = both 
ok 
R nrkn wires (grd) in 
sailboa.t 
R shorted wire m vlv 
.1 hyd qty ind erratic-- Removed & clnd e/p at res 
fluct 
.3 EDP supply C/h popped & Clnd C/p supply s/o vlv 
wIn reset 
#1 ilyd o/h lt on pref.l.t R wiring behind ADP DIU 
#4 EDP wIn depres--ops ok 
'2 hUP wIn depres--sol x 
pLev 
.2 EDP wIn dep~es--sw to 
depres 
R plug at solenoia 
R nklt wire at sol~noid 
x e/p and solenoid 
MANHlJURS TO COI<REC'l' 
PROBLL."'1 PLUS A'IE 
'fD!E AND MATL. COST 
2.5 
3.5 
4.0 
2.0 
1.0 
3.0 
2.5 
1.5 
2.0 
4.0 
1.5 $17.40 
1.5 
2.0 
._----_._--_.. ._._--_ .• __ ... - "_.... . ............................................................ _ ............... .. 
III 
w 
w 
LRU 
ATA OR PROBLEM 
SYSTEM LOCATION 
29-30 Qty ind #4 Jlyd gty ind d/n te~t 
~9-30 Qty ind i2 hyd qty Uld iIltmt ana 
no test 
29-30 Qty ind • 2 llyd. qty stick.Ln~ on 
test 
29-10 ADP D/U .1 AD.? It din 1 t in cont 
29-10 Qty ind i 1 ilyd ind dn test 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
Pres sw 
Hyd ind 
.4 hyd qty no test .in 
11.t 
Hyd temp gage #3 i; '4 
inop--off scale 
Pres xmtr .2 hyd pres ina reads low 
(2200) 
Pres ind Hyd brk pres ind occas 
drops to "0" 
Qty ind '3 hyd qty ind motorizing 
#3 EDP .3 £Of' din depl:es 
Wire. t.3 BOP hyd sUF-P.ly CB on 
p-6 pops 
Wire .1 EDP Will depres 
Qty ind .3 hyd qty ind t.est to 
"0" but warn lite out 
MANHUURS TU CURRECT 
ACTION TAKEN PROBLEM PLUS N£E 
TIME AND Y~TL. CUST 
Reseoted and tested ok 1.0 
Reinstall ilJ.Q C/p test OJt 1.0 
Cln pins i:'a) ind connex 1 .5 
Clearea. grIlded wi.re 3.0 
.Reseated e/P OIl ind--now ok 1.5 
R push-in pin C/P pres sw 
R 3 pulled wires back of 
ind 
Cleaned pres xmtr connex 
Clnd d~rty plug 
S .2 & 3 ind 
X solenoid C/p 
R wiring l..n pylon area 
R orkIl grd wire--now ok 
S #2 & .3 ind 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
.75 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
.. 5 
t:J:t 
w 
"'" 
ATA 
SYSTEM 
i9-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-10 
-----------------------------------------------
LRU 
OR LOCATION ~ROBLLM AC'!'!UN TAKEN 
#1 EDP - .f 1 eug :E;DP 2300--idle = Clnd l:/P 
.tillP cycl~s 
.1 EDP #1 £OP will depres--cut 
in--Qut 
X depLes C/P 
'1 EDP 
'4 EDP 
.4 EDP 
Wire m 
Dq8 and 
DB90 
Wires 
tP~ IJ)P 
Ind 
W;Lr~s 
.1 £OP wIn depres 
*4 BDP C/B po~~ on 
occC4sion 
,q EDP wIn depres--pops 
C~ 
'4 £DP will depr~s 
Reposn1d CP pin wire 
X ->'iirt!s in fiylon--brkn, 
chaf~ 
x e/p 
R orkn solenoid l:/P ~rd 
wire 
12 ADP IIp lit~ f1.ickers-- R wirebet.ween IJ4b ti DB90 
pres j) 3100 
'4 hyd sys IIp lite in- R chaU:ed wires in sail-
termit dim Dudt 
.4 liliP pops eH in cont 
rod--ok auto 
#q ADP ~nop in duto--ok 
in cant 
• .:i hyci qty motorsbtwIl 
pull ami zero 
# 3 ADP trips C/b--run 
lite on contlll 
.K chdffed wires undr clmp 
sdilOOdt 
rt~n 6 clnd ADP plugs--ops 
ok 
S L ~ 3 ~nd = ops ok 
Cleared shurted wire 
'" .-•• ----_.-------------_ .. _---------, •• _._--_.,----.'_.- .......... _"., -,,-.,-., •• ~, •• "., ".,' ---.".... ., •• _------_ ••• _ •• '., • ,_ •• -, -_ •••• "._._ •••• ,._., - ., 'oo .... " ••• , •.••••• _._." .• , ••.•.••• _ ••••• ____ • __ ._ 
, 
MANHOU.KS TO COl'<RECT 
PRUBLE..~ PLUS A'I'E 
TIM.E; AND i1ATL. COST 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
2.5 
$17 .40 
1,.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.u 
2.0 
1.0 
3.0 
t1:J 
w 
111 
ATA 
SYSTEM. 
29-10 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
19-30 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
Wire 
.Ind 
.3 BOP 
.1 ADP 
Xmtr 
Wires 
'1 EDP 
,q elect 
pwnp 
14 elect 
pump 
Pres sw 
Pres sw 
Wire 
Qty ind 
PROBLEM AC'l'lUN TAKEN 
13 liDP CB on P12 trip--ok Slic~d new wir~ undr ADP . 
in llt chat 
.2 qty ind motors to "0" Clnd dirty elI> 
in tIt turb 
i 3 EOP won It defJres R br.i{Il wire at tiOlenoid 
.1 ADP w/fl come on in auto Clud C/p--op:::; cK. ok 
'2 sys pres "0" with prt::s Cleaned pLes xmtr C/P 
norm 
'2 hyd ojh lt on during 
cIirob--int~rIDit 
.1 EDP wIn depres 
Elect hyd pwnps pops CB 
in lower q 1 wIn reset 
.... elect pump trips CB 
.1 ADP inop--no run It, 
no pres 
.. 3 ADP CB on P12 I-Ops w/n 
reset. 
#3 sys O/h It on--AOP & 
EDP aU: 
# 1 qty ind slow t.o run 
down on test 
R cha~ed wires inside 
clamp 
CP off--s~cured, now ok 
x C/P--ops OK. 
CIF loos~ on pump--cln 
& secured 
Cl C/p pres sw--ops ok 
R chald w~ring at auto 
prssw 
k wiling 
R bkn wire & pin UI ind C/p 
........ _ .. _ ...... _-----------_. 
~JiliHOURS TO COHRLC~ 
PHOBLEM PLUS ATE 
TD'1E AND Y.J\'l'L.. CO!l'T 
l.O 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 $17 .qO 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
I:Jj 
W 
0'1 
AT!\. 
SYSTEM 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
19-10 
29-1U 
29-30 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
ADP 
EDP 
O/h sw 
'1 ADP 
Qty ind 
Qty ind 
ADP sol. 
Valve 
BOP 
Wire 
Resevoir 
Modul.e 
Ind 
Qty ind 
PROBLhM 
i3 ADP pops control C/B 
on p-12 
#4 EDP will depres 
1.3 hya sys o/h li.te on 
J 1 ADP pops CB in cont 
.4 hyd qty drops ~.5 gals 
.1 pres flux 3000 to 400 
on EDP only 
# 1 ADP runs CODtiJ~ in 
auto--EDP on 
AC'l'ION TAKEN 
Cleaned C/p 
X plug on solenoid 
A C/P on o/h sw 
R wiring 
A cannon plug 
S 1, q ind, cleaned C/p 
R wiring trom C/p--chafed 
'2 ADt> inop ill auto A solenoid t~rmll1als 
#2 l:;DP sw apprs failed ir~ Cl.nd & reti te vlv C/p 
I 
'4 EDP dID depres R brkn grd term 
.1 qty motorizes-gage R cnate on sailboat har-
prev x'd . hess' 
#4 qty ind tlux constant Clnd C/p in s~rut 
6~ 
#2 stab brake re~lt on-- Cleaned C/p pres sw 
no commd to move 
'4 qty ind--low qty It Cleaned C/P on ind 
inop 
#2 CItY J.nop R wire to p:ln& plug at 
______________________ ••• ,_ •• , ___ ••• '0 
-------,~-.----.- .... ,---.--... ,,---.----.... -,_., 
l'1ANHOURS TO CORREC'!' 
PRObLEM PLUS ATE 
'l'IHE AND MATL. CUS'!' 
1.5 
1.0 
$17.40 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
tl1 
w 
~ 
ATA 
SY~"TE.M 
29-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-10 
29-)0 
29-10 
29-10 
:l9-30 
29-10 
29-30 
29-30 
29-10 
~9-30 
29-30 
LRU 
OR 
.LOCA'.fION 
EDP 
Valve 
Wire 
EDP 
Wire 
EDP 
BDP 
Qty ind 
Wiring 
Pres ind 
Wiring 
Wires 
Wires 
Qty ind 
P .k.OBLh'v'l 
.1 EDP depres sw pops CB 
on Pl~ 
.4 hyo s/o vlv inop 
.4 pr~s xlickers ~ntermit 
12 EDl' will not depres 
.3 LUP ljp It tlickers--
pres OK 
.2 EDP w/n depr~s 
.2 EDP WID depres 
#3 hyd qty rotates 
#3 AlJP cont pops C/B ill 
flight 
12 £OP output 32&0 
.3 hyd qty cycles to full 
scale 
• L ADP run 1 t i.lltermi 1:.. & 
not run 
.1 qty ind errd~ic--btwn 
1 & 5 gals 
'1 nyd qty gage inop 
ACTION TAK~N 
ina 
Clnd sw cormex, iso chafe 
wire 
X plug ~ s/o vlv 
A harness near xmtr 
R brKn wire Q) solenoid 
Adj R cha.ted wire inst 
X solenoia C/p 
Repaired C/p on pwup 
Adj pill ir~ ina plug 
R wir ~ng twd ot hDP C/B 
A1ter swap 2 & 3 ind 
now oK 
repa~red wiLing--cK ok 
A ADP sol orkn wires 
.reinst 
R chaf~d wi~e at hyd mod 
Reseated gage connex plug 
r·1ANHOURS TO CORRECT 
PROBl.E:i:1 PLUS ATE 
Tll-ffi AND ~"1ATL •. COST 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
$23.22 
1.5 
2.0 
1.0 
$17.40 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 . 
2.0 
1.0 
trl 
w 
CD 
-ATA 
SYST.I:l1 
~9-30 
------------------------------------------------
LRU 
OR 
LOCATION 
PkUBLEM 
.3 hyd olb ind is erratic 
aCTIUN TJ-U<hN 
Sensor C/P cleaned 
'R______ _.,~ _____ .,_ .. _ .. __ ._. __ . __ ,_ .. " .. __ .. ,_ .. ___ ... __ " _ /, _ .... _. ___ ._. __ . ____ . ___ .. , .. ______ . _, __ ,,_,_,,_, _ ' .. _" __ "_'_"'_"_"' __ " __ ' ___ "" ___ '_~ __ "_ 
MANHOUkS TO OO~~EL~ 
PkUBL&~ ?LUS ATE 
'rlfv'£ AND AATL. CpST 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
APPEND1X C 
FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUNENT WEIGHTS 
Contents 
147 Fliqht Controls 
747 Wing Load Alleviation System 
C1 
Page 
c::s 
C9 
Uo. 
C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
Weight ~reakdown of Primary Flight 
Control System 
~eight Breakdown of Automatic Plight 
Control System 
i;cight P.reakdown of Aileron Control 
Subsystem with Wing Load Alleviation 
Provisions 
Weight Breakdown of Elevator Control 
Subsystem with ~ing L6ad Alleviation 
Provisions 
Weight Rreakdown of ~ing Load 
Alleviation Electronic Control System 
Subsystem ~ei9ht Suremary with/without 
Wing Load Alleviation Control System 
C2 
Page 
C4 
C8 
CII 
C12 
C13 
C13 
1.0 141 FL1GHT CONTROLS 
The taLLes prov~ae an iteffi1zed c9mponent/installation 
weight listing by operational function, Mfg. PIN, Qty/Apl 
and 'rotal Item Weight per Airplane for DOth the primary 
and autonlatic tl~ght' control systems of a baseline: Model 
741-20UB dirplane. The component weights of the leading 
eage flap dnd trailing edge flap operational systems are 
not includea in tldsstuay. 
Table C1 presents a detail we~ght breakdown of the primary 
flight control system. It includes all electronic, 
mechanical, hydraulic and electrical provisions associated 
with installation of the elevator, aileron, rudder, 
spoilers and stabilizer trim control subsystems. Also 
shown are tota~ summations of all the 
- component/installation weights allocated to ea.ch' of these 
primary tlight control subsystems. 
Table C2 proviaes a tabulation of component weights 
associated with the automatic flight control system. 
It consists mainly of electronics/electrical operational 
components such as computers, sensors, control/display 
units and interconnecting wire. A sunmation of component 
weights for each of these functions is also provided. 
C3 
TABLE Cl 
WEIGHT BREAKDOi-JN 
OF 
PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEH (PFCS) 
OPERATIONAL FUNCTION MFG. PIN QTY/APl WT/APL 
Kg 
(A) Elevator Control Subsystem 439 .O~ 
(1) Control Column/Wheel 65B80521-4 1 21.1 
( 2) Quadrant Inst1. - Common E1ev. 65B80482 1 10.2 ( 3) Feel Centering Unit . 65881226-1 1 12.6 
( 4) Feel Unit Actuator 65B81875-1 1 2.9 
( 5) Feel Centering Unit/Act. Instl. 65880596 1 3.5 
( 6) Feel Computer 401-13151-01 1 5.4 
(7) Feel Computer Instl. 65B81261 1 1.6 
( 8) Quadrant Inst1. - O/B Elev. 65B804Q60 1 5.1 
( 9) Quadrant and Tension Regulator 65B80310 ·1 3~2 
(10) Quadrant and Tension Reg. Inst1. 65882108 1 3.9 
(11) Position Transmitter - O/B Elev. 7977-05-01 2 0.3 
(12 ) Rods, Position XHTR lnstl. 65B80468 2 0.7 
(13 )- Index Inst1.~ Position XMTR 5B41209 1 0.3 
(14) Power Control Unit - I/B E1ev. 93600-5007 2 176.1 
(15 ) Inst1. Items - I/B E1ev. PCU 65B80550 2 6.3 
(16) Linkage Inst1. - I/B E1ev. PCU 65B80474 2 12.9 
(17) Fluids - I;B Elev. PCU's N/A 2 9.2 
(18) Power Control Unit - O/B Elev. 93700-5005 2 44.5 
(19) Instl. Items - O/B Elev. PCU 65880549 2 2.5 
(20) Control Rod Assy - O/B Elev. PCU 65B80549 2 0.7 
(21) Fluids - 0/8 E1ev. PCU's N/A 2 2.5 
1 
(22) F/C Shut-off Valve Module AV16E1215 4 6.2 
(23) FIG 510 Valve Mod - lnstl. 65B01548 4 0.5 
(24) F/C S/O Valve Mod - Fluids N/A 4 0.3 
(25) Elev. Control Hydr. Plumbing M/D 46.2 
(26) Fluids - Elev. Control Hydr. Plumbing N/A 14.9 
(27) Cables, Pulley Brkts,etc.-Elev. Control M/D 35.1 
(28) Wiring/Connectors - E1ev. Control M/D 5.4 
(29) Wiring/Connectors - Elev. Pos. Indie. M/D 2.8 
(3D) Computer - Stall Warning 965-0111-002 1 0.7 
(31) Computer - Over Rotation 965-0172-003 1 1.3 
(B) Aileron Control Subsystem 446.1 
(1) Quadrant, Pilot's Input, Aileron Ctrl. 65B80521 1 1.5 
( 2) Quadrant, First Officer's Input, 65B81800 1 1.3 
Aileron Control 
( 3) Supt. Struct, Aileron Quadrants M/D 2 2.2 
( 4) lost Motion Mech, Ail. Control 65B81800 1 8.6 
~ 5) Control Rods and Quadrant (CCA) 65B04001 1 0.3 6) Quadrant Assy. Output 65880554 1 1.4 
(7) Quadrant lnstl., Inbd. Act. 65880873 1 4.0 ( 8) Lockout Actuator, O/B Aileron Dl1326r·n 19 2 1.6 
( 9) Lockout Mechanism, O/B Aileron 65B80510 2 3.4 
C4 
C5 
I 
f . 
OPERATIOi-IAL FUNCTIDrI 
(C) Rudder Control Subsystem (Continued) 
(14) Ratio Changer Comparator 
(15) lnstl. Items, Ratio Changer Unit 
(16) Control Surface Position XrHR . 
(17) Control Rods, Position XMTR 
(18) Index Inst1, Position XMTR 
(19) Power Control Unit, Upr Rudder 
(20) Trunnion and Link Inst1 - Upr Rudder 
(21) Reaction Link Assy - Upr Rudder 
(22) Bolt Inst1 - PCU, Upr Rudder 
(23) Control Rod Ratio Changer, Upr PCU 
(24) Pmler Control Unit - Lwr Rudder 
(25) Trunnion and Link Inst1 ~ Lwr Rudder 
(26)" Reaction Link Assy - Lwr Rudder 
(27) Bolt Inst1 - PCU, Lwr Rudder 
(28) Control Rod Ratio Changef, Lwr Rudder 
(29)' F1 ui ds - Upr /Lwr peus 
(30) Rudder Control Hydr Plumbing Instl 
, (31 ) F'j ui ds - Rudder Control Hydr P1 umbi ng 
(32) Cables, Pulley Brkts, etc-Rudder Control 
(33) Wiring/Connectors - Rudder Control . 
(34) Wiring/Connectors-RUdder Position Indic. 
(D) Fl ight a)ld Gl'ound Spoilers Subsystem 
(1) Differential Mechanism Assy 
(2) Quadrant Assy, Spoiler Output 
(3) Control Package Inst1, Outbd Spoilers 
(4) Quadrant Instl. Items 
(5) Control Rods and Cranks 
(6) Support Items, Diff Mech 
(7) Position XMTR, Control Surface 
(8) Inst1 - Position Transmitter 
(9) Power Control Unit,Inbd.F1t Spoiler 
(10) Fluids, l/B Spoiler PCU 
(11) Instl Items, I/B Spoiler PCU 
(12) Power Control Unit,O/B F1t Spoiler 
(13) Fluids, O/B Spoiler PCU 
(14) Control Rods/lnst1 Items,O/B Spoiler PCU 
, (15) F1 t Spoi 1 er Control Hydr P1 urnbi ng 
(16) F1uids-F1t Spoilers Cant. Hydr. Plumb. 
(17) Cables, Pulleys, Inst1,F1t Spoilers 
(18) Controls, Auto Speed Brake 
(19) Breakers, Switches, Re1ays,etc,Auto Brk 
(20) Cables, Pulleys, ·Inst1 - Speed Brakes 
(21) Control Lever, Speed Brake 
(22) Sequence Mechanism, Speed Brake 
(23) Actuator, Ground Spoiler 
(24) . Fluids, Ground Spoiler Actuator 
, C6 
MFG~ PIN . QTY/APL HT/APL 
60B40073 
65B81060 
7977-05-01 
65B81090 
65B41209 
3822000 
65B81000 
65B81000 
65B81000 
65881000 
3822000 
65881000 
65B81000 
65881000 
65B81000 
N/A 
rVD 
N/A 
~1/D 
M/D 
M/D 
65880836 
. 6tiB80835 
65B80581 
65880579 
65880835 
658'81524 
7977-05-01 
65B81849 
29300-6 
N/A 
65880579 
.29310-2 
N/A 
~1/D 
f-1jD 
NiA 
rVD 
N/A 
N/A 
M/D 
50196-3 
65B80859 
29340-3 
N/A 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
8 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Kg 
0.3 
5.0 
0.3 
0.4 
0.1 
42.3 
8.8 
5.2 
2.7 
0.3 
42.6 
8.8 
6.1 
2.7 
0.3 
5.4· 
19.6 
6.7 
21.2 
5.4 
2.4 
327.2 
22.9 
4.2 
7.9 
2.6 
9.1 
5.0 
0.5 
0.3 
34.3 
1.1 
2.8 
87.8 
3.2 
10.0 
25.4 
9.4 
39.2 
3.3 
1.4 
9.2 
2.3 
6.6 
17.6 
0.8 
i( 
.. 
i 
\ 
OPERATIONAL FUNCTION 
(D) Flight and Ground Spoilers Subsystem (Continued) 
(25) Instl Items, Grd Spoiler Actuator 
(26) Hydr. Control Valves, Grd Spoilers 
(27) 'Instl Items, Grd Spoiler Control Valve 
(28) Grd Spoilers Control Hydr. Plumbing 
(29) Fluids, Grd Spoilers Control Hydr Plumb. 
(30) Wiring/Connectors,Flt/Grd Spoilers Ctrl. 
(31) Wiring/Connectors, Flt/Grd Spoilers POSe 
Indic. 
(E) Stabilizer Trim Control Subsystem 
(1) Drum Assy and Supt, Travel Limiter 
( 2) Quadrant, Crank, Push Rods, Supts 
( 3) Cables, Pulleys, Instl-Stab.Trim 
( 4) Switch Addn - Green Band 
( 5) Switch Assy - Autopilot 
( 6) Switch Assy - Warning - Limit 
(7) Gear Drive/Jackscrew, Actuator Instl • 
. ( 8) Fluids - Stabilizer Trim Actuator ( 9) Hydraulic ~lotor, Stab. Trim 
(10) Instl Items, Stab. Trim Hyd. Htr. (11) Fluids - Stab. Trim Hydr. Mtr. (12) Hydraulic Brakes, Stab. Trim 
(13) Instl. Hd\·Je., Hydl'. Brakes 
(14 ) Fluids - Stab. Trim Hydr. Brakes 
(15) Control Module, Stab. Trim (16 ) Shut-off Valve, Stab. Trim 
(17) Instl. Items, Control Module, S/O Valve (18) Fluids, rlodular Pack, Ctrl riod/S/O Valve 
(19) Stabi 1 i zer Trim Hydr P'I umbi ng 
(20) Fluids - Stabilizer Trim Hydr. Plumbing 
(21 ) S\'/itch and Time Delay, Elec, Stab. Trim 
(22) Wiring/Connectors - Stabilizer Trim 
(23) Wiring/Connectors - Stab Trim Indic. 
ABBREVIATIONS: 
M/D - Multiple Drawings 
N/A - Not Available 
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. MFG. PIN gTYLAPL WT/.APl 
Kg 
65B80306 2 2.8 
36280 1 0.8 
65B81543 1 0.4 
~1/D 13.4 
N/A 3.7 
M/D 5.0 
rVD 2.4 
279.5 
65B80735 1 1.7 
65B80735 1 3.8 
M/D 23.5 
N/A 2 7.3 
65B80740 4 1.3 
65B80740 2 0.9 
65B80562 1 180.5 
N/A 1 2.0 
MF1-095-6 2 8.7 
65B80562 2 0.4 
N/A 2 0.9 
401-09410-01 2 6.6 
65B80562 ·2 0.2 
N/A 0.7 
401-09408-08 2 24.1 
155850 2 3.7 
65B80733 2 0.5 
N/A 0.9 
WD 4.0 
N/A 2.4 
N/A 1.5 
WD 8.3 
M/D 2.2 
· . 
TABLE C2 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
OF 
i 
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (AFCS) 
'. 
OPERATIONAL FUNCTION MFG. PIN QTY/APL WT/APL Kg 
(A) Hajor Computers 69.7 
(1) Pitch Computers 2590622 3 21.6 
( 2) Pitch Cali bra tor 60BOOO13 1 0.5 
( 3) Roll Computers 2590623 3 20.0 
( 4) Roil Cal ibrator 60BOOO13 1 0.5 
( 5) Yaw Damper Computer 1964212-1 2 5.9 
( 6) Ya\'/ DaE',per Ca 1 i brator 60BOO069-2 1 0.4 
(7) Autothrottle Computer" 60B80099-102 ,1 10.2 
( 8) Autothrott1e Calibrator 60BOO043 1 0.2 
( 9) Monitor and Logic Unit 2591027-902 1 5.9 
(10) Automatic Stabilizer Trim Cplr. Unit 2591415-902 1 4.4 
(B) D~dicated Sensors 10.0 
(1) Accessory Box No. 1, Auto Flt Ctr1 65B47520 1 3.4 
( 2) Accessory Box No.2, Auto Flt Ctrl 65847521, 1 3.5 
( 3) Accessory Stabilizer Trim Box 65B47519 1 2.1 
( 4) Accelerometer Units 60BOOO13-601 2 0.7 
(C) Servo/Control/Display Units 22.6 
(1) Mode Select Panel 2590624-924 1 8.3 
( 2) Flight Controller, Autopilot 2590625-902 1 1.3 
( 3) Flight Mode Annunciator Lt. Set 75-0147-9 2 3.3 
( 4) Attitude Director Indicator 2590281-905 2 8.4 
( 5) Autothrottle Servo 1903896-1 1 1.4 
(0) Shared Sensors 131.2 
(1) Navigation Receiver, VOR/ILS Syst. 522-4280-108 2 16.5 
( 2) Low Range Transceivers, Radio Altimeter 2067631-5114 2 15.6 
( 3) ~lavigation Units, Inertial Nav. 5yst. 7886580-011 3 74.1 
( 4) Air Data Computers, Central Air Data Sys. 60B40126 2 18.1 
( 5) COr.1pass Coupler ,~lag. Hdg. Ref. 5ys t. 60800045 2 6.3 
( 6) Compass Compensators, MHR5 2 0.5 
(E) Wiring and Connectors 106.1 
(1) Autopilot/Flight Director~ AFC5 N/D 71.2 
( 2) Autothrottle, Flight Control Syst. M/D 22.4 
( 3) Ya\'l Dal11per, Flight Control 5yst. M/D 12.6 
(Less Ride Comfort 5yst) 
ABBREVIATIONS: 
M/D - Multiple Drawings 
N/A - Not Available 
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2.0 747 WING L<JAD ALLl:.VIATI0N SYST.t;.~ 
This study prov~aes i't.emized component/installation weight 
estimates 01 those modifications necessary to the aileron 
and eleva't.or control subsystems to accommodate an electro-
hydraulic wing load alleviation control system, as 
conc€:ived tor iIl~tdllation in a baseline Model 747-~OOB 
airplane. Also provided is a detail weight breakdown 
of the electronic control system which allows for 
replacement of the mechanical controls to both the outboard 
ailerons dnd outboard elevators. All data presented is 
categorized by maJor operational function, Mfg. PIN, Qty. 
01 Items per Airplane and Total Item Weight per Airplane. 
'l'able C3 provides weight visibility of those cOlUpon~ts 
that are auaed., replaced and mOdified to incorporate wing 
load alleviation tWLA) control into the primary aileron 
control subsystem (ACS). In addition, the total ACS 
weight with WLA and. total baseline ACS weight are presented 
1.or comparison purposes. 
The modifications consisted primarily of replacing the 
outboara aileron mechanical-hydraulic power control units 
(Pl.'U • s) with new dual tandem electro-hydraulic PCU' s • 
Linear voltage air.ferential transr.ormers (LVO'l" s) are 
instcdled at the aileron programmers to provide d.ual 
lateral contLol com.'11and signals to the outboard aileron 
PCU·s. This allows delet~on of the outboard aileron 
lockout system and all control cables and control linkages 
between the outboard and inboard ailerons. The hydraulic 
distribution system is unchanged except as modifieCi locally 
to accommoda te the new P(.1J' s • .The new PCU's have the 
same output J}ower as the existing PCU's ami USE:: tlle same 
structural attachment provisions. 
'I'able C4 provides a detail weight breaKdown of those 
moaifications necessary to the elevator control system 
(EeS) for installa~ion of the WLA control system. Also 
shown is the total modified ECS weight compared with the 
total baseline eleva't.or control system weight. 
'Iile moaifications essentially consist of replacing the 
existing outboard elevator mechanical-hydraulic, single 
actuator peu's with new dual tandem electro-hyaraulic 
peu's, having the sanle OUtput force and using the same 
structural attachments. Dual signal transducers are 
installed on each inboara elevator to provide command 
Signals to tlle new PCU' s installed on the opposite outboard. 
elevators. This allows deletion of the existing control 
mechanism .oetween the ouwoard elevCitor peu ana the 
opposite inlJoard elevator. 
l"dble (;5 provides a tabulation of component we~ghts 
Cissociatea with the WLA el~'t.ronic control system. It 
C9 
/ 
consists mainly of computers, sensors, control and display 
units, and. interconnecting wire. 
'Table C6 stlow~ a weight sunanary cnart of aileron, elevator 
and electronics control subsystems, and provides a weight 
comfdrison of the overall flight contI:ol system with and 
wi thout Wl.J~. 
CIO 
TABLE C3 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
OF 
AILERON CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
WITH 
WING LOAD ALLEVIATION PROVISIONS 
(Electro-Hydraulic PCUs1 
ITEM MFG P/N 
(A) Aileron Control Subsystem 
(B) Equipment Modifications to Install 
WLA Control System: 
(1) Add the following: 
(a) New Dual Tandem Electro- . 
Hydraulic Power Control Unit 
(PCU), O/B Aileron 
(b) Fluids, O/B Aileron PCU 
(c) ,PCU Instl. Items, O/B Aileron 
(d) Linear Voltage Differential 
Transformer, O/B Aileron 
Programmer 
(e) Miscellaneous/Growth 
Contingencies 
(2) Delete the following: 
(a) Power Control Unit, O/B 
Aileron 
3170130 
(60B0005l) 
(b) PCU Iristl. Items, O/B Aileron 65B805l8 
(C) 
(c) Fluids, O/B Aileron PCU 
(d) Lockout Mechanism Instl., 
O/B Aileron . 
(e) Wire/Connectors for O/B 
Ail., Lockout I·Iechanism 
(f) Deletion of O/B Aileron 
Control 11echanism: 
(1) Control Cables & Fairlead 
Instl. 
(2) Pully Instl., O/B Aileron 
Ctrl. 
(3) Pully Instl., ,O/B Aileron 
Ctrl. 
(4) Pully Instl., O/B Aileron 
Ctrl. 
(5) Pully Instl., O/B Aileron 
Ctrl. 
Aileron Control Subsystem with 
Provisions for WLA 
ell 
N/A 
65B82444 
l-1/D 
65881845 
65B8l906 
65B8l844 
65B8l8l5 
QTY! 
APL WT/APL 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
(446.1) Kg 
(~ 8.1) 
, + 52 
+ 3 
+ 5 
+ 1 
+ 3 
- 47.1 
4.0 
1.4 
- 11.5 
'. 1.8 
- 3.7 
0.5 
- 0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
(438.0) 
TABLE C4 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
OF 
ELEVATOR CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
WITH 
WING LOAD ALLEVIATION PROVISIONS 
(Electro-Hydraulic PCUs) 
ITEM 
(A) Elevator Control Subsystem 
(B) Equipment Modifications to Install WLA 
Control System: 
(1) Add the following: 
(a) New Dual Tandem E1ectro- , 
Hydraulic Power Control Unit 
(PCU), O/B Elevator 
(b) Fluids, O/B Elevator PCU 
(c) 'PCU Inst1. Items, O/B 
Elevator 
(d) Dual Signal Transducers, 
LVDTs, lIB Elevator 
(e) r,1isce11aneous/Growth 
Contingencies 
(2) Delete the following: 
(a) Power Control Unit, O/B 
Elevator 
(b) PCU Inst1. Items, O/B 
Elevator 
MFG PIN 
93700-5005 
.(60B0004B) 
65BB0549 
(c) Fluids, O/B Elevator PCU N/A 
(d) Deletion of O/B E1ev. Control 
Mechanism: 
(1) Control Cables and Fair- MID 
lead Inst1. 
(2) Pu1ly Inst1., Stab. Ctr. 
Section 
(3) Quadrant Inst1., Outbd 
(4) Quadrant Inst1., Inbd. 
Input to O/B Elevator 
(D) E1evator'Contro1 Subsystem with 
Provisions for WLA 
e12 
65BB0469 
65BB0464 
65BB0466 
QTYI 
'APL WT/APL 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
(439.0) Kg 
(+ 7.1) 
+ 54 
+ 3 
+ 5 
+ 3 
+ 3 
- 44.5 
- 3.2 
- 2.5 
- 2.2 
- 2.4 
- 1.8 
- 4.4 
(446.1) 
-I 
TABLE C5 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
OF 
WING LOAD ALLEVIATION 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM 
ITEM 
Accelerometers 
Position Sensors, Aft Inbd. Flaps 
Digital Computers 
Control Panel, Pilot's Station 
Warning Light Instl., Pilot's Station 
Circuit Breakers, P7 Panel 
Wiring/Connectors/Wire Supports 
Miscellaneous/Growth Contingencies 
Total Electronic Control System 
MFG. 
Similar 
Similar 
CAP-6 
TABLE C6 
SUBSYSTEl-~ WEIGHT SUIDiI.ARY 
WITH/WITHOUT 
QTY/ 
PIN APL 
QA-l200 6 
3 
Collins 2 
1 
1 
4 
WING LOAD ALLEVIATION CONTROL. SYSTEM 
WITHOUT WLA 
OPERATIONAL FUNCTION WT/APL 
. Aileron Control Subsystem 446.1 
Elevator Control Subsystem 439.0 
Electronic Control Subsystem 0 
Total Weight Affect of WLA on FCS 885.1 
Abbreviations: FCS - Flight Control System 
WLA - Wing Load Alleviation 
N/A - Not Available 
r-i/D - l-1ul tiple Drawings 
Est.- Estimated 
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WITH WLA 
WT/APL 
438.0 
446.1 
188.3 
1072.4 
WT/APL 
Kg 
4 
3 
23 
1 
0.2 
1 
153 
3 
( 188.2 ) 
DELTA 
WT/APL 
-
8.1 
+ 7.1 
+188.3 
+187.3 Kg. 
I 
. I 
I 
! 
i 

APPfNDIX D 
PAN AM 147 PLhl!:T DATA AND OPERATING NETWORK 
'Ihis section contains descriptions ot pan Am t s route 
network ana 747 f.leet composition". The information from 
this section and appendixes E and F comes trom the data 
collection task performed by Pan Am. 
Contents 
747 Fleet ana 1978 Flight Hours 
ThIee LetteI Station Code and City on 747 
Routes 
Page 
D2 
D3 
Flight Frequencies by Station and Airplane Type D4 
Route Networks D5 
Actual Route Pattern r.or :r'our 747' s from DB 
.JWl.e 1& through 21:i, 1978 
01 
7~7 FLEET AND 1978 FLIGH'r HOURS 
747 19'18 
TcliJ. No. Series Fl.ight Hrs 
NS30PA SP 4,947 
N531,PA SP 5,080 
N5.i;tPA SP 5,154 
N533PA SP 5,157 
N534PA SP 5,353 
N!>35PA** 200C 3,~84 
N536PA SP 5,371 
N537PA* SP 3,03~ 
N538PA* SP 2,589 
Nb52PA 100 4,228 
N653PA 100 4,221 
N654PA 100F 3,700 
N655PA 100 ~,364 
N656PA 100 4,304 
Nb57PA 100 4,278 
NbS8PA· 100F 3,832 
N659PA 100 4,316 
N731PA 100 4,3b~ 
N732PA 100 4,189 
N733PA 100 4,156 
N734PA 100 4,40~ 
N135PA 100 4,34~ 
N137PA 100 4,501 
N138PA 100 4,344 
N739PA 100 4,291 
N740l?A 100 4,421 
N741PA 100 4,172 
N142PA 100 4,325 
N743PA. 100 4,354 
N74~PA 100 4,235 
N747PA 100 4,155 
N748PA 100 4,3~3 
N749PA 100 4,422 
N750PA 100 4,449 
N1~lPA 100 4,192 
N153PA 100 4,510 
N754PA 100 4,446 
N755PA 100 4,284 
N170PA 100 4,301 
N771PA 100F 3,d03 
N901PA 100F 3,834 
N90~PA* 100 2,257. 
N903PA* 100F 3,815 
182,312 
* Less than 1;t· months operation 
** Operates in the freighter confiyuration 
02 
THREE LETTER S~ATION COllE AND CITY ON 141 ROUTES 
Region 
USA GATl:."WAY 
S. J\Mf;RICA 
S. PACIFIC 
Ol-tIENT 
I 
EUROPf:/WORLD 
Line Station 
C1ass 
JE'K 
SE'O 
LAX 
HNL 
SEA 
ORO 
IAH 
MIA 
DTW 
lAD 
GOA 
s.JO 
PTY 
1.'CS 
,GIG 
~z.E. 
POS 
VCP 
MVD 
PPG 
PPT 
NAN 
AKL 
SYD 
Mt:L 
NRT 
OSA. 
GUM 
MNL 
HKG 
KUL 
Sl.N 
M.&X 
LHR 
PIK 
FRA 
BRU 
FeO 
l.ST 
BhH 
'IHR 
Kl-U 
l>~ 
.bUM 
bKK 
!) 
5 
5 
4 
3 
:2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
:t 
1 
3 
3 
3 
:2 
:t 
~ 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4! 
3 
:2 
4 
2 
3 
3 
J 
2 
2 
3 
5 
:2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
'-
City 
NBW YORK 
SAN FRANCISCO 
LOS ANG1:J...ES 
HONULULU 
SEA'l"l'LE 
CHICAGO 
HOOSTON 
MIAMI 
DE'l'RUIT 
WASHINGTON 
GUAT~ CITY 
SAN JOSE, PUERTO RICO 
PANAMA C~TY 
CARACAS 
RIO DE JANEIRO 
BUENOS AIRt;S 
PORT OF 5PAl.N, 'l:.£UNIDAD 
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL 
MONThVl.DEO, URUGUAY 
PAGO PhGO, AMEIUCAN SAMOA 
PAPEE.'TE, '.rAHl.Tl 
NADI, FIJI 
AUKLAN.iJ 
SYDNEY 
MELBuURN£ 
TOKYO 
OSAKA 
GUAM 
MANILA 
HONG KO~ 
, KUnLA LUMPUR 
SINGAPORE 
MEXI.CO CITY 
LONDilN 
GLASGOW 
.FRANKE' UR'l.' 
BRUSShlaS 
ROM!:; 
ISTANBUL 
BAHRAIN 
TEliliAN 
KAMCH I 
DELHI 
BOMBAY 
BANGKOK 
D3 
FLIGHT MlliQU.BNC l.ES BY STATION AND AIRPLANE SERIES 
Total Weekly 
Region Station 747-100 747SP 747l!" Departures 
USA GATEWAY JFK 44 12 2q 80 
SFU 3b 14 10 60 
LAX 31 16 5 58 
HNL 48 5 53 
SEA 15 15 
OW 13 13 
IAH 14 2 16 
MIA .7 10 17 
D'!'W 7 12 19 
lAD 14 lq 
S. AMl::lUCA GUA 14 1 15 
SJO ~ 2 
PTY 5 5 
CCS 22 13 35 
GIG -- 8 1 9 
EZE ~ 2 4 
puS 1 1 
VCP 2 2 
MVD 1 1 
S. PACIFIC PPG 3 1 4 
PPT 2- :l 
NAN 4 .2 6 
AKL 4 8 1 13 
SYD 4 5 2 11 
MEL 4 4 
ORIENT NRT 24 14 5 43 
USA 7 7 
GUl~ 14 1 15 
MNL 4 4 
HKl:i 14 8 2. 24 
KUL 1 1 
SIN 3 1 4 
EUROPE/WURLD MEX 7 7 
LHR 44 5 49 
PIK 6 6 
FRA 2t:l 11 '39 
BkU 6 b 
FeO 14 lq 
~ST 14 1q 
BAH b b 
'l'UR 2.~ 2. 30 
IiliI 3 3 
D.E.L 10 1 11 
WM 4 3 7 
.flKK 4 1 5 
04 
747-100 ROUTE NETWORK 
USA-PACIFIC . 
WEEKLY FLIGHT FREQUENCY AND SELECTED STATION TRANSIT TIMES 
SFO 
1 T T 
2 .1 1 
LAX 1 I T 1 1 1 I 
1 2 it 1 7 1 
HNL I~~ 
2·~ 3 1~ 2 • 1 1 ) 
NAN 2 1 PPG t-J 
I 1 1 , 
2 3 AKL I PPT I J I I 
TRANSIT 
TIMES 
. DEP ELAPSED ARR 
21 
-
1245 1:25 1120 
I 
SYD T 
I 
1630 1:30 1500 
2 2 ~ 1120 1:15 1005 
MEL I I 
-~ 1815 1:15 1700 1545 1 :45 1405 
D5 
'( 
'\ 
747-100 ROUTE NETWORK 
USA-ORIENT AND tUROPE 
WEEKLY FLIGHT FREQUENCY AND SELECTED STATION TRANSIT TIMES 
GUA 
TRANSIT 
TIMES 
DEP 
ARR ELAPSED 
1930 6:10 1320 
1915 1:50 1725 
0730 2:00 0530 
0900 3:30 0530 
051 [ 
r---
~\ 1-
'\~ ~ 
. ~ -L I 
4 4t NRT 
U 
MNL 
. 
7 HNL 
-
7 
-
'-
7 
-
,7 
.. ----- ._--
7 -
-
7 -, 
. 
D6 
JFK 
14 
FRA 
- J 14 
-
, 7 
-
-7 ... 
-
N 3 "-3 
-4 
..... 
' ~,OI! 4 
-~ t: 
4 1 . ~
~7 LHR 
-
7 SFO 
-3 3 
--. 
--
3 3 
--
'-
-t. 
7 
..-
-LAX 7 
~ 
-
DTW r--l- lAD 7 [ ~: r-?-
.' 
I 
\ 
I 
J 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
: 
747-100 ROUTE NETWORK 
USA-SOUTH AMERICA 
WEEKLY FLIGHT FREQUENCY AND SELECTED STATION TRANSIT TIMES 
SFO 
T T 
7 l 7 
1 
LAX MIA 
II 
7 7 /----
-
./ GUA~ ..... r--
, I I ! I -
1 1 
7 7 
'. 
SJO ,2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 
,11 II ,II 
PTY U CCS ~ 
2 2 2 2 
GIG tl_. I I • 1 I I ! 
I I 1 
2 ~2 
EZE L 
07 
JFK 
t T 
----- -
----
----. 
-
----
2 2 
pi 
I ..... 
"'-.. / 
TRANSIT . 
TIMES 
DEP 
ARR 
1800 
1630 
1015 
0830 
2230 
0800 
2230 
0650 
2359 
0800 
1905 
1245 
ELAPSED, 
1:30 
1:45 
14:30 
15:40 
16:00 
6:20 
Actual Route Pattern for Four 747 1s from June 18 through 28, 1978 
Tail No. 
N735PA GROUND TIME(Hrs:Min) AT EACH STATION 
Fl i ght . SFO LAX MIA GUA CCS PTY GIG No. (Main Base) 
516 15:00.-1:35 4 1:45 .. 2:15~17:00 
Base 
Service 
515 I • 1:15 ... 1:25 .. 11:00 
442 1:30 ~ I 
445 ( ~ 16:30 
442 1:30 .. I 
445 I .. 17:30 
442 1:30~ I 
445 I .. 14:30 
I 
-
516 8:50--- 1 :30 ,. 1:40 ... 
124 I .. 
08 
Actual Route Pattern for Four 747 1 5 from June 18 through 28, 1978 
Tail No. GROUND TIME(Hrs:Min) AT EACH STATION 
N732PA 
Flight No. JFK LHR BRU FRA ·FCO THR DEL HKG NRT LAX 
Main 
Base 
100 4:25~2:20---7:15 
072 I ..... 4:40 
067 3:30 .. I 
072 I ~ 4:45 
067 4:00 ... I 
110 I ~ 4:30 
111 26:00 ~ I 
C 
Service 
002 L 2:20 .. 1:00 ..-1 :00 ·~1 :20 ~1 :35...-1 :45 ~2 :00 
817 ~ 
D9 
Actual Route Pattern for Four 747 1 s from June 18 through 28, 1978 
Tail No. 
N738PA 
Fl i ght 
No. 
002 
811 
812 
011 
830 
896 
895 
010 
001 
GROUND TIME(Hrs:Min) AT EACH STATION 
HKG NRT HNL LAX SFO 
1:30~2:00----------..... -7:00 
MEL SYD A·KL 
1 :50~ 1:20 ~ L~OO • ~2:00~ 
I 
... 1: 00 ..... 1:10 --111~~ 2: 50 ~1 :50~18 :00 
Refurbish 
Service 
~~~o----~-----------__ -_~I 
.... 1_' -------..--1: 45 
:::O--:~:O""-4:--- :::O~ 
'--- 2: 00 -"'~-1: 15 - ....... -2: 30 
L.....l1:00 
~ 
010 
Actual Route Pattern for Four 747 1 5 from .June 18 throuqh 28, 1978 
Tail No. GROUND TIME(Hrs:Min) AT EACH STATION N653PA 
Flight 
No. BKK HKG NRT HNL LAX SFO 
811 11: 00 .. 2:45 
I , I 810 ~ 1:20 ~9:00 
3 :45 ... I FERRY 
I 001 1:05~1:15~ 1:3041 1:45 ... 
I 
t 
JFK LHR BRU FRA THR DEL (Main Base) 
17:00.--1:45 .. 1:10~ 1:45 ~ 1:20 
100 I ..... 1 :20 ~ 8:20 
101 5:25~ 1:30 ... I 
72 I .-. 3:25 ~ 
67 5:25 .. I 
72 I ... 
D11 
i .. 
j\PPENDIX f. 
RESOURCES .1\['JD cos'rs FOR LINS S'rATION OPEP',h,TIorJS 
This section includen information from the Pan Am data 
collection, data summaries and supportive material. 
1.0 
2.0 
Contents 
Line Station Resources 
Maintenance Personnel 
Line Station Spares Allocation 
Spares Pooling 
Line 'Maintenance 
Line Maintenance ~'~anhours 
Flight Delays 
El 
Page 
£:3 
E4 
E18 
E3G 
E3B 
flo. 
El 
[' 'l ,,,-
83 
F.4 
£5 
£6 
E7 
£8 
£9 
Tl'lE L€S 
~aintenance Personnel for Lirie Stations 
Line Station Spares for Primary 
Mechanical Controls 
Line Station Spares for Flight 
Electronics 
8-747 Pooling Changes for Pan Am 
Line :'laintenance l~anhours and 1978 
Actions for Primary Flight Controls 
Line ~aintenance Manhours and 1978 
Actions for Flight Electronics 
Delay by Station for Primary Mechanical 
Controls 
Delay by Station for Flight Electronics 
Delay and Cancellation Rate Summary 
E2 
Page 
E3 
E4 
85 
835 
836 
E37 
E38 
£39 
E40 
TABLE E l' MAiNTENANCB P.ERSONNEL FOR LINE STAT~ONS 
Supervisors Licensed 
and Lead & Non-Lic Avionics Service 
Regi.on Statio'n Mechanics Mechan:i.cs Mechanics Crew 
USA GAT.E.WAY LAX* 31 56 1 25 
HNL* 24 31 15 63 
SEA ts 13 1 24 
ORO* & 5 1 
IAH 5 10 
MIA* 15 31 2 41 
DTW 
" 
1 
lAD 5 6 
s. ~CA GUA* 5 13 11 
SJO MAINTENANCE HMID.wID .BY lACSA 
PTY* & 15 6 
ccs* 1 lB 12 
G~G 4 11 
E~E 3 b 
POS* 4 5 ~ 
Vcp* 3 :-s 3 
MVD* 2 5 2 
s. PACIFIC PPG* l. 
" PPT 1 
NAN MAINTB&NCl:,; HANDLED BY QANTAS 
AKL MAINTENANCE HANDlaID BY AIR N.b.'W z.t.Al.AND 
S%1> 
" 
MAINTENANCE HANDLED .BY QANTAS 
MEL 3 
OlUEN'l' NRT* 20 26 3 L&3 
OSA* 3 4 
GUM* 9 12 10 
MNL & 
HKG 10 1" 2 3 
KUL MAJ..NTENANCE HANDLED BY QANTAS 
SIN & 12 
EUROPE/WORLD Ma 4 ~CHANICS PROVl.UJ:;O BY MEXIc&~ 
LliI<* 2& 19 6 106 
PIK ,j 
F.RA* 2~ ~B 8 61 
BRU* 6 9 2 
FCO* 1 5 1 
1ST* & 6 
BAH 1 
'EHk* 5 2 1 
KHI* .) 5 1 
D£L* 3 7 
* Handles maintenaIlce for othel: airl.Ules 
E3 
TABLE E2~-LIliE STATION SPARES 
FOR Pkl.MJutX' Ml:.cuiu·UCAL CONTROLS 
AlloCdtion 
item Part No. JFK SFO Stations 
Tr im dna Center ing l1eche:mism" 
Tr iJn Actuator 
Central Control ActUator 
Aileron Programmer 
Aileron Programmer 
Spoiler Differential (Mixer) 
I/B Aileron Power Control Unit 
O/B A1leron POwer Control. Unit 
O/B Aileron Lockout Actuator 
O/B·Aileron Lockout Mechanism 
U/B Aileron Lockout Mechanism 
O/H Aileron LoCKout Gedrnox 
Flight Control S/~ Valve Module 
LIB Spoiler Power COntrOL Un1t 
O/B Spoiler Power Control Unit 
Control Surface Position Ind. 
COntrol Surface Pos.i.uon Xmtr. 
Feel Trim and Centering Mecnnsm 
Aft Quadrant 
Ratio Control Unit 
Ratio Changer Actuator (servo) 
Ratio Changer Comparator 
Power COhtrol Unit 
Trim Actuator 
Control ColUmn Wheel 
Control Column Whee~ 
Rear Quadrant 
Feel Uni.t 
Feel Actuator 
Feel Computer 
mOO. power Control Unit 
OUtbd. Power Control Unit 
Stall Warning COrilputer 
Over Rotatiori Computer 
Hydraulic Motor 
Gear Dr.i.ve/Jackscrew 
l1ydraulic Brake 
Shut-oft Val.ve 
Contro.l MOdule 
Control Lever Brake 
Sequence Mechanism 
Ground ~poil.er Control. Valve 
Ground spOiler Actudtor 
72749 
12186 
12708/70717 
72751 
72751. 
72753 
72706 
72707 
72'188 
70718/1~79L. 
72148/12791 
72137 
7'2.714/72799 
72709/70765 
72710 
72775 
72728 
72149 
65B81.246-1 
12--;30/70156 
7277B/~107231 
70755 
70724//0731 
72705 
72777 
70704 
70105 
65B80482-1 
72773 
72774 " 
72711/70772 
72703 
72704 
72795 
72189 
72716/10754 
72731 
1 ~aij5 
71.71') 
12123 
72'115 
12754/70171 
127-:t.2/707btj 
11.'113/70770 
E4 
o 
1 
b 
o 
o 
U 
2. 
2. 
2 
1 
1 
'2. 
3 
2. 
q 
4 
" o 
o 
2 
" 
1 
5 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
" 1 
1 
1 
5 
o 
1 
o 
1 
2 
U 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
"0 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
b 
2 
o 
o 
15 
36 
18 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
u 
(j 
5" 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
Pool 
Item 
x 
X 
x 
x 
x. 
X 
X 
x 
X 
x: 
x 
x 
X 
~~LE E~--LINE STATluN S~AkhS 
FOk FL~GHT hLEC1kON~CS 
All.ocation. 
l.teUL Part iio. JFK SFu Stat~ons 
Pi.tch Computer 
Roll Computer 
Yaw Damp Computer 
Mon~tor & Logi.c Unit 
Auto Stabil.izer 'rrilu Unit· 
Auto Throttle Computer 
Normal Acceleron~t~r 
Accessory Stabil~zer Trim bOX 
Accessory '1 Box 
Acc~ssury .2 Box 
Moue Select PaneL 
lVP Fl.ight Control 
~'l.ight .i1ude AnnwlcidtOl: Lig.t:l.t 
Attitud~ Director lllOicator 
Ndvigation Receivt:r 
Low Range Ra<ll.O Alt. Xcvr 
lnertidl Navigati.on Unit 
Central. Air Data: Computer 
Central. Air Data Computer 
MHR C~npaSS Coupler 
Auto Throttle Servo 
SP COMPUNJ:;NTS 
1L2u1 
'1.l20.l 
12221 
7~20q 
7~2~q 
72220 
57::lrll 
12215 
1~L.1·1/72.L.23 
7221b 
·1~2'2.L. 
12203 
Set 7;)q22 
-/3q07 
1345B 
1.3Q32 
73402 
13QbO 
7340q 
13Q1L./7jltbL. 
7L.2.07 
Idight !wbde Annunciator i..ight Set 
Yaw Damp Computer 
4220b 
4",~07 
42208 
42210 
4",,~11 
Accessory Stct.Oilizer l'rim .box 
Accessory .3 box 
CentraJ.. Air lJd.ta Comput~r 
Pitch Computt::r 
l~onitor & Logic Uni.t 
Moue Select Pan~l. 
Auto Tru:'ottle co~ut~r 
E5 
4"L.12 
42213 
lt221Q 
4.221"1 
20 
15 
5 
11 
b 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
10 
1 
1 
10 
14 
12 
30 
L.2 
o 
11 
1 
L. 
1. 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
q 
4 
1 
2 
o 
() 
1 
1 
. 1 
1 
L. 
1 
1 
}. 
5 
8 
.2 
4 
o 
2. 
1 
o 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
15 
14 
4 
1q 
o 
o 
o 
5 
4 
1 
3 
fs 
5 
!)!> 
Q5 
3H 
lb 
23 
o 
15 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
o 
Pool 
Item 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X-
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
· .----.. --~------
----_ .. _- .. ---,~------. 
Pan American World Airways, Inc. 
::. :..J 
.: .• > 
• ~TA ChAPTER I1iOEJC REPAIRABLE COl'PCNENT .* LINE STATlOrll7c PART KIT 
AlA CHAPT~R-27- FLT CONTROLS 
CAn, 05/22176 PAGE: 24 
MANUF A(.':TUR(H'S PART 
t'IIuMUl;.H 
PAA CODE 
NUMHER DESCRIPTION. 
~NIT 
OF 
.. sue 
UNIT COST 
I C STATION ALLOCATION .. IPOOL-ITEM 
YPE AIRCRAFT 'SFO I 5 NUMBER 
2 3' 4 
~l;('4":-C-C7b':'CC'o C7C72'o ICCMPARATOR R~O RATIO EA 560.00 125 
=-J----- -
~:;_o-,rl .. C 1-1.1<;'0011-11 CllcH21HOCULAR STAB TRIH EA 147BO.00 125 
.,) .. l'1cC I-C9-liJ C7C 7T3-IlNCWING-FT-AP-POSI T ICN fA 631.00125 
1 1 1 
DEL IROHISAOIBKKIBRUICCS 
001 Cal COl 001 001 OCI 
1 1 1 
FRA ISYO ITYO ILAX 
001 Cal COl 000 
2 1 11 1 
220 
215 
221 
~~--4----------------+----~---------------------------+~~-------t-------+---t--~~~~~~~irl~AiH~N~Ltt-----l 
.. :. POS I T lON--- EA ---5-5-0~0-125 
FLAP I:A 400.00 125 
fA 3964.51 25 
EA 222'0 .CC 125 
HANGER fA 3953.00 25 
r--i-I-.. I I 
~SEA IHKG 
~001 001 
COO 
1 I 1 1 1204 
1 1 205 
1 
1 227 
223 
1 1 1 1 272A 
BKK l"'At4I~:~YIS IN IOF\lII, • 
001 CO 1 Q.B'l'io~ 001 001 
~~I~P<r'p~~UI O;A 
----------'---------------- --_. __ . __ ._ .. _ ..._--------•............. -....... _ ... __ .. __ .... _. __ ..... _. __ .. _----_._.-
Pan American World Airways, Inc. ~=:r=2\ • AU CHAPTER INGEX REPAIRABLE .COI'PCNENT • LINESTATlO~'A1cPARTKIT t·:T:-..i 
'\,:.£-" ATA CHAPTCR-27- FLT CONTROLS 
.1r\C;.C. 
:1J6 
';)tl, 
I 
c'iCf 
bSo 
JP, 
..,-. .. 
I bSo fT  
...... I
~or 
. (; III 
.. II 
~.-
MAN..JFACTUR[n'S PART 
fltUMO(R 
o9CSCG-06 
PLZ033M2 
I"I.IT l,; -,-0' 
. ~.I.i bJ- 3 
flltt.l\,;-" -
rt~r-1315T-U't . 
LlOJ'tIt-'t-l 
:5'iI .. 15-jOo;/':uU 
--. 
. £.;-.1-- :'i11,,-3 
. -
" 
.. --
PAA eOOE 
NUMSER OESCRIPTION 
'107 C 7 :1.6 ICOhTROL UNU RUODER RAT,IO 
P7C76.l IACIUAIOR AUlD SPEED BRAKE 
P7C!65 POkER PACK SPOILER,NBR 6 
PIC/o8 I'IALVt GRD 5POlltK CUhTK()L 
~1~770 IACTRA55T uK~UND SPOlltR 
p1G In, rU\jER PKG fEEL COMPUTER tLEV 
,.. IG I{ J !JRV A55T Lit I"LAI":' lNllU KKUtG 
pua~ fJNlf IRIM AurOMArlC 5rAll 
~72TlO 'loR Pti;G SPCI .. ER GUT8[) 
I 
i 
~"IT III 
trvPE. AIRCRAFT OF UNIT COST 
"'SUE 
EA 119C.OO 25 
fA 2250.00 ~5 
A 62.12 12 5 
lEA 160e.eC 25 
;A 8440.80 25 I 
lEA 18111.30 12 5 
A II~,"~.OO 125 -:t4-;tl 
:A 4/4C.00 12 5 
jEA 'tC:rb.cC I'!:r 
I 
DATE. 05/22178 PAGEl 25 
~TATIO" ALLOCATION .. POOL ITEM I 
Nu''''8ER 
SFO 5 4 3 2 1 I 
1 1 1 264A 
THR DEL SEA SYD SAO GUM I 
001 CCI OCI 001 001 001 
RO,. ,.U HKG 
·t-\'JD 
001 001 COL r 
1 1 I 202 
LAX 
000 
I 201A 
1 
1 
~IFW 01 
1 216 
Z 1 1 IRIC> 225B 
\ 
~UM SYD ~KK DEL OTW 
001 klOl ~Ol 1001 klOl 
,..IA [THR ~KG j\.CS FAI INBO 
1001 COL 001 1001 001 COL 
IBOG BRU CFW GNL ~OB JNB DOL 1001 klOl 01 1001 1001 
. 1 2 1 90 
.' 
THR [eEL IRQM SvO '!GUM 
001 1-01 iroOl 1e01 !oOl 
~KG 
1001 
1 208 
~-
....... __ ..... _._. __ .. _ .. _ ... _-------
._----------------_._------. 
---_._----- _ ... _ .... _ .. _ .... -_.- ---_._ •... __ .-
Pan American World Airways, Inc . 
. ~ • A TA CHAPTER ItiDEA ItEPAI RABLE CO~PONENT • LINE STATIOJl7c PART KIT ~ ATA CHAPTER-27- FLT CONTROLS 
MA~UFACTUR£R'S PART CLASS hUMUER 
5d6 11116T 100-3 
-rriJ llC 9-C-0-201 
't,H 11911-18-01 
07a l.,:cj'o't-3-1 
! 
, 
1 
1 
I 
i 303 I'T1 
OJ 
1":6tOollRfJ 
~o3 i6tCl211U 
'tol3 i'iIH't--z-g-
121 105-21831-12 
. 
00'" 11!1.;Il~\J-T 
121 16581:1129-105 
!lo, l'o~ 1-(,;"'01 O-Ul 
'0 JLTCZCMT:19 
iTI· (t"t I-IB lL 
I 
: 678 1544646-1 
PAACOOE 
DESCRIPTION NUMBER 
0127210 ALT ELEC HOTOR'INBD TE FLAP 
012126 ACTUATOR ROTARY LEADING EDGE 
072728 XKTR fLT COhTROL POSITION 
0121103 ORV ASSY LIE fLAPS OUTBD VIC 
OnHIo KODULAR ASSY INBD TE fLAP 
10121105 KODUlAR ASSY OUTBD TE FLAP 
07H75 [rND -CENTRAL SURfACE POSITION 
101277 7 ACTUATOR AY RUO TRIK CONTROL 
IC727H [ACTUATOR AY HOTOR, t1YD fLT .CON 
1072783 ITRANSK I 55 I eN fLAP 
10 f' f t\) IBRAKEAY STAB CONTL SECOND 
[012706 ACTUATOR All lATERAL TRIK 
012781 [SH SPEED 9 TO flAP BLOW BACK 
072725 ACltIATOR ROTARY LEADING EDGE 
fJNIT 04 
OF UNIT COST VP£ AIRCRAFT 
ISSUE 
EA 1038.0,0 25 
EA 943.00 25 
fA 203.50 25 
EA 82102.00 25-24-23 
EA 1605.00 25 
EA 1605.00 25 
EA 1122.00 25 
EA 513.00 25 
EA 243.00 25 
lEA 16669.00 25 
EA ,1185.CO 25 
EA 6910_00 25 
EA 180.00 25 
lEA 945.00 25 ' 
DATE. 05/22178 
STATION ALLOCATION 
SFO 5 4 3 2 
1 
1 
1 1 
2 1 1 
GUM SYD ~ BU HKG 1001 COl InOI anI 
DEL MU THR CCS fAX 
001 COl COl InOl 00)... 
BOG DFtl HNL ROM AKS 
001 COl COl 001 001 
N~~ .KIO AKL 00 1 I 
' 1 
1 
1 1 1 
SYD 
001 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
--------"~---------- .. - .... " .... ---.,.--...• _ ..... _-_ .. _._ ..... ~ ... -- .. -, .. -... ,-.. -----....... -..... -.--.- .. - ._ .. - .,,' ....... _., .. - -~ .. -.. _ ... __ ._--_ ... _ ..•..... _ ......... _ .... _ ... _ .. 
PAGEl 26 
.. POOL-ITEM 
I NUMBER 
217 
203 
255 
225A 
DTW 
InOl 
JNB 
Ino', 
ROB 
001 
258 
2~8 
260 
268 
575 
218 
Pan American World Airways, Inc . 
...::;--.. ,~, 
:-~-::. • ~IA ChAPIEI< INOEJ( REPAIRABLE COMPONENT. LINE STATIO!i;.7cPART KIT DATE, 05/22/78 
'.=T0' 
! 
Il.:LAS!Io 
567 
tot!! 
III 
6~5 
!·6J2 
, 
: f-- -
I 
rr'1 
\0 
I
» 
. 
-cn 
--r il 
121 
--
MANU~ACTUAER'S PART 
ro.uMlJER 
JL132bMl19 
'H.~-CT72-C('3 
CI~f;all33-J 
965-01n':cbZ--
IAYl6d21!>-l 
f;- _ .. 
ItljE1516F13 
tJ 5£!T,--r CI(j---r It 
'-
65815170-6 
--
-
AT A CHAPTER-27 FLT CCNTKOLS 
f-I NOT 4 STATION ALLOCATION PAA CODE 
NUM8ER OES':RIPTION OF ~NIT COST 'VPE AIRCRAFT 
ISSUE SFO 5 4 3 
C1Z7d8 ACTUATOR O~THO-AIL LOCKOUT EA l027.CO 25 1 
0727d9 COMPUTER OVER ROTATICN EA 2995.00 25 1 1 1 
0 
072790 PO~ER UhlT CUTBe TE FLAP fA 3268.0C 25 -1 
072795 COMPUTER STALL_WARNING EA 1434.00 25 1 
CH7?9 MOCULAR HYO SHUT OFF EA 734.08 25 1 1 
HNL 
001 
IR3"120B IPA~tL Lit FLAP LH NBR b EA 6336.00 25 1 
I 
LON 
001 
R37209 PANEL LIE FLAP R/H NBR II EA 4718 .. CC 25 1 
LON 
DOl 
- R37193 PANEL LIE FLAP LH7-10 RH17-20 EA 4816.40 25 1 
ILUN 
001 
i 
I 
----------------------------
PA~E: 27 
~ POOL.ITEfA 
NU"'BER 
2 1 
270 
465 
568 
213 
-
I 
------------------- ------------ - --
. '<~ Pan American World Airways, Inc . ~.g • ATA ChAPTER INDEX REPAIRABLE CC/IPONENT • 
v:;-:::--. @ 
CLAS,!t MANUFACTURER'S, PART 
.... UMU(A 
loll 25IJC622-QCtl 
.. 11 2~'.i3~'o5-'iC5 
loll 1.15<;C625-902 
! 411 rTI 
.... 
o 
~5'ilC27-QC2 
,. 
.. 0, 119Uo'.l6-1 
12T. iG"SB/.T5T"9""-'1 
L 121 tl::.tl'o7521-11l 
'fC) Il'l6loL12-1 
., 
" 
. _- f---- . .-. 
AlA CHAPTER-22 AUTO PILOT 
PAA eOOE DES,CQIP1'ION NUMBE.R 
072201 COMPUTER PITCH AUTO PILOT 
072202 CO/IPUTER ROLL AUTO PILOT 
072203 CONTROLLER AUTO PILOT 
072204 UNIT MONITOR LOGIC 
1072207 ISERVO AUTO THROTTLE 
101l2l) UNlT ASS ... ACCY STAB TRIM 
1011216 ACCY UNIT 2 AUTO PILOT 
0722,,1 ICOHPU r ER YAw OAHPE:R 
----
I 
LINE STATlOJ7>.7c PART KIT 
~NIT II 
OF UNIT COST YPE AIRCRAFi 
ISSLE 
fA 11647.00 25 
EA 12099.00 25 
EA 2489.00 25 
-
EA 9892.00 25 
'" 
.' 
fA 958.CO 25 
EA 2384.00 25 
EA 5909.00 25 
EA 'o51C.00 25 
-~ I ____ ~ _~_ 
DATE, 05/22/78 PAGEl 7 
STATION ALLOCATION 
• POOL ITEM NUMSER 
SFO 5 4 3 2 1 
4 1 1 78 
~ GUM LAX H~~ ROM HKG COl +1 lonl ICOI 
SYO SEA lYO OFB iRIO 
COl COl +1 anI I 
4 1 1 79 
HKG ROM GUM SYO I~ LAX 001 Cal 001 001 +1 
HNL SEA OF\1. I Rto 
+1 001 001 I 
1 1 1 B1 
HKG I~ SEA IRlo 001 001 I 
2 1 1 82 
SYO GUI'! ROf' HNL ~ 001 001 001 +1 
HKG SEA TVO [RIO [()'~ 
001 Cal +1 I I • 
1. 77 
1 1 87 
FRA HNL LAX 
001 001 CCO 
1 88 
LAX 
001 
1 1 75 
HNL ROH 
001 COl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
h, 
.... 
.... 
. ~~~ 
r=---::SS ~~. 
Pan American World ~irways, Inc . 
CLASS 
'011 
'''' 
t---:--
t, 
t 
• ATA CHAPrER INDEX REPAIRABLE CO~PCNENT • 
ATA CHAPTER-22- AUTO PILOT 
MANUFACTURER'S PART PAACOOE 
NU'-'O£R NUMB£R DESCRIPTION 
'SiJl;bL"t-q,U. .. ILllt. PANI:L Aura "'LOT SELECTOK 
"::Itl"t f:)~ 0-1'0 I07lll3 IACCY UNIT 1 AUTO PILOT 
I 
........ __ .... _._-- .... -- ... _ ..... - .... _ .. _ ............. _._._--_. 
LINE STATIO~~lc PART KIT 
t->NIT ~ 
OF UNIT COST- YPEAIRCRAn 
ISSUE 
EA 1512C.00 25 
EA 3386.00 25 
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TYPE AIRCRAFT CONTAmER NUMBER KCR NUMBER 
7?O-n?1'R _1n 7n7_1?1u_19 293 395 1481 637 704 _ 7?~ .. 
:494 66:; 70B 729 707-139 -11 727-21 -27 302 450 
707-321C -14 727-21C -28 7A 304 441 
528 670 7C19 73] 
707-321 -16 747 -25 'It" 310 447 551 680 71 7~? 
720-030B -17 747SP -21 x 32'i 470 5q3 686 716 7"33 
707-121 -15 747F -24 x 363 479 623 700 717 
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,- - _.- -,-
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-
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- ALA-51A 
TYPE AIRCRAFT roNTAlliER NUMBER 
, 
KCR NUMBER 
720-0"1\ -10 707-"]B-1<1 x 304 450 585 _. 
707-139 -11 _227-21 -27 ~ 330 443 600 
707-321C -14 x 727-21C -28 x 377 511 637 
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720-030B -17 747SP -21 416 556 7o.~ 
707-121 -15 431 57_9 7/} 
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SPARES POOLING 
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES TECHNI~AL POOL 
Introduction 
With the introduction of the large jet passenger aircraft, 
the Boeing 707 and Douglas DCB, a small number of the 
international maJor airlines held a series of exploratory 
meetings in 1959 in connection with the sharing or pooling 
of spares, both for aircraft and ground equipment. From 
the discussions that took place, the airlines quickly 
realized that benefits, both from actual financial savings, 
and fram increased line station coverage, could be readily 
negotiated. From this beginning, the first effective 
International Airlines Technical Pool (I.A.T.P.) meeting 
was held at Lucerne in March 1960. At the meeting only 
nine air lines were represented. This number has now 
increased to over 60. . 
Pool Meetings 
The calendar year is divided into two Pooling seasons, 
the Winter Season, lasting 5 months from November 1 to 
March 31; and the ~"ummer Season, lasting 7 months from 
April 1 to October 31. This is to take into account the 
seasonal variations in traffic as experienced by most 
airlines and as such, variations on spares requirements. 
Business Conducted at a Pre-season Pool Meeting 
The main purpose of the business conducted at a pre-season 
Pool Meeting is tor the established providers-at stations 
to agree on what items they will provide for the 
participants concerned. 
The meetings are split up according to the Pool Groups 
(which are explained in the Rules of the I.A.T.P.). For 
each Pool Group at each station in turn, the concerned 
participants (knowing their provisioning requirements 
and knowing what stations they will be using with each 
aircraft type) w~l1 ask the provider to make available 
all those' items requested for pOOling. When items are 
'of a standardized nature and common to most aircraft of 
the Pool Group, then the requests for providing them are 
usually acceptable. With customized items that are common 
to only one airline~s fleet, the provider can refuse to 
make available tilese items for pOOling. 
At the end of the meeting, those items that an airline 
did not have accepted for pooling will have to be 
provisioned privately. 
Rules of the 1.A.T.P. 
E18 
The Rules of the I.A. '£. P. are published in a book 
contctining I.A.'I.F. Agreements and Annexes. Airlines 
which are members of the 1.A.T.P. operate according to 
~lese rules as members of a particular Pool Group. The 
definition of a Pool Grou~ is "Any pooling activity between 
~arties to tne agreement which is concerned with a specific 
aircraft, or engine type, equipment, facilities or avionic 
equif;ment, will be known as a Pool Group." 
The variuus Pool Groups are given identifying letters 
which are as follows: 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
J 
K 
L 
M. 
N 
P 
Q 
'I' 
U 
V 
W 
Y 
Pool Group Description 
Power Plants and Fifth Pod Kits 
Ground Handling Equipment 
Growld Maintenance Equipment 
Technical Facilities 
Avionic Equipment 
Aircraft 
Boeing 707/72.0 
Boeing 727 
Boeing 737 
Boeing 747 
Douglas DCB 
Douglas DC9 
Douglas DC-10 
BAC VC 10 
Sud Caravelle 
BAC 1-11 
Con cor de 
Lockheed 1011 
hll Pool Groups function in much the same way, and 
basically to the same kind. of rules. Each airline memlJer 
of the Group in turn acts as chairman of the Group for 
one season. 
There are three types of menbership. Participation in 
t!le activities of any Pool Group is restricted to these 
catt!gories: 
1. ItMembe:c II Airline is a full member ot: a particular 
Pool Group and can participate both as a provider 
and a user (explained in Providers and Users) • 
2. "u!Jserver lt Airline, which is not a member of the 
1.A.'l.P. and desires to participate in a group, 
may attend one meeting of that Group as an 
ItULserver ll in order to familiarize.itself with 
the procedures and t!xtent of pooling. 
3. "Paying Guest" Airline, which mayor may not be a 
men~er of the International Air Transport Asso-
ciation (.l.il.'l'.A.), can enjoy the benefits of 
Pooling through the Sponsorship of a Member 
El9 
Airline. 
The documentation usea in all of the Pool Groups is 
reierrea to as Annexes, which are numbered one to six. 
The annex number, couplea with a Pool Group letter, refers 
the particular documentation to an aircraft or equipment 
type. Thus J1 refers Annex 1 to the Boeing 701 aircraft. 
An~l: 
Tnis aIlnex lists all stations where pooling for 
the particular group has been confirmed, and against 
each station is listed the airline which provides 
and the airlines which share. 
AnneX 2: 
This annex is, in effect,· a catalog of all tne 
available ror pooling purposes L~ that group. 
items are listed in ATA chapter order and each 
carries its pool item number, item description, 
cost, and applicability to aircraft type. 
Annex 3: 
items 
The 
Tnis dnnex is regaraed as the most important one 
of the sysl:em and the 747 flight control components 
(Annex M3 ana G3) are inclUded in this section. 
It is a complete scnedule of all the pooling agreed 
for the Group for the season, and is the only 
document which is pertinent. for the Pool costing 
for tile season. The items are listed in pool item 
number, anu the heading gives pool item number, 
description and cost. The pooling is shown in 
station three letter code sequence, and against 
each station is shown the quantity in poo~ at that 
station and. the period of pooling. This has to 
be a complete season for items costing under $300, 
but inay only be part of a season for items in excess 
of $300. 
Also shown is the airline providing the item and 
all the users. If a user is sponsoring a non-pool 
group member for that item, a figure 3 appears after 
the a~rline two letter code. If, however, a group 
memLer not using a particular item at a station 
sponsors a non-pool group member tor an item, a 
tigure 2 appears after the sponsoring airline two 
letter code, indicating that the airline is paying 
two shares tor that item at the particular station. 
Annex 4: 
'l'tds annex shows a station by station presentation 
ot all the ite:ns pooled at each station. 
An~~: 
'Ihis annex contains all the operating rules which 
are particular to that group. 
E20 
Annex b: 
'Ihis dTmex is a scheuule yiving a complete breakdown 
ot the seasol1's charges :tor pooling tor each qroup. 
It shows ttle revenue tor payment to ~ .. he pool 
providers and it gives a very good picture of ttle 
ben~fits of pooling. Comparisons can be made between 
airlines as ~o the extent ot borrowing; which was 
d eOIl::>istent user 01 certain items or at certain 
s~ation5. 
~L tilese costs are cleared through the I.A.T.A. 
Clearing House, which is the same body that deals 
wi ttl l?aymt::nts for airline tickets. 
The intornldtion supp.1iea in the various annexes is 
publisned by R. lJixon ~peas Associates, data processing 
un~t. Annexes 1, 2, 3, and 4 provide a very Useful guide 
in ~rEparatiun tor a pre-season pool Met::ting as the 
JJus~ness to Le cJiscusse<1 really amounts to amenciing these 
dnnexes of the previous season's pooling conmitments. 
PUULIl'-lG SCHEME 
ProvidErs and Users 
rUle basis on Which the scheme works is tor an airline 
at a partiL~ldr station to make available spare parts, 
ground equip!uent, and technical services to other airlines 
which are memDers of a pool group anCi serve that stdtion. 
That airline concernea is known as a provider and the 
partic~patillg airlines are known as users. 
Normally one airline is the main provider at each station, 
dnci this airline is :reierrea to as the logical provider. 
Where the station is the main base of the dirline, e.g. 
Far is . an a ll~r France,· 'l'okyo ana Japan Air line s, the log ic 
is souna, .out where the station does not have a major 
airline base there, or the major airline does not 
participdte ill the particular pool, the logic gets somewha t 
strained. Examples of this are DCa and B727 pool groups 
at London. 
All pool groups now work on an optional gt::ographical 
basis. All dirlil~es can participate in the items of their 
cho~ce at tl~e stations of their choice. Where there is 
no logical proviller at a stat~on, then a request is maae 
for a volunteer l?rovider. 
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COS'I SHluUNG DETAILS FOR THE 7ij 7 FOOL GROUP 
'I'he availability charges tor the 7ij7 are as follows: 
1. 'I'he avt=x.age service life for a pool, item is 
det~rmined at 10 years. Accordingly 10% of the 
agr~ed ~~nutacturer's current list price is 
considex:ed the basic annual availability charge. 
2. To this charge is added the .teost of OWnership" 
to compensate for: 
capital interest 
pipeline investments 
modifications 
obsolescence risk 
procurement, storage, insurance, 
packing, shipping, customs 
clearance and administration 
'The "Cost ot OWnership, II together with the basic 
ava~lability charge, is calculated according to the item 
price as shown in the tabl.e. 
Charges as % of 
It~ool Value Item Price 
(M) 
Item le ss than $ 300 30% per year 
$300 to less than $100u 28% per year 
$1000 to less than $2000 ~6% per year 
$2000 to less than $3000 24~ per year 
$3UOO to less than $5000 22% per year 
$5000 t6 less tbCall $ 10 ,000 2U% per year 
$10,000 to less than $20,000 19% per year 
$20,000 an(J over 18% per year 
~hese to~al availability chdrg~s (cost of oWnership and 
basic availaoility) are aistributea among the participants 
as follows: 
1. For ~ terns having d 1)001 value of le 55 than $1000, 
the charges are equally shared by all pool 
participants. 
2. For iten~ having a pool value ot $1000 or more, 
each uplift will be considered as on~ share in 
addition to the partic~pation shares. (An 
uplift occurs each time an airline member borrows 
d part trom the pool prOVider.) Thus, the total 
a.vailaoility charges will be divided between the 
total IHlIrner of shares (participation plus 
uplifts). 
'I'hes€' chargeE can be expresseu Ul the form of equat~ons 
as follows: 
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" 1 
I 
I 
I 
1. Item price less than $1000 
Participation charge, C :. total availability charges 
number of Pool participants 
C = E;. 
N 
where M = % ot item price accordinq to 
pool value obtainea from 
. table 
N = number of Pool participants 
2. Item price over $1000 
participation charge, C = M 
N + U 
where U = total number of uplifts 
(a) For a Pool User 
US~I:'s Annual Charge = Participation Charge + 
Uplift Charge 
:. C + CV 
where V is nun~er of user's uplifts 
(b) For a Pool Provider 
=M(1+V) 
(N + U) 
PLovider's Annual Revenue:. total availability 
Charges Users Annual 
Charge 
:. M - C( 1 + V) 
:. M - M (1 + V) 
(N + U) 
1t the provider at his main base does not uplift from 
the 1'001, but his own store, then, 
Provider's Annual Revenue:. M - M 
N + U 
lhe annex rules permit members to participate in items 
of over $300 each tor periods of less than the duration 
of a season. 'l'he actual costing is calculatea on a aay 
to aay oasis by dividing ~he aIIDual availability charge 
uy 365. T.t!e reason to allow pool participation for only 
part of a season enables ti~ airline to suit its spares 
backing to the tull duration of its services which may 
.oe introduce a OI: curtail-ed. midway through a season. 
For ~tems under $1000 the participant charges and provideL 
revenues can be calculated at the beginning of a pool 
season. 
:r'or items ot over $1000 in value no predetermination at 
the indi viaual charges can be made. 'rhe aue costing 
has 1;.0 be carriE:..::t out after the season nas ended and when 
all reported upli~ts have been Lecordea. 
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EXA~PLE OF THE COST SHARING se~ FO~ THE B747 
An ex amp le ot thE:! cost sharing scheme for B747 pool i terns 
is given to illustrate the various benefits to providers 
cmd users. 
Consider tIle pitch computer, pool item number M07ti, 
the agreed manufacturer's price .being $11,647. 
The total availavility charges per year will be 
19~ of $11,b47 or $~~15. 
Because the item is more than $1000 in price, the 
distribution ot availability charges is divided equally 
among the participating airlines (one share f or each 
member airline), plus one share for each uplitt that 
occurs. 
1'>1), uplift occurs each time a pool participant borrows 
that pool it~III. 
Consider tive airlines A, B, C, D and E whicn participate 
in this item at;.. London. 
Assume there were three uplifts of this item during the 
year. This makes eight shares total. 
The participation charge is $2.l15/B = $227. 
Airline 
A 
B 
C 
D 
1:: 
participation 
Charge 
$ '2.77 
277 
'L.77 
2.77 
277 
$13B5 
Uplifts 
kecorded 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
Uplift 
Charge 
$ti31 
User's Annual 
Charge 
$ 277 
1107 
277 
277 
277 
$2215 
Tile tive airlines would pay a total charge of $2215 for 
that year. 
Benefits to Providers 
If airline A was the pool provider at that station, then 
it would receive cit the ena of the year the total charges 
at $2215, less $"L.77 for oeing a participant. With an 
investment of $11,647 and revenue of $1938 paid in at 
the end at one year, ther~ is a return on capital invested 
which could very well payoff the initial capital outlay 
over the liLe of the component. 
The pooling ~cheme allows the provider to have its uplifts 
not. included in the charges it the provider maintains 
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two or more of the same items tor pooling. In the above 
example tbis WOUld increase the revenue by less than $100 
(as the "total number of shares drops to seven). This 
does not encourage the provider to maintain an extra spare 
item -available due to "the small return on the extra $11,647 
capital investment. 
However, i~ the station happens to be the provider'S main 
base, thell tnere is probably em extra item availaLle for 
pool use trom the main stores. Alternatively the provider 
may elect to provide only one item tor pool use and uplift 
trom the main store, thereby keeping the pool charges 
low. In this case, using the equation on provider's 
revenue 
Provider's annual r~venue ; M - M 
N .. U 
where M = % ot item price 
N = number of participants 
U ; total number 01 uplifts 
It can be seen fran this equa"tion that the larger the 
number of participants dnd/or the larger the number of 
upliits then the revenue paid to the provider approaches 
r--J. 'l'he annual income ranging from 18% to 30~ of the item 
price clearly showS the advantages of pooling for the 
provider. 
Benefits to Users 
As the pooling charges are affected by the amount of 
bOrrowing of pool iten~, the eftect of this is best seen 
trom the equations established on user charges. 
Userls annual charge = M(l .. V) 
(N .. U) 
Where V ; number of user's uplifts 
It can be seen that the first time a pool user borrows 
that item, its annual charge aoubles and each further 
uplift increases its charge by the same amount. This 
~5 true it the rCt.tio ot tne user~s uplifts (V) to the 
total number of uplifts (U) remains constant (i.e., an 
average borrowing rate as compared with the other 
participating airlines). However, excessive usage of 
a pool item by one airline will load the majority of the 
Charges on it; a clear incentive to improve its technical 
reliabili ty . 
ReferrL"1g to the cost sharing example, airline B which 
made the uplifts is charged $1107, whilE airline C is 
charged only $277. It can be argued that, as airline 
B aid not Ileeu to borrow that item during the YE::ar, then 
it need hot nave participated in the pooling of that ite:n 
in the tirst place. Airline B, however, has deper.ded 
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on that item being available as it borrowed it three times 
cur mg that year. With Charges of $1101 though, there 
is a strong CdS~ tor the airline to leave the pool and 
provide its own item. 
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INTERNA'l'IONAL AlRLI.Nl:.S TECHNICAL POOL 
ANNEX M3 B-747 GROUP--1978/1979 SEASON 
Participants are noted by the standard 2-1etter airline code 
Yaw Damper ComJ:;uter 
Pool Item M075, PA No. 72221 
Station 
HNL 
LHR 
Qty 
1 
1 
period 
JiUto 'l"hrottle COIUlJuter 
Pool Ite~ M076, Ph No. 72220 
Not Pooleu 
i\.Uto Throttle Servo 
Pool Item M077, Ph No. 72207 
Not Pooled 
Pi.tch Computer 
Pool Item M078, PA No. 72201 
Station Qty 
BRU 1 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
JFK 1 
LHR 1 
NRT 1 
SEA 1 
Roll Computer 
Perioa 
1 
2 
Pool Item M079, Ph No. 72202 
Station Qty Period 
BRU 1 
HNL 1 
-lFK 1 
LHR 1 
Nh'I 1 
5:Lh 1 
Mode Select Panel 
Pool Item M081, PI, No. 72203 
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Provider 
PA 
PA 
Provider 
SN 
UA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
JL 
NW 
Provider 
SN 
UA 
PA 
BA 
JL 
NW 
Participants 
CI-JL-KE-PA 
PA-TW-KU 
Participants 
PA-SN 
CI-JL-KE-NW-PA-QF-UA 
AF-AZ-EI-F~-IB-LH-LY-NW­
PA-SN-TP 
AF-AZ-EI-F"T-IB-LY-NW-PA-
5'N-'l'P 
JL-PA-SQ.2-KU 
AF-JL-NW-PA 
FT-NW-PA 
Part:.icipan.ts 
PA-SN 
CI-JL-KE-NW-Ph-QF-UA 
AF-A'!'-AZ-EI-IB-LH-LY-NW-
PA-RJ-SA-SN-TP 
AC-BA-1A.2-JL-PA-QF-RJ-SA 
AF'-FT-J L-NW-PA-QF 
NW-PA 
Station Qt.y Period Provicier Participants 
ERU 1 SN PA-SN 
HKG 1 PA CI-PA-SQ.2 
HNL 1 UA BN-CI-KE-PA-UA 
JFK 1 PA AF-AI-AT-AZ-IB-PA-SA-SK-
SN-SR 
SE1\ 1 NW NW-PA 
SYD 1 QF AZ-PA-QF' 
Monitor and Logic Unit 
Pool Itelll M082, PA No. 72204 
Station Qty Period Provider Participants 
bRU 1 SN PA-SN 
FCU 1 AZ Al.-A~-PA-UF-TW 
FHA 1 1 LH AC-AI-AV.2-LH~UA-PA-QF 
h'NL 1 UA BN-CI-KE-NW-PA-QF-UA 
JFK 1 PA AF-AI-AZ-EI-IB-LY-NW-PA-
~:iN-SR 
NRT 1 .JL AF-CP-F'I'-JL-PA- QI-' 
SEA 1 NW NW-PA 
Accelerometer 
Pool Item M083, PA lio. 51381 
Station Qty Period Provider participants 
JFK 1 PA AZ-IB-PA-SR 
St.gtbiIizer Trim Int.erface Unit 
Pool Item MOB7, PA No. 72215 
Station Qty Perioa provider participants 
FAA 1 1 LH AV.2-1A.2-LH-OA-PA 
JFK 1 PA EI-F'I"-LY -PA-Sl{ 
LHR 1 PA IA.2-LY-PA-'IW 
HNL 1 PA PA-BN 
AC(;~SS()ry Box No. ~ 
Pool Item i1088, Ph No. 72216 
Station Qty Period. Provid~r Participants 
JFK 1 PA PA-SN 
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Accessory Box No. 1 
Pool Item M089A, FA No. ,12223 
Station 
JFK 
Qty 
1 
Period 
Auto Stabilizer 'lrim Unit 
Pool Item MU~O, PA No. 72224 
Station Qty perioa 
BRU 1 
D.t:;L 1 
FCO 1 
Ff<A 1 
HKG 1 
.tlNL 1 
JFK 1 
LlU: 1 
NRT 1 
THR 1 
Flight Mode Annunciator 
Pool item MO~l, PA No. 73422 
Station Qty Period 
FI:<.11 1 1 
F'.kA 1 2 
LHR 1 
Central Air Data Computer 
Pool l~em M576, FA No. 13460 
Stcltion 
BRU 
DEL 
peo 
FRI~ 
HNL 
HNL 
Qt...y 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Perioa 
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Provider 
PA 
Provider 
SN 
AI 
AZ 
LH 
NW 
UA 
PA 
BA 
JL 
IR 
Provider 
LH 
PA 
PA 
Provider 
~"'N 
AI 
AZ 
LH 
NW 
PA 
UA 
Participants 
AF-EI-F'l'-PA-SR-TP 
Participants 
PA-SA-SN 
AI-IA.2-KL-PA 
AI-AR-AZ-PA-QF-SA-TW 
AI-AV.2-IA.2-LR-LH-OA-
PA-PK-QF-SA 
BA-CI-CP-KL-NW-PA-QF-SA-
5Q.2 
CI-CP-JL-NW-PA-QF-UA 
AF-AI-AT-AZ-BA-EI-IB-IR-
KL-LH-LY-NW-PA-RJ-SA-SK-
5N-SR 
AC-AI-BA-IA.2-IR-LY-PA-
QF-RJ-SA-SQ.2-'I'W 
AF-BA-CP-JL-KL-PA-QF 
BA-IR-PA-PK 
Participants 
LH-OA-PA-PK 
PA-PK 
PA-PK-SQ.2-KU 
participants 
PA-SN 
AI-BA-JL-KL-PI~ 
AI-AR-AZ-JL-PA-QF-SA-SQ.2-
TW 
AR-AI-AR-BA-IR-JL-KL-LH-
OA-PA-PK-QF-SA-SQ.~ 
AF-BA-CI-CP-F'T-JL-KL-NW-
PA-QF-5A-SQ.2 
BN-CI-.JL-KE-NW-PA-QF-UJ\ 
BN-CI-CP-JL-KE-NW-PA-QF-
UA 
JFK 1 
·LH!{ 1 
LliR 1 
NRT 2 
SEA 1 
SYD 1 
'l'HR 1 
Compa::>5 coupler 
Pool Item M5bl, PA No. 73462 
Station Qty Period 
BRU 1 
GIG 1 
GUM 1 
HNL 1 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
SEA 1 
Attitude Director Indicator 
Pool Ite~ M578b, PA No. 73407 
Station Qty Period 
Gmi 1 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
LAX 1 
Navigation Receiver 
Pool ltem G30B, PA NO. 73458 
Station Qty Period 
BAH 1 
BOM 1 
EH-U 1 
EZE 1 
1ST 1 
KHI 1 
MEL 1 
Ml.X 1 
MNL 1 
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PA 
BA 
PA 
JL 
NW 
BA 
IR 
Provider 
SN 
PA 
PA 
PA 
UA 
PA 
NW 
Provider 
PA 
PA 
PA 
pA 
ProVider 
QF 
SR 
IB 
AI<. 
SR 
PK 
QF 
SN 
SK 
AF-AI-AT-BA-EI-FT-IB-IR-
JL-KL-LH-LY-NW-PA-SA-SK-
SN-SR-TP 
AC-AI-BA-IR-JL-PA-QF-SA-
SQ.2-TW-AR 
AC-AI-BA-JL-LY-PA-QF-SA~ 
SQ.2 
AF-BA-CP-FT-JL-KL-NW-PA-
QF 
NW-PA 
AI-AZ-BA-KL-LH-PA-QF-SA-
SQ.2 
BA-1R-JL-PA-PK 
participants 
PA-SN 
AR-AT-PA 
JL-PA 
BN-CI-JL-KE-NW-PA-QF-UA 
BN-CI-JL-KE-NW-PA~QF-UA 
AF-AI-AT-AZ-IB-JL-KL-LH-
LY-NW-PA-RJ-SA-SN-SR 
1m-PA 
Participants 
JL-PA 
CI-JL-PA 
JL-PA 
CI-JL-PA 
Participants 
I1~.2-MS-PA-QF-RJ-SQ.2 
AZ-hT-IA.~-MS-PA-QF-SR 
AZ-IA.2-IB-JU-OA-PA-SA-SR-
TP 
A!{-IB-PA-SK 
hZ-IA.2-JU-PA-~N-SR-SV 
LA.2-MS-PA-PK-TG 
AZ-PA-QF 
AR-IB-PA-SN 
MS- P 1'" -Q F-SK - 'l'G 
Nl<.T 1 
SIN 1 
SYD 1 
FCO 1 
IAH 1 
MIA 1 
ORD 1 
Low Range l<.ad.~o Altimeter 
Pool Item G-451, PA No. 73432 
Station 
LHR 
Qty 
1 
P~riod 
Inertial Navigation Unit 
Pool Item G-183, PA No. 13402 
Station 
HNL 
LAX 
Qty 
1 
1 
Period 
JL 
QF 
QF 
AZ 
EA 
EA 
EA 
Provider 
PA 
Provider 
PA 
PA 
Outboard Spoiler ~ower Control Unit 
Pool Item M208, PA No. 72110 
Station 
JFK 
Qty 
1 
Period 
Central Laterdl Control Actudtor 
Pool Item M210, PA No. 70111 
Not Pooled 
Flight Control Shut-off Valve 
Pool Item Iv:213, Plio No. 72199 
Station Qty Perioa 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
LAX 1 
Stabilizer Trim Control Module 
Pool. Item M215, PA No. 12123 
Station Qty Period 
FRA 1 
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Provider 
PA 
Provider 
UA 
PA 
AA 
Provider 
LH 
AZ-CP-FT-JL-MS-PA-QF-RG-
SK-SQ.2 
AZ-FT-0L-JU-PA-QF 
AZ-CP-JL-JU-PA-QF-SQ.2 
AZ-PA 
EA-FT-PA 
BW-EA-PA 
EA-PA 
Participants 
~"1-KU-MS-PA 
Participants 
CP-PA-QF-SQ.2 
CI-JL-PA 
Participants 
AZ-FT-PA-TP 
Participants 
BN-Cl.-PA-UA 
AI-IB-IH-PA-SA-TP 
AA-CI-Ph-TP 
Participants 
IA.2-LH-PA-PK 
LHR 
NRT 
SYD 
1 
1 
1 
Elevator Fe~l Computer 
Pool Item M216, FA No. 70772 
Stc.'tion 
JFK 
Qty 
1 
Period 
Rudder Ratio Changer Comparator 
Pool Item M220, PA hOe 70724 
Statiun Qty Period 
Bl<U 1 
FAA 1 
HKG 1 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
LHR 1 
NRT 1 
Sl!.A 1 
SPL 1 
SYD 1 
THR 1 
BA 
,JL 
QF 
Provider 
PA 
Provider 
SN 
LH 
NW 
UA 
PA 
PA 
JL 
NW 
XL 
QF 
IR 
Control Sur~dce Position Transmitter 
Pool Item M255, PA No. 7~72B 
!::itatioll Qty period 
JFK 1 
LHk 1 
Control Surface Position Indicator 
Pool l'tem M258, PA No. 72775 
station Qty Period 
FRA 1; 
llliL 1 
JFK 1 
::;YD 1 
Stabilizer Trinl Hydraulic Brak~ 
Pool Itein' M260, PA No. 72785 
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Provider 
PA 
BA 
provider 
LH 
UA 
PA 
QF 
BA-IA.2-PA-SQ.2 
JL-PA 
PA-QF 
Participants 
AZ-F'T-PA-5R-TP 
participants 
PA-SN 
AC-AR-AV.2-IA.2-IR-LH-LY-
PA-PK-QF-SA 
BA-CI-FT-NW-PA-QF-SA 
BN-CI-KE-PA-QF-UA 
AZ-BA-EI-IB-IR-LY-NW-PA-
SA-SN-SR-'l'P 
AC-IA.2-IR-LY-PA-QF-SA 
BA-CI-FT-JL-NW-PA-QF 
F'l'-NW-PA 
KL-PA 
BA-PA-QF-SA 
BA-IR-PA-PK 
Participants 
AF-AI-AZ-IB-Ih-PA-SA-SK-
SN-SR 
AI-BA-IA.2-IH-PA-::;A-SQ.2 
participants 
AV.2-1A.2-LH-PA-PK 
BN-CI-PA-QF-UA 
Al"-AZ-IB-KL-PA-SK-SR 
. AZ-FA-QF 
. , 
Station Qty Period 
JFK 1 
Rudder Ratio Control Unit 
Pool Item M264A, PA No. 70756 
Station Qty Period 
BRU 1 
DEL 1 
FCO 1 
FRA 1 
HKG 1 
HNL 1 
JFK 1 
LHR 1 
MIA 1 
NRT 1 
SEA 1 
SPL 1 
SYD 1 
THR 1 
MVD 1 
Aileron Trim Actuator . 
Pool Item M268, PA No. 72786 
Station 
JFK 
Qty 
1 
Period 
OUtboard Aileron Lockout Actuator 
Pool Item M270, Ph No. 72788 
Station 
JFK 
Qty 
1 
Period 
Rudder Ratio Changer Actuator 
Pool Item M272A, PA NO. 70755 
Station 
BiJl 
BKK 
BOM 
Qty 
1 
1 
1 
Period 
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Provider 
PA 
'Provider 
SN 
AI 
AZ 
LH 
BA 
UA 
PA 
BA 
BA 
JL 
NW 
KL 
QF 
BA 
AF 
Provider 
PA 
Provider 
PA 
Provider 
BA 
KL 
AI 
participants 
AZ-PA 
Participants 
PA-SN 
AI-IA.2-KL-PA 
AI-AR-AZ-JL-PA-QF 
AI-AR-AV.2-IA.2-IR-LH-LY-
PA-PK-QF 
bA-JL-NW-PA-QF-SA 
CI-JL-NW-PA-QF-UA 
AF-AI-AZ-BA-IB-IR-JL-KL-
LH-LY-NW-PA-SA-SK-SN 
AI-BA-IA.2-IR-JL-LY-PA-
QF-SA-SQ.2 
AV .. 2-BA-PA 
AF-BA-CI-FT-JL-KL-~~-PA-
QF 
FT-NW-PA 
JL-KL-LY-PA-QF 
AI-BA-KL-PA-QF-SA 
BA-JL-PA-PK 
AF-PA 
Participants 
AZ-FT-IB-PA-SR 
Participants 
AZ-PA-AI 
participants 
BA-QF-SQ.~-PA 
BA-JL-KL-PA-QF-SQ.2 
AI-LH-QF-SQ.2-PA 
BRU 1 SN PA-SN 
DEL 1 AI AF-AI-KL-PA 
FCO 1 AZ AI-AR-AZ-CP-JL-PA-QF-
SQ.2-TW 
FRA 1 LH AC-AI-AR-AV.2-IR-LH-LY-
PA-PK-QF-SQ.2 
GIG 1 PA AR-PA 
HKG 1 BA BA-JL-PA-QF-SA-SQ.2 
lAB 1 KL AF-KL-PA 
JFK 1 PA AF-AI-AZ-BA-IB-IR-JL-LH-
LY-PA-SA-SN-SR 
LHR 1 BA AC-AI-BA-BN-JL-LY-PA-QF-
SA-SQ.2-TW 
MEX 1 KL IB-JL-KL-PA 
. MIA 1 BA AV.2-BA-PA 
NRT 1 JL AF-BA-CP-Fl'-JL-KL-NW-PA-
OF 
SEA 1 NW FT-NW-PA 
SIN. 1 QF AI-BA-KL-LH-PA-QF . 
SPL· 1 KL CP-JL-KL-LH-LY-PA-QF-SQ.2 
SYD 1 QF AI-BA-KL-LH-PA-QF-SA 
THR 1 IR BA-IR-PA-PK 
MVD 1 AF AF-PA 
OVer Rotation Warning Computer 
. Pool Item M465, PA No. 72789 
Station Qty Period Provider Participants 
HNL 1 UA CI-PA-UA 
JFK 1 PA LY-PA-SR 
LHR 1 BA BA-IA.2-PA-QF 
Stall Warning Computer 
Pool Item M568, PA No. 72795 
Station Qty Period Provider participants 
JFK 1 PA EI-LY-PA 
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~hBL~ E4 B-747 PUOLING CHARGES FOR PANAM 
SU~~~ ~EASON 1978 
PRIMARY CUNI'ROLti 
Aileron ~'rim Actuator 
Aileron L/O Actuator 
FIC Shut uft Valve 
OIB Spoiler PCU 
Surface Position Indicator 
Surface Position Transmitter 
Ratio Control Unit 
Ratio Servo 
Ratio Comparator 
Elevator Feel Computer 
Stall WdIninq Comp. 
OjRotdtion Conputer 
FLIGHT ELECTRONICS 
pitch ComFuter 
Roll Computer 
Yaw Computer 
MLU 
AS'IU 
Accelerometer 
STIU 
Accessory Box 1 
Accessory Box :l 
AlP Controller 
J.JUluncia tor 
ADI 
VOR/NAV Receiver 
LRRA 
INU 
CADC 
Compass Coupler 
TOTAL POOLING CHARGE~ 
Subtotal 
Subtotal 
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Pooling Charges 
Income Expense 
98 
~3 
75 
441 
177 
207 
282 
455 
1,114 
155 
356 
$ 3,453 
2,515 
1,467 
1,018 
1,153 
620 
94 
667 
634 
419 
73~ 
191 
1,760 
428 
15,b50 
6,057 
1,645 
$35,057 
$38,510 
$ 
46 
128 
3 
741 
1,113 
164 
285 
2,480 
1,731 
2,593 
1,913 
847 
593 
843 
4,634 
733 
$,~3,887 
$16,367 
'lABLE E5--LINE !".J~1NT.ENANCE MANHuURS AND 1978 ACTIONS 
FO~ Pk~~kY MECHANICAL CONTROLS 
Item 
Tr im and Center ing Mechanism 
Trilll ]\C1:.uator 
Central Control Actuator 
Aileron Programmer 
Aileron Progranuner 
Spoiler Differentidl (Mix~.r) 
liB AileroTl Power Control Unit 
OIB Aileron Power Control Unit 
U/B Aileron Lockout Actuator 
O/B Aileron Lockout Mechanism 
O/B Aileron Lockout Mechanism 
OIB Aileron Lockout Gearbox 
Flight Control ~/O Valve Module 
l/B Spoiler BOwer Control·Uni~ 
O/B Spoiler Power Control Unit 
Control Surrace position Ind. 
Control Surface Pusition Xmtr. 
~'eel Trim and Centering Hechnsm 
A± t Quaciran t 
Ratio control Unit 
Ratio Changer Actuator (Servo) 
Ratio Changer Comparator 
Power Con~rol Unit 
Trim ActuatOr 
Control Column Wheel 
Control Col~~ Wheel 
Rear Quadrant 
F'eel Uni~ 
Feel Actuator 
Feel Computer 
lnbd. Power Control Unit 
Out~a. Power Control Unit 
Stall warnlng Computer 
Over Rotation Con~uter 
Hyaraulic . Motor 
Utar Drive/Jackscrew 
Hydraulic brake 
Shut-oft Val.ve 
Control MOClule 
Control Lever Brake 
Sequence Mec,t'1a:nism 
Ground Spo1ler Control Valve 
bround Spoiler ll.ctuator 
(Line) 
Aircraft Activity 
Manhours 
Remove-
Replace Time 
Part No. Per Unit 
72749 16 
72786 1 
72708/70117 16 
12751 b 
12152 6 
72753 6 
7210b 20 
17.701 16 
72188 2 
70718/72792 B 
72148/12.191 8 
72137 e 
72714112799 2 
12109/70165 6 
72110 4 
72775 1 
12728 2 
72149 16 
65b82246-1 24 
72730/70156 2 
72178/70723/ B 
10755 
10724/70731 2 
72705 21 
12777 16 
70704 6 
70105 b 
65B80482-1 48 
72773 3 
72774 2 
72711/70772 3 
72703 36 
72704 16 
72795 1 
72789 1 
72716/70754 2 
72731 50 
72785 2 
72779 1 
72723 3 
72715 16 
72754/70771 b 
72722/70768 4 
7271~/70770 4 
E36 
12 Month 
Maint. 
Actions 
o 
2 
5 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
4 
o 
o 
o 
8 
1 
7 
51 
2 
o 
o 
24 
'19 
17 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
5 
7 
1 
4 
6 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
TABLE Eb--LINE MAINTENANCE MANHOURS AND 1978 ACTIONS 
FOrt FLIGHT ELECTRONICS 
Item 
Pitch Computer 
Roll Computer 
Yaw Damp Computer 
Monitor & Logic Unit 
Auto Stabilizt::l: TrLn Unit 
Auto 'l'hrottle Computer 
Normal Acceleron~ter 
Accessory Stabilizer. 'I-rim Box 
AccessOl~y #1 Box 
Accessory #2 Box 
Moue,Select Panel 
A/P: Flight Control 
Flight l'.loae Annunciator Light 
Attitude D~rector Indicator 
Navigation Receiver 
Low Range Radio Alt. Xcvr 
Inertial Navigation Unit 
Central Air Data Computer 
Central Air Datd Computer 
MBR COIn£;ass Coupler 
Auto Throttle Servo 
S.I:' COMPONl:;N'lS 
Flight Moue Annunciator Light 
Ya w Danlp Computer 
Accessory Stabilizer 'l'J: im Box 
Accessory #3 BOX 
Central Air Data Co~puter 
pitch Computer 
Bonitor & Logic Unit 
Mode Select Panel 
Auto Throttle Computer 
Part. No. 
12201 
72202 
72221 . 
72204 
12224 
12220 
57381 
72215 
12217/72223 
7~216 
72222 
72203 
Set 734~2 
73401 
73458 
7;j432 
73402 
734bO 
73404 
73412/734b2 
72207 
St::t 42206 
42201 
4220.8 
42210 
42211 
42212 
42213 
42214 
42217 
E37 
(Line) 
Aircraft Activity 
Manhours 
Remove-
. Replace 'rime 
Per Unit 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
2 
1.5 
1 
1 
.2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
12 Month 
Maint. 
Actions 
368 
336 
18 
b7 
118 
25 
1 
24 
9 
5 
111 
17 
20 
14 
303 
241 
156 
448 
5 
92 
0 
2 
7 
2 
0 
1 
15 
6 
14 
3 
TABLE E7 DElAY S BY S1ATION FOR PRIMARY ~£CBANICAL CONTROLS 
NumLer of Delays . Avg. Delay '1'ime 
Region Station -100 SP F Total Per DeldY (Hrs) 
USA GA.'I'..t:.WAY JFK 6 0 5 11 4.25 
SF'U 1 0 3 4 1.01 
LAX 6 2 0 8 1.43 
HNL 3 1 4 3.28 
.. ~f.A 1 1 0.63 
ORD 2 2 1.48 
lAB 0 0 0 
MIA 1 1 2 1.61 
DTW 0 2 2 4.32 
lAD 1 0 1 1.58 
.. ' 
..... AMERICA <iUA 1 0 1 0.30 
SJO 0 0 
PTY 1 1 0.78 
CCS 0 1 1 2.52 
G~G 0 0 0 
EZl:. 0 0 0 
POS 0 0 
VCP 0 0 
MVD 0 0 
S. PACIFIC pp~ 0 0 0 
FPT· 0 0 
Nilli 1 1 2 0.42 
AKL 0 3 0 3 2.19 
~YD 3 0 0 3 6.08 
f.I'.EL 1 1 0.15 
ORIENT NRT 1 0 1 2 3.bO 
USA 0 0 
GUM. 2 0 2 4.80 
MNL 1 1 15.00 
llKG 1 0 0 1 6.52 
KUL 0 0 0 
SIN 0 1 0 1 0.33 
EUROPL/WOhl.D MEX 0 0 
LHR 8 0 8 3.71 
PIK 0 
E'i{A ::s 0 3 3.20 
BkU 1 0 1 1.83 
Feu 1 0 1.17 
IS'1' a 0 
BAH (j 0 
THR 2 0 2 2.49 
KHI 0 0 
U.f:.L 0 0 0 
BUM 0 0 0 
EKK 0 0 0 
E38 
'I'ABLE· Eli DELAYS BY S'l'ATl.ON FOR FLIGHT ELEC~RUNICS 
NUmber of Dela~s Avg Delay 'l'ime 
Rt::gion Station -100 SP F 'I'otal Pez' Delay (Ers) 
USA GI\.TEWAY JFK 12 0 1 13 1.02 
SFO 2 1 0 3 0.19 
LAX 2 2 0 4 0.78 
HNL 6 1 7 1.07 
SEA 0 0 
Olill 0 0 
lAh 0 0 0 
Ml.A. 2 2 4 1.81 
D'l'W 0 0 0 
IAD 3 0 3 0~b6 
S. AMERICA GUA 1 0 1 0.16 
SJO 0 0 
l-'TY 0 0 
CCS 1 0 1 0.42 
GIG 4 0 4 0.68 
l:;ZE 0 0 0 
POS 0 0 
vep 0 0 
MVD 0 0 
S. PACIFIC PPG 0 0 0 
PP'l' 1 1 0.33 
NAN 0 0 0 
i:J<L 0 1 0 1 1.bS 
SYD 1 2 0 3 0.35 
Mi!:L 0 0 
ORIEKT NR'l' 2 0 0 2 0.62 
ObA 2 2 0.76 
GUM 1 0 1 0.30 
MNL 0 0 
liKG 0 1 0 1 1.00 
KUL 0 0 0 
SIN 0 0 1 1 0.!>1 
1:.UROPE/WO}~D ~EX 0 0 
LHR 4 1 2 7 0.93 
PIR 0 
f'RA 7 1 8 0.36 
BRU 0 0 0 
FeU 0 0 
IS'l' 1 1 1.58 
BAH 1 1 0.42 
'l'E.k 1 0 1 1.25 
RHI 0 0 
DEL 0 1 1 8.32 
BOM 0 0 0 
bKK 1 0 1 0.08 
E39 
TABLl!: E 9 DELAY J~ND CliliCELLA T10N RAT~ SUMMP.RY 
Delays Average Averaqe 
747 Cancellations Per Delay F'light 
Series Per 100 Dep. 100 Dep. Time (Hr) Lenqth (Hr) 
PRli.V>..ARY -100 .003b .17 3.2 4.2 
tJ:ECllANICAL SP 0 .30 2.ti 3.6 
CON'l'kULS F 0 .10 1~ 9.5 
Comoined .002b .18 3.0 5.1 
FLIGrlT -100 .0071 .20 0.9 4.2 
ELECTRON1CS SF 0 .1fS 1.4 3.6 
:' _-L- • 20 Q.:.!! • 9.5 
ComlJil1ed .0052 .20 0.9 5.1 
E40 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION DETAILS 
FOR PAN AM 747 FLEET DURING 1978 
PRIMARY MECHANICAL CONTROLS (PART OF ATA 27) 
FLIGHT ELECTRONICS (ATA 22 AND PART OF ATA 34) 
DETAILS SORTED BY ATA SYSTEM (ASN) 
APPLICABLE CODES USED: 
REG = AIRPLANE REGISTRATION· NUMBER 
MS = AIRPLANE MODEL AND SERIES 
EC = 747-100 PASSENGER 
EP = 747SP PASSENGER 
ED = 747-100F FREIGHTER 
EK = 747-200C FREIGHTER 
EOF = EFFECT ON FLIGHT 
IF = DELAY 
IE = CANCELLATION 
IG = GROUND TURNBACK 
IS = AIRPLANE SUBSTITUTION 
FN = FLIGHT NUMBER 
E41 
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~ 
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07122/80 
ASN 
22-00-136-181 
FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM 8-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS 
CONNR, APILT ACCIU PAA-243 PI. N7110PA EC THR 780831 01 
PAGE I 
EOF fH DEL TI 
IF III \,211 
AT DEPT CREW REPORIED BOTH AlP WARNING LIOHIS-oN~STIErA~D~vr,-'Nour-------~-----------------------------­
WARNING HORN OR fLASHING LIGHTS. INTERMITTENT "A" AUTO STAB 
TRIM LIGHT AND GIS ANNUC LITE. TRIED AlP PWR NO HELP. SEATED 
AlP MONITOR AND LOGIC UNIT NO HELP, SEATED AlP ACC BOXES AND ALL 
TNDICAnONl>CUAl{flr£XCEPT B AlP ENU"'~l(LOCKEJrTIrOFFr'OliTTION 
WHICH WAS AN INB ITEM. TO C.I. 
--22~ 11'"':368-011 PANEL. A~JtT CON' ••••.•••.• " • • PAA-068 PA NiS36PA EP JFK 1803051 01 IF 81 G I. 72 
22"12-368-171 
-Z2-12-1161-Dll 
CQ-PIUlT'S HORIZON PITCH DISPLAY JNOP., PIO PNL NIS C/H 42214. DELAY DUE NECY TO R08 FIRST 
AVAIL INBD SP ACFT. 
PANEL, APILT CONT ..••..• (GENRL) PAA-363 PI. H744PA EC FRA 781228 01 
~AND ALI SELECT WOULD NOI ENUAUf ON EIIRER AutO-FICOI 
•••. ROBBED N748 AND INSTALLED 8AD PANEL IN N748 RETURNING TO NYC. 
·11' .117 
TRIM UNII, AulD ~lbLR •....•.... ~~~A N149PA EC HNL 180830 02 IF I.bo 
AUTO STAB TRIM 8 LITE ILLUMINATED. 
STABILIZER WAS NOT IN TRIM. ELEVATOR POSITION INDICATOR 
--------------------------'W~E~iN~"F~UmLnLr-lnR~11'"~NmO~S~E~D~Fr.~,.AFTERlKA~N~U~A~LDLCtr;R~EE:S~E<rlrllnN~u~rIIO~~~--------------------------------------------­
TRIM CONDITION, AUTO STAB B OPERATIONAL AGAIN. CAPTS 
22-13-130-0111 
22-14-1576-241 
ELiCT CONTROL OF STAB IS EXTREMELY SLOW. MANUAL CONTROL 
OK ... REPLACED STA8 TRIM ACCY BOX CIN 722111 AND ASTU CIN 
72li~.....--n:::rr-OK • 
COMPUTER. APILT ROLL ...... _. . . . . PAA-OB!! PI. N6158PA ED JFK 780330 01 I I' 8711 1.07 II 
DURING CKOUT, AFTER LEFT CCA REPLACEMENT, A AND 8 AlP GIVE HARDOVER AILERON, RPLD A ROLL COMPUTER. 
RELEASED WITH 8 AlP INOP. 
If ..-~:j VALVE,RUDDR PCU ELHYD ELCNT SERVO PAA-347 EP AKL 781213 01 PI. - N1538PA -·~~~~~O~~~~I~~~S.~~~~t~~~O~~~2~----------.-------------------------. 
_.--- ---·1 
! 
.!. 
--------------------------,------,--_._--_ .. _ .• '-,_ .............. _ .. _._ ... __ ... _. __ ._._-- ... _ ... _-.-_. __ .. ... ,-, .. _ ... _"." ... _---""._.". ---''''-''.-.'. -.............. - -- ..... __ . "'-_ .. _----_._---
t:r::I 
.j::o. 
w 
, 
-- ------
07122/80 F~IGHT DE~AYS fOR PANAM 8-7~7 f~EET DURING 1878 PAGE 2 
F~IGHT CONTRO~ DE~AY AND CANCE~~TION EVENTS 
f--
ASN NOM~NC~TURE A/~ REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOf fN DE~ TI 
----
22-1~-1I76-2~1 VA~VE.ftUDDR PCU E~KYD E~CNT SERVO PAA-3~7 PA NII38PA EP AK~ 781213 01 I .. 11.811 
~~~Lmr'~~~~K ~. "'~r<vo V"LVO_. V"L.V~ .... "" 
--'7=mz~6-811 vALvE. AIL/aPLR/CLCP HYO SIc ... PM-alb PI' NIIIPA ED LRR 180803 01 IF 103 - -4". IIf-' 
AfTER PUSHBACK. f~T CREW REPORTED ~OSS KYD aTY NBR 3 SYSTEM. ON PU~~ BACK TO I 
8~OCKS. NOTICED KYO F~UID COMING fROM RH WING GEAR WHEE~ WE~~ ... OUND ~EAK AT 
-_ .. -INS ~DULE FLi CONtROL S70 C/Ir727VV. NO fuRIHER LEAKS - REPLACED. . 
• 
27-02-1176-811 VA~VE. AI~/SP~R/C~CP HYD 510 .,. PAA-321 PA N7:111PA EC ~HR 781118 01 IflC 1.~0 
NBR 1 HYD ~ATERAL CONTRO~ VA~VE C/B ON P-12 POPS. UNAB~E 
TO ftESET. DEACTIVATED VA~VE PER 27-13-01 AND ENTERED C.I. 
27-02-1176-821 VA~VE. RUDDR/E~EV KYO S/O .... ,. PAA-127 PA NII311PA EK HN~ 7801107 01 I" 871 3.78 
MRS 28.~OC; S~OW ~EAK NR 1 HYD SYS. ISO~ATED UK WITH AOP AND EDP OfF. aTY STAB AT 3.0 GA~S. 
IN CRUZ. ADDED 12 OALS OF fLUID, fND LK IN IHE alAC fROM IHE RUDUEftJELEV SHolOrr vev, 8OLT8'-
HO~DINO THE MOTOR TO V~V 80DY WERE BRKN AND A SEA~ WAS EXTRUDING fROM A PARTING SURfACE. RP~D 
THE V~V CN72788 WITH UA~ POO~ PART. DU SN 22~3D RTND FOR ENORa EVA~ ON SID 81318382. 
0 
2.111 • I 27-02-1176-821 VA~VE. RUDDR/E~EV KYO S/O ...... PM-178 PA N770PA EC ~HR 780620 . 01 I .. 1211 : 
i: ON W/A FOUND HYDRAU~IC ~EAK fROM TAI~ COMPARTMENT. TRACED TO NBR 1 
.-.- .. 
I HYp SYBIE" RUDDER ~/C VA~LV~ WHICH WAS LEAKTNOiFROh CASE .. REPLACED II ., "'''. , .. ,' , .. " ",. . 
- 27-"lr2"~T31-------ctIN/U, CNIAL LIRL "YO lCLCP/CC,u--r?{A""-'UO fA N6bbPA EC nEl' 16041 i 01 if 812. 1lS"" 
AI~ERONS STIFf 80TH DIRECTIONS. MORE PERNOUNCEO IN R/T·TURNS. CKO CCA FI~TERS DUE MUCH BETTER 
E __________________ WITH NR 2 HYO SYS OfF. fl~TER CLEAN. f~T CREW CONCURS CONTINUE TO SYD. ___________ 
a 
~ 27-02-6711-131 CON/U. CNTR~ ~TR~ HYD 'C~CP/CCA) PM-IOI PA N61111PA 7110~11 01 I .. 812 EC SYO ~PEAI: AILERONS Sllft BCTfliDTRECiIONS. iNSPECIEO CCA AILERON PROGRAMMER RiGOiNO, CASL! RUNS, 
I 
-=~~-- --- _~==~-J 
t%j 
~ 
~ 
-_._--------------------------------------
j 
! i I 
i 
07122180 
ASN 
27-02-87:1-131 
27-02-67:1-131 
27-11-000-001 
NCMENCLATURE 
FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL OELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS 
CON/U. CNTRL LTRL HYD ICLCP/CCAI PAA-l0l PA N6:111PA EC SYD 780411 01 
, ~nUrUI'toIUlr"' ......... • Io.n " ... ..,"". ""' ....... I'\rrlOo"'" ..,.,., 
EOF 
IF 
EXCESSIVE FORCES REO TO MOV~ AILERONS IN ALL REGIMES OF FLT YET OK ON GRND. PERFORMED RIGGING 
CK, ALL OK. AFTER ·T/O. CREW REPORTS CONTROLS FUNCTIONING NORMALLY. 
CON/U. CNTRL LTRL HYD (CLCP/CCAI PAA-337 PA N8:13PA 
HYD LEAK FROM LEFT WING GEAR WELL. TRACED TO CCA UNIT. 
UAABLE 'A P ..... f"OINI. .HIED R~---:iI::~N -AND 
OUT PORTS. NO HELP. SUSPECT PORUS BODY. SWITCHED AIC 
TO FIRST INBD A/C. 
EC LAX 781203 01 IFIS 15.87 
.---------------------------------------------------~ 
FLGHT CONT AIL AND TAB CONT-GENRL PAA-IOO PA NI1I8PA ED MIA 780410 01 IF 317 1.82 II 1 
INCOMING FLT CREW VERBALLY REPORTED TO OUT GOING CREW. AILERON STIFFNESS IN A/C. DEPARTING CREW ·----------------------'Rn!"F~URS~E~DrTA~/C. eKU CABLE IN~~D PROIEellVE BAR, OK eKD CAblE iN WHEEL WELLS, OK. IORQUE----u 
CKD AIL WHEEL BREAKAWAY 88 INILBS, RIGHT. 80 INILBS, LEfT. CKD LOST MOTION DEVICE AND FND SLIGHT 
27-11-000-001 
27-11-000-001 
CONTACT TO RIGHT. ITEM CONTINUED FOR RIOOING AT NYC. . 
FLGHT CaNT AIL AND TAB CONT-GENRL PAA-166 PA N:l37PA EP SIN 7806115 01 . IF 
BTB NO AILERON TRIM CONTROL REL'D WITH AIL TRIM INDR PER MEL. 
FLGHT CONT AIL AND TAB CONT-GENRL PAA-218 PA N90lPA ED NAN 780806 01 IF 
~.,. tID CONIROL COLUMNE H~ROX 15 UEO PLAt iN R~ODE. INSP U bUSS CAbLE BEIWEEN 
COLUMNS AND OK. AIC REL'D AFTER DISCUSSION WITH NYC. 
006 
106 
.33 
.17 
27~~Uacr-oOI fLOHt CONI AIL AND lAB CON1-~~~~ N/33PA EC ROM IBIIII 01 IF ~7 
NO MRS, WITH AND WIO AlP, EXPERIENCED ERRATIC AILERON ~ 
CONTROL INPUTS OR SPOILER INPUTS. VERBAL REPORT STATES 
-----~L~firTNS~OB~~PEA~ED_WH~EDrfROMrTRS-----------------------------------
TO RADIO MODE. PERFORMED FLT CONTROL CHECK. OK. CHKED 
CABLE 'RUNS, OK. CHECKED AILS FOR PLAY. OK. CREW RE-
PORTS AFTER TIO, APPEARS NORMAL. 
-... ~~=--... _. _______ -._- .. ---.---.-.. ____ . _____ ._. __ . ___________ . ___ .. _______ .______________ _________ --I 
--------------------------------------_._------ ..• , _ ...... -............... _ .. -_._._._ ........ __ ._._ .... _-_ .. --.-... _ .......... - ..... _ ... __ .. --.--- ... _--_ .. .. 
/' 
27-11-312-0IH LINE, AIL HYD ••......... (GENRL) PAA-I~O PA N739PA EC 8RU 780~30 01 IF 101 
ON W/A FND HYD UK LT WING. TRACED TO PRESS LINE FOR OT8D AIL. LOCATED 8WTN WING GEAR AND NR 2 
PYLON ADJACENT TO INBD SPOILER ACT. CUT OUT SECTION OF LINE WITH PIN HOLE IN IT, INST FITTING 
AND TEMP FLEX LINE. 
1.83 
~~,_ =i ----_ .. _---------
t>l 
~ 
0\ 
07122/80 fLIGHT DELAYS fOR PANAH 8-747 fLEET DURING 1878 
fLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
PAGE II 
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOf fN DEL TI 
27-11-312-081 LINE, AIL HYD •••..••..•• (GENRLI PAA-286 PA N747PA EC LHR 781023 01 IF .411 
~--------------------------TI~NBS-o'~C~I~cqRn£~C~K~S~OnUDRC~£~o~F~HVDlSiEP~~I~NOn-PPN~L~A~F~tr.A~N~Dr--------------------------------------------­
INa Of NBR 2 PYLON. OPENED PNL AND fOUND SLIGHT LEAK 
fROM LH INa AIL PWR UNIT RETURN LINE. RETORQUED B NUT 
AND LEAK CHECK OK. 
27-11-436-061 ROD, AIL AND T~ CONT •.• (GENRLI PAA-11I3 PA N6114PA ED JfK 780602 01 IF 
----------------------------~A~7~c~D~£~P~A~R~I~E~D~BTL~O~CKraS~IDN~C~, FLI CREW REPOR~TLERORICaNIROL WHEEL BINDINa IN lEFI 
TUftN, ADJUSTED 8ACK DRIVE ROD AT RH CCA. 
160 2.211 
-Tr-lroF021 WIRfNO, AIL AND lAB CONr (G£NRl'---pjOCO' I 83 PA N6114PA EO BFe 180102 01 IP 81B --;~7-
AILERON LOCKOUT C/8 POPS WITH fLAPS UP, ACTUATOR CP REMOVAL NO HELP. 
______________________ ~f~O~U~N~D~C~H~A~f~ED WIRING IN REAR SPAR AREA AfT OF NBR I PYLON. 
27-11-802-021 WIRING, AIL AND TA8 CONT (GENRL) PAA-244 pA N747PA EC JfK 780801 01 IF 
AIL LOCKOUT ACT'S, C/8 STILL POPS. ISOLATED PR08LEM TO 
3.73 I 
~~A~~L!~~R~X~~D~AI~E~b~~~~~~vR"gn~TI-8rg7~B"H-VrO"ED~~;-WbAc~~~NaR~:GT/~~T--------------------------------------~-------~ 
RH WING. FOUND GROUNDED WIRE IN AREA OF NaR 3 SAIL80AT. --------------------------~B3pnL~I~C~E~Dr,I~Nr~RE FROM I~AiTlrLBRO~ATI-A~R~EA~TIO~MMTIO"W~Aiy;=~~--------------------------------------------
8ETWEEN N8R 3 AND 4 ENG·S. SYSTEM NOW OK. 
-27"TT ~-60z=l)21---- UIDIN" 411 "Nil 14k LHN' "'""'RL,---p'jg\--:ro~A EC GUM IBI221 01 IF 8.421 
OUT8D AILERON C/8 ON P-12 POPS WITH TIE fLAPS IN UP POSITION. 
DISCONNECTED 80TH AILERON C/P'S fROM LOCKOUT ACTUATOR AND C/8 
-------------- -----srn::c--POPS. I SOtJITEIJA,SPL' C~P7396, PROB IN RTGHTI-WUTI N""Grr-. ---,..--------------------------
UNABLE TO FIND BAD WIRE, SPLICED IN NEW WIRE fROM SPLICE TO 
ACTUATOR. 
fC RUDDR AND TAB CONT - GENRL PAA-012 PA NS34PA EP Sf 0 780112 01 IFIC 8111 
_
_________ RUDDER TRIM STiff. REMOVED PEDESTAL TRIM KN08 AND INSPECTED, UNABLE TO DUP 8INDING. REINSTALLED 
--------~NOJJ:"IAErrfIlIJTIBr_.roE/lUDOER"--:rnEtrrn=-rzERcrwrnrKNOW ON ZERcr.-RETNSTALLED KNOB CORRECn:v-;-
• - '--"'----'=--~- .,,-.-~=~-.=-'-"'---------- "...~=~=--~.:.=.== ~~-------------------- ~------. 
_,_,_r ... _."~"."'_,,~,._,~ .... __ ._. __ ,_.,,_ .•. "' ......... ,, .... "" •.. ____ " ... ". 
.118 
t>:I 
~ 
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07122/80 
ASN 
27-21-000-001 
27-21-000-001 
27-21 -000-001 
27-2I"UUO-OO' 
FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
PAOE 6 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REO NO MS aTA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
FC RUDDR AND TAB CONT - OENRL PAA-012 PA N~34PA EP SFO 780112 01 IFIC 8111 .118 
FC RUDDR AND TAB CONT - GENRL PAA-IOII PA N741PA EC lAD 7804111 01 IFIC 086 1.118 
BTS. DURING IAXI OUT, RUDDER RAllO CIIE CAME DN. fCT CONIROC CK SHOWED OPPER ROUDER TRAVEL--U-DEOS. 
CONFIRMINO LACK OF RUDDER TRAVEL. AT BLOX LITE WAS OUT. DRAINED STATIC LINES. SWAPPED UPPER AND 
LOWER RATIO CONTROL UNITS. CKD SYS WITH ORO SENSINO CIB PULLED AND RUDDER AND LITE OPS NRML 
BOTH RUDDERS. AIC RELEASED. 
FC RUDDR AND TAB CONT - GENRL, PAA-118 pA N803PA ED ClRD 780428 01 IF 168 2.28 I 
• ~~~N08~~:IFO~U~~~RM~!:DR~~~~ ~~~ER~~DE~:S;~~ED UPR ROUDER 10 HAVE REDUCEQrTRAVEL. OPENED ------I 
RUDDR AND lAB CONI - GENRC PAA-II0 PA NII03PA ED MIA IBOBIII 01 IF 3Db 1.40"-
NO MRS CALLED IN; RUDDER RATIO LIGHT BLINKS IN FLIGHT, RUDDER RATIO CHECK 
NOT' ACCOMPLISHED. RATIO LITE CAME ON ON LANDING WHEN CPI SHOWED 4 DEGREES GROUND 
21-21-0DO-OUI Fe :::D:E:N:E~~R~NI _ GENRL PAA-ISO PA NS03PA ED BFb IBO/OS 02 If BII 2.~b 
dPERAtlONAL eHEct< OK VISUAL CHECt< OF PliO. SiAliC DRAINS OK. .EO REaOESIED 10 CHECK -J-
DURING PREFLIOHT HAD STREAMLININO HYDRAULIC LEAK IN NOSE WHEEL WELL. 
REPLACED NLG GEAR OPERATED SEQUENCE VALVE CN 71276, DUE TO A PINHOLE IN THE CASTING. 
01 SN 122 HEIORNED JFK BIB ON tEN 1418. foRIHER D~OE REIORNEu 10 BLbX WitH RUDDER . 
RATIO LIGHT ON. CREW CYCLED RUDDER ON RETURN TAXI AND THE LIGHT WAS OUT AT THE BLOX . 
RUDDER RATIO CHECKS OK, UNABLE TO DUPLICATEPRCBLEM. ADDITIONAL FUEL ADDED, 
••• • ."" ... ,. L"" ., , •• "" ........ " •• , .,. NO •• we. ·1 780818 FC RUDDR AND TAB CONT - GENRL PAA-281 01 IF 27-21-000-001 N8112PA EC PTY PA 
, ~ 27-21-008-341 ACTUATOR, RUDDR RATIO CHGRISERVO) PAA-012 PA N743PA EC LAX 780112 01 IF 811 ' -~E~NO DPER CR. ,-.23 
---=--... :-:"",...--=~~-=-_...,... ...".....=-o--_~.,.. •• -.~..,.~,=~~~ 
ttj 
~ 
00 
07122/80 
ASN 
27-21-008-341 
llT"2PDmI"::r<n 
fliGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCEllATION EVENTS 
PAGE 7 
NOMENCLATURE All REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF fN DEL TI 
ACTUATOR, RUDDR RATIO CHORISERVO) PAA-012 PA H743PA EC LAX 780112 01 IF 81\ .23 
~PEED MODE, RPlD ACT. 
ACtUAtOR, HUDDR ftAlIO CHORtSERVOJ PAA"UU1iii1 PAl N,43PA IOC LAX IdU,DiII ua If oIlS---- 1.73 
RUDDER RATIO liTE CAME ON IN CLIMB. AT BlOX lWR RUDDER IN HI SPEED MODE AND liTE ON. CKD SYS 
WITH TEST UNIT AND 80TH 'NRMl AND SMOOTH. sya'oPS AND lEAK CK OK. RPlD CONTROL UNIT WITH NON POOL 
tobAN. RiH ACI.. 
27-21-008-341 ACTUATOR,RUDDR RATIO CHORISERVOI PAA-IIO PA N741PA EC HKG 780420 01 IF 002 8.112 
RUDDER RATIO PR08. RPlD UPR RATIO ACT. 
2/~2'''UU8''341 AtIOAtOR, HUDDK KAIIO CHGRI$ERvOJ PAA-Ibl ~A "/oOPA EC JfK IOUalO 01 If uur----r733 
27-21-008-341 
EXCEssiVE RUDDER FORCE REQUIRED - FOUND UPPER RUDDER RATIO ACTUAGOR AT FAULT 
REPLACED ACTUATOR AND OPS OK. DELAY EXTENDED DUE FROZEN SCREWS ON ACCESS PLATE. 
ACTUATOR, RUDDR RATIO CHORISERVO) PAA-143 PA N6113PA EC JFK 7801123 01 IF 1211 1.47 
i 
" . 
I ~ :~~~~~DR~~~~R~t~iRO~O ~~~:R RU~DE~O~Ai~~ :g~~E~p~O~~'o~~D LWR RODDER SIOCK IN "10 POSN. 
i 
I ~~~ ACIUAIOR, RODDR RAllO CHURtSERvOJ PAA"141 PA NYOIPA ED JfK 180521 01 If 81/~;V5-INBD ITEM. RUDDER RATIO liTE ON STEADY IN FlT; RUDDER TIRM CK 7 UNITS IT, UPR RUDDER IND ~U~~sRt~C~~ ~~~ =~ggE: :i~gNg ~~:T!N~Top~~~~~' RPlD UPR RUDDER RATIO ACT, OPERATIONAL 
27-21-098-021 CHANGER. RUDDR RATIO ......•...• PAA-191 PA N903PA ED TYO 780710 01 IF 387 3.77 
. - - . 
BTB "RUDDER RATIO liGHT ON, TOP RUDDER VERY LITTLE MOVMENT ON INDICATOR, lOWER 
FUll TRAVEL" FOUND liGHT ON STEADY, EVEN WITH RUDDER IN NEUTRAL. REPLACED 
UPPER CTl UNIT. NO HELP. REPlCD RATIO CHANGER AND OPERATION OK. ~' 
. 
! 
---1 
" 
t%j 
J:-
\0 
07/22180 FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM 8-747 FLEET DURING Ig78 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
PAGE 8 
I-
ASN 
27-21-l!76-112 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO 
VALVE, RUDDR AND TAB CONT (GENRL) PAA-336 PA Nl!38PA 
MYD LEAK UN UNDER SIDc-~~~ B~LOW IAIL. 
TRACED TO LWR RUDDER PWR PACKAGE SOLENOID VAL. 
LEAK NIL WHEN PRESSURIZED, ENTERED C.I. DELAY 
INCURRED DUE RAIN MADE IT DIFFICllLT TO TRACE 
LEAK ~IiOUR"", 
MS STA DATE ACTS EOF I"N DEL TI 
EP AKL 781202 01 IF .20 
-~ 
27-21-6711-021 CONTROL UNIT, RUDDR POWER (PCU) PAA-346 PA NII38PA EP AKL 781212 01 IF .42 
N8R 2 HYDRAULIC QUANTITY DOWN TO 2 GALS. 
ON WIA NOTED EVIDENCE OF LEAKAGE IN THE AREA 
OF THE POWER RUDDER UPPER ACTUATOR. REMOVED ------------------------DipAN~D fOUND ONLY A SIATTIC~LDE~Ao~~onf~b~D~R~OPpXS------------~--------------------------------­
PER MINUTE, NO LEAKAGE OF THE ACTUATOR WITH 
PRESSURE ON. ADDED 4.l! GALS OF FLUID, NO 
________________________ ~O~T~H~E~R~LE=A~K~S~F~O~U~N~D~. ________________________________________________________________ ___ 
27-21-6711-1111 CONTROL UNIT, RUDDR RATIO CHOR PAA-187 PA Ng03PA ED ORO· 780706 01 
RUDDER RAllO LIIE CAME On-TN CLiMe. REMAINED ON JILL fLArS LOWERED, 
THEN OUT. WITH l! DEG. OF TRIM INPUT, RUDDER ANGEL INDICATED UPPER 
l! DEG. LLOWER 3 DEG. REPLACED UPPER CONTROL UNIT. 
IF 861 .117 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------u 
27-21-6711-1111 CONTROL UNIT. RUDDR RATIO CHGR PAA-204 PA N738PA EC LAX 780723 01 IF 
_
___________ ON TAXI EX SFO, RUDDER RATIO LITE CAMEE ON. CYCLD CIBS & LITE WENT OUT. ON GND CK FND UPR 
IWDDDrRl\TTC'rERRIITT-c:--REPLtrCONTL-otfT~-nK . 
11111 .27 
27-28-602-0111 WIRI~G, RUDDR INDG/WARNG (GENRL) PAA-OSII PA N61111PA EC SFO' 780306 01 IF 124 .37 
il-----· -- .. ------
27-31-000-000 
ON FEO PREFLT FND RUDDRER RATIO LITE WUD NOT TEST. DURING TIS FND LOOSE WIRE AT LITE ASSY. 
ENTERED C.I. WITH CAPTS CONCURRENCE. 
FC ELEVATOR AND TAB CONTROL PAA-IIIl! PA NII30PA EP LAX 780704' 01 II" 120 l.g8 
ITEM, LGIHT THUMP FELT IN ELEVATOR CONTROL 10 TO III RANGE. 
·-··------·-·--·----.NSPECTED""RTGfIIA~EFT-niBtrsTABIt:TZER""RmG'EI30SRINGS"II.: .. NIT'UrTC:t'O'''NnC''R:t'OIt"C----------------·----
-- -I 
t:r::I 
I.n 
o 
----------------------~------------------
07122/80 fLIGHT DELAYS fOR PANAM B-747 fLEET DURING 1878 
fLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS ~ 
-
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOf fN DEL TI 
27-31-000-000 FC ELEVATOR AND TAB CONTROL PAA-18~ PA N~30PA EP LAX 780704 01 
-UNI1l50SHI .... S. OK. DRAINEDr'TTCl"<iTll~PiND-CHI~Clqu:,-~ CCI'It"UTJ;;R .. ~n 
t1I't. OK. 
II" 120 1.118 
2/-31"'000-001 FC ELlv AND lAB CONI .. OENRe PAA-121 PA N742PA EC FHA 1800101 01 IF 1.21S"· 
27-31-000-001 
BTB DUE ELEV FELL LITE STAYED ON AfTER SYS 2 AND 3 WERE PRESSURIZED. WHEN CONTROL COLUMN IS MOVED 
FWD OR AFT LITE GOES ollr MOMENTARILY. UNABLE TO PERFORM FEEL CCMP TEST PER MM 27-32-14 DUE LACK 
Of 'Eal ~UU'r. ALI lESt COL. FORC~ DID NO' UECR~ASE WJ,H .JAB .0 PULL NOS~ ur. COMP HON·~TT-FftK. 
DLH HAD UNIT IN POOL WITH SABENA. NECY TO OET OK FROM BRU TO USE. OK DLYD DUE HOLIDAY. RPLD UNIT 
AND OPS CK OK. 
FC ELEV AND TAB CONT - GENRL PAA-270 PA N803PA ED CCS 7601127 01 I .. IC 
BTB. ON CONTROL CK DURING TAXI OUT. A THUMP IS HEARD ----------------------------~W~H~E~N~ETL~E~v~A~I~O;~R~RCE~A;C~H~E;S~E~I~r~HERlFDLCL~OFP~O~R~Fnu~LiL~D~O~W~N~.~gw~ITI~Hr-----------------------------------~­
HYD PWR Off NO THUMP HEARD. MADE VISUAL CONTROL CK. CKD 
CABLE RUNS AND PULLEYS. ALL fOUND OK. DISCUSSED WITH 
MJ NYC. AIC RELEASED. 
27-31-130-021 COMPUTER. ELEV fEEL PM-178 PA N6~3PA EC LHR 780628 01 u: 100 
1 
2.D2 
.00 
il--- ~~~L~L~~~l~~DF ~~~ ~~~~s~~0~7~~ T ~~D L ~~:~ NE~O O~ELP ~LLp~~~O~~~~S~~;~T I 
• STATIC CHECKS PER t1I't AND TEST OK. UNABLE BORROW fEEL COMPUTER CN 70772. il __ _ 
, 
27-31-312-101 
~,:..._~7-31-67~-051 
c 
.. I 
LINE.ELEV AND TAB CONT HYDIGENRLI PAA-129 PA N742PA EC fRA 760~09 01 If 002 .36 
NR 3 HYD OTY DROPPED fROM 4.~ TO 2.~ IN 1 HR. fND RUNNING LEAK FROM NR 3 HYD SUPPLY LINE TO ELEV 1 
FIE~ COMPUiER, R~f 2J-31-14-po-2uz-FTB.201, REIORQUEU b NUl AI FEEL CUHPIR ANO~AK CK OK~----------
CONTROL UNIT. ELEV POWER PAA-209 PA N654PA ED JfK 760726 01 If 166 6.23 
AIC LATE IN CGO DUE HEAVY MAINT ITEMS. LIMITING ITEM. REPLACEMENT Of LT. INBD ELEV PWR PKG DUE 
INTERNAL LEAKAGE. DLY-EXTENDED DUE NEC REMOVE NEW PKG AND REPLACE LOWER MOUNT BOLTS DUE DAMAGED. ____ 
1 
I 
I 
t:<:I 
\J1 
I-' 
07122/80 
--
ASN 
27-31-6711-0111 
27-32-420-081 
27-38-000-001 
27-41-000-001 
27-41-280-211 
-
27-41-280-211 
27-41-312-081 
-
--- -
fLIGHT DELAYS fOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURINe 1878 PAGE 10 
fLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS ,. , 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF fN DEL TI 
CONTROL UNIT. ELEV POWER •.•..•.. PAA-203 PI' N802PA EC JfK 780722 01 IF 201 12.72 
IUD U" .......... "un ......... " .. "V 'u<>n ""<." HOI REIUF<N 10 NEUIML. SliD EQUIP REPLeD RI IB ELEv PWR PK. 
RELAY. ATUDE/STALL WARNe CGENRL) PAA-284 PI' N61111PA EC LAX 781021 01 IF _.73_ 
ATT WARNINe STICK SHAKER CAME ON DURING TAXI PULLED C/B TO 
SILENCE. RESEATED COMPUTER. REPOSITIONED VANE. NO HELP. 
RESEATED R8113 RELAY AND OPS OK. 
.-
ELEV I NOG AND WAROO - GENRL .... PAA-01l3 PI' N747PA EC LAX 780222 OJ' II" 811 .011 
l~ ~r?~O~~Ay:~EgN~E~~A~~~g '~~R~~~E~S~~~PDI~~~E:~SBb~ ~RM~EL~~~gDs~~Pp~~0~E~;~3~~~~ ~g~ER----1 
AND SYS CHKS OK. AFTER LITE REPOSND MANY TIMES AND BULB RPLD. LITE COMMENCED TO FUNCTION NRMLLY. 
AfTER T/O. CREW REPORTED SYS OPERATION IS NRML. 
HORZL STBLK CONT - GENRL ... " .. PM-186 PI' N770PA EC POX 7807011 01 II" 886. 1.118 
U 
IflM WHEN alAB IW,H SwJfCH DR MANUAL LEvENS MOVED SRAKE ~~LCA~~ ~JI~~ c" au. -'ij 
CAPT REPORTS DELAYED TRIM RESPONSE. STAB TRIM MOTION INDICATOR ALSO DELAYED 
AND ABNORMALLY LOUD. VISUAL INSP OF STAB TRIM MECHNSM ALL OK. STAB CK PER !. 
27-41-06 PAGE 401/403 ALL NORMAL. RLEASED PER ATCC TELX. CI ENTERED 
REF NOISE LEVEL. , .. 
HOSE.STBTR MOD/U-TO-HYD MOTOR HYD PM-01l8 PA N6114PA ED GUA 780228 01 II" 3111 .30 
--_ .. 
ON WIA FND HYD LEAK FROM TAIL. TRACED TO RT STAB MOTOR. UPPER HOSE PN BACH3OBFIEOIIOT. INSTALLED 
I NTER I M HOSE ASSY. . 
HOSE.STBTR MOD/U-TO-HYD MOTOR HYD PAA-208 PI' N771PA ED SFO 780727 01 IF 874 2.02 
ON PUSHOUT. HYD LEAK FROM TAIL AREA. FOUND LINE FROM STAB MODULE TO R/H JACKSCREW MOTOR LEAKING. 
----"REPUCEtrTW"'fJ:EJrt:l NESlroE"'UNABLE I 0 I ELL IIA I eA DUrHElIVY SPRAY AND M fST,fflTCR"'ALSo-EXTENOED' DLY. 
LINE. HORZL STBTR CONT HYDCGENRL) PAA-014 PI' N733PA EC THR 780114 01 IF 002 
.77 1 
-.--.-----~--.~~--~--.-----.-.. ------.-~---.-. ~~~~ 
t>j 
IJI 
N 
i 
071221.,0 
I-
A~N 
27-41-312-08, 
21-41-312-081 
27-41-312-081 
c, - .. 1-312-081 
~ 
.. 
.. 
a 
-
~ 27-41-402-021 
!-~ i---27-~~-'-
~ 
: 
i l 
; 
. _ ... -..... - ~-, .. _---
" ~ 
II 
. - -. 
FLIGHT DELAYS FO~ PANAM B-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
PAGE lJ 
_. 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS 8TA DATE ACTS EOF .. N DEL TI 
.- .. 
LINE, HORZL 8lBTR CONT HYDIGENRLI PAA-014 PA N733PA EC THR 780114 01 IF 002 .77 
~~I:R~IJ A:~:"'ANDL~~:lL.E~O~~t.~N~\EA~U~T A~IJ N~~f O~f LT ~~~'TR;~U MOD~~E. "'Ti~HTENEDAN~ALi~~ OK. 
LINE, HORze SlelR CONI AYD(OEN~-114 PA NI$41'A EO SEA 180823 01 IF 123 .6:r 
ITEM 01< fOR HYD LEAK NBR 3 SYSTEM. ADDED D GALS HYD fLUID LEAK TRACED TO INBD END LEfT 
STABILIZER. PRESS LINE B NUT LOOSE ONE fULL ,TURN. LK OK AFTER NUT TIGHTENED. 
LINE,.~RZL ST~TR CONT HYDIBE~R.Ll PAII-2!!1 PA N7.32PA EC .SYD 180814 01 II' ..~ NO: MRS, NBN 3 HYDRAULIC SVS_EM fQ':S $tQW .... ~N\. r-gUflU EVIDENCE OF fLUID'lN RUDDER AREA BUT LEAK CHECK OK. FO~ND FLUID L~KING AT RH ELEVATOR OUTBOARD END. DE-
ACTIVATED N8R 3 SYSTEM LINE TO THE OUTBOARD PACKAOE 
~~~ ,LCQ~t. AND HAD Iwe PINHOLES IN Ii, CAPPIiOD LiNE 
OFr AT THE STABILIZER SWIVEL fiTTING, CI COVERS. 
I 
LINE., HOHZL SIBIR Ca~ENRLJ PAA"213 PA NIIO". 
.." oror 'DU .... U U I r 
NBR 2 HYD SYSTEM LEAK. STOPPED WITH EDP SUPPLY OFF ..• 
FOUND NBR 2 SYSTEM LINE TO STAB BRAKIiO RELEASE LEAKING 
11'\ SECI lI8. REPAIRED LINE W, UN''''" -ANU Lt.AII.- CHt.t;I\ 'OJ<;. i DELAY EXTENDED DUE EXCESSIVE FLUID MIST IN COMPT AND NECESSARY TO SHUT'DOWN APU AND EVACUATE WITH AIR CONDo ~ 
_. __ .• II 
PUMP, HORZL STBTR STBY HYD ..... PA,'I-074 PA 1'1742PA EO SYD 78031D 01 IF 812 1.67 
HYD LEAK IN TAIL AREA. FND LEAK AT STAB MOROT/PUMP SHAFT SEAL. RPLD MOTOR/PUMP USING NONPooL 
LOAN. ._. 
SEAL, HORZL STBTR CONT HYDIGENRLI PAA-214 PA N038PA EP LAX 780802 01 I" 002 .70 
.. 
INBOUND ITEM REQUESTING LEAK CHECK OF N8R 2 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM. FOUND STABILIZER 
TRIM MODULE LEAKING FROM A SOLENOID, REPLACED 0 RING. POSITION WAS RH. 
_._. 
~ .. . ,,'-: 
. ,-_.", .............. __ . __ . __ ... ,._ ... _" .. , ..... , .. -, . -, -,,' .-.. _-_ ... p-.---'.~.--- .. ----.. -.--.--.---,,-.. ,,- .. , .. ,_ .... , ...... " .. , _. ---_._,,, ........ ",,._-_ .. , -'---",--,,- ,/~ .-' .. -. 
. •. "., -.. --.-"-.---. - ."." .... ,_ .. -
t>:I 
VI 
W 
I 
I 
i 
07122180 
ASN 
27-41-022-042 
27-41-022-042 
FLIOHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURINO 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REO NO MS STA DATE ACTS 
SWITCH,ELEV OPAD HOSTB CONT LIMIT PAA-274 PA . N734PA EC LHR 781001 01 
TI ME"" "21r.7l)" • 
STAB WOULD NOT.MOVE NOSE DOWN WITH CAPT'S OR FlO'S TRIM SWITCM. 
BRAKe REL LITES WERE OUT. ORD OPS CHECK8 OK. FOUND LAROE 
olFFERANCE IN ELEV OPERATED CUTOUT SWITCH OPERATION. FOUND 
SWITCIfADJ:L~R;S DAULY !iDR"'--REI'\:"ACEIJ~ITr;HES WIIA SWTTCl'n'"I«lI'I-BA. 
SWITCH,ELEV OPRD HOSTB CONT LIMIT PAA-Z7D PA N732PA 
STAB TRIM CONTROL INOP NOSE UP AT BOTH PILOTS POSN. 
CHKD SW CONTACTS S4D7 FOUND OK. CHKD PWR AT DB 188A 
EC MNL 781002 01 
PAGE 12 
EOF FN DEL TI 
., 16.00 
IFIC UI.OO 
• AND 18SA PIN 18 BOTH HAVE 28V PWR WITH PICKLE SW IN 
r NOSE UP POSN. FoRIREA TIS fOONDrNOlP,gW~R~To~p~lnN~1~Dr70~Nr-------------------------------------­
TRIM CONTROL MODULES A&B. TRACED PROBLEM TO DOWN 
ELEVATOR OPERATED SW. REWIRED CIRCUIT TO USE A AlP 
______________ -=SW~IT:.;C=H.:...;.A::.;N::::D_:R.ELEASED WITH A AlP I NOP. 
27-41-D76-781 
27-41-687-101 
, .. _ .. -
VALVE,HORZL STBTR MODIU MONTD SID PAA-OOD PA N030PA EK JFK 780100 01 I' 870 1.07 
ON w7A FND HYD LEAK fR~IL c~rl. IRAC~u 10 HI ~'AB IHIM ~oNI :UU~E urPER ~OLENOID VLV. RPLD ]1 I 
W'RI:U~L~:::ES:::RF:::: L:::N::jOK~AA_211 PA N132PA EC HNL IOT004 aT TF O.D~ 
ELEC TRIM TOWARD NOSE UP IS INOP FROM BOTH 
YOKE POSITIONS UNLESS FWD YOKE PRESSURE IS EXERTED. ·---------TliN~FICT;INCrNOSE UP EVE~~rg'no~pPR~E~S~Sr;E~X~E~R"I~E~or.~.=.=.~.------------------------------------------ '1 
AFTER EXTENSIVE ATTEMPTS AT SWITCH RIDDING FOR ELEV 
OPERATEO SWITCHES, FOUND WIRES TO SW 678 HOOKED UP 
WRONG. REWIRED SW AND STAB TRIM OPS NORMAL. 
MOD/U,. HORZL STBLR TRIM CONT PAA-281 PA N749PA EC LHR 781018 01 IFIS 
-------~8T61BRAK~SE LIIE 001 WREKInn7NerTu-rRTtl~SMI~AuB-------------------------------' 
NOSE DOWN FROM EITHER PICKLE SWITCH FOR NBR 2 SYS. 
MANUAL OPER AND NBR 3 SYSTEM OPER OK. TRACED PRDB TO 
LH STAB TRIM CONTROL MODULE. SW'D EQUIP DUE CREW DIDNT 
WANT )0 OPER PER MEL 21-26. REPLACED hUDDLE AND OP£R:OK---------------------------------------
, 
.-.•.. --.-- -. __ .. _-----_._ .. _. --~.- ..• -.--.---_ ... 
. _------_._-.. - -----------------
• 2.22 ~ 
.. _._.1 
tzj 
VI 
.Jl-
...... _ .. __ ... _. "'--"-'--"---
07/22/80 FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEET DURING 1878 PAGE 13 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
----------------
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
27-41-687-101 MOD/U, HORZL'STBLR TRIM CONT PAA-281 f'A N748PA . EC LHR 7111018 01 IFIS 2.22 
AFT'R EDUIP SWItCH. 
27- .. " -887-101 MOD/U. HORZL STBLR TRIM CONT PAA-313 PA N901PA ED LHR 781108 01 IF 4.411 
CLOSEOUT PREV REPORTED HYO LEAK MDR 312 
ITEM 18 REPLACING STAB HYO MODULE. 
~60-312-071 LINE, fC SPLR HYD PRES .. (GENRL) PAA-l~8 f'A N740PA EC NAN 780607 01 '1' 111\ .117 
AFTER PRESSURIZING N8R 4 HYD SYSTEM ELECT PUMP, FOUND HYD LEAK ON SPOILER OOWN LINE. -----------------------7L~EAK TRAcED TO LINE IN RIH wHEEL wELL. LIRE FOUND CRACKED AND REPLACED wITH INTERIM 
HOSE. DAMAGED LINE LEFT I NSTALLEO, LEAK,CHECK OK. 
~7-61-224-621 FTO, FLG~ HVO LINE (GENRL) PAA-288 PA "748PA EC IAR 181010 01 IF 4,Zn-1 ' 
N8R 2 HYD SYSTEM 3 GALS LOW AND A HYD LEAK 
FROM RH WING OUTBD CANOE ... FOUND N8R 10 SPOILER I 
STALLED PART SVCD HYD SYSTEM AND LEAK CHK OK. 
AcTUATOR PRESS LINE TEE FITTING CRACKED. IN- I 
~ 27-61-670-161 CONIU, F/SPL POwER IPCO) (ACTR)----p~-D4G PA NG53PA EC-.vO 18021~ 01 IF 002 3.42 
• NR 3 HYD aTY DROPPED TO 6 GALS DURING APPROACH. FND VLV HOUSING CRACKED ON NR I SPOILER 
LI 
" 2 
xl 
pWR PACKAGE C/N 72710 NON KIT TYO. BORROWED SAME FROM JAL. RPLD pWR PACKAGE. OPS AND LEAK OK OK. 
27-61-675-161 CON/U, f/SPL POWER (PCU) (ACTR) PAA-248 PA N732PA EC fRA 780805 01 IF 1.87 
---------·---·--HYD'RAIJCT'C"TE)\KrROfII'IBll-2'-SPClILER'ACTUA'TOR---------'-----------------
CAP ITEM 35, 27-61-08-01. REPLACED O-RING AND STILL HAD 
SLIGHT LEAKAGE. INSTALLED SLIGHTLY THICKER PACKING. 
27-62-008-111 ACTUATOR, GRD SPLR PAA-033 PA N656PA EC HNL 780202 01 IF 
HISTORY NOR 2 HYD SYSTEM fLUID LOSS. fOUND A PLUG LEAKING ON THE NBR 3 SPOILER ACTUATOR, 
---.----------·----SEAI:SANlJLEl'Jt"L:RE'CK""O~-·--· 
1112 1.03 I 
REPLACE,? .. - .. -.- I 
'1' 
~- - ~ . .,... .. ----.. "'...-=~-~~.-,==..:....-~="'"-== .... ~:=.:-.:=-.. ~---- .---=~-=- .. 
--- '-.---.".~- .. -,-'''''-'' .. -,-.. "." ... --.-.~- .. -_"_. ____ ,_" .... _,.-----0"._. __ -' .... ',,, ... ,_ ... _., ..... ,-,,,,,._-'._.-.,, ." n' ••• • r._ .... 
tz:I 
VI 
VI 
07122/80 fLIOHT DELAYS fOR PANAH B-747 fLEET DURING 1878 
FLIOHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
PAOE 14 
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REO NCI MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
27-62-008-111 ACTUATCIR. ORD SPLR PAA-033 PA N6116PA EC HNL 780202 01 IF 812 1. 03 
27-82-008-111 ACTUATOR. ORD SPLR PAA-084 PA NIIOIPA ED JfK 7803211 01 II' 331 6.88 
NR 4 "VD aval LCW;-fND--m!R-,--sf'CTl:ElfI\~ll:El\KnllrfRCrn"laTcm--~~f'LD af'CILt:R "'''1. 
~ 27-62-008-111 ACTUATOR. ORD SPLR •..•......•.. PAA-086 PA N732PA EC LHR 780327 01 If 1211 .~II 
PURSER REPClRTS LEfT INBD SPClILER LifTING UP APPROX 1 INCH. FND ACT PISTON JAM-NUT BAKCED Off 1/4 
INCH. RETORQUED AND WIRE-LOCKED. 
34-12-130-011 COMPUTER. AIR OATA ICADC) PAA-ll1l1 PA N7110PA EC HNL 780608 02 IZ 
INBOUND ITEMS, B AUTOPILOT INOP IN COMMAND HODE AND PITCHES DOWN IN ALTITUDE --------------------------'HO~L~D~MO~D~E~l:;A AUld PILOT INdP iN INS HOOE, AlP RED WARNING LlbHf ON SIEADILY: ALSO ~u~ 
2' INOP. REPLACED INS NAV UNIT NBR 1 AND NBR 2 CADC CN 73480. DELAY DUE OBTAI NINO 
POOL CADC fROM UAL POOL NOTE NO HRS ,CODES APPLY. 
34 -12-130-011 COMPUTER, AIR DATA ICADC) PAA-2211 PA N743PA EC 1ST 780813 01 
NO HRS. ABORTED TAKEOFf DUE TAKEOFf WARNINO HORN. CHECKED BRAKE ENERBY 
------------------------r<itHARTANu COOLING liME bObS HINoIES. PROBLEM iSOLATED 10 FIbS CADS 
34-21-1112-011 
COMPUTER ALTITUDE WARNING INOP. SWAPPED BOTH COMPUTERS AND BOTH UNITS 
OROUND OPERATION OK. DELAY EXTENDED DUE BRAKE COOLING TIME. AfTER TIO 
CREW RADIO'D ALL OK. 
COUPLER, REMOT MAB COMPS PAA-0311 PA Nell6PA EC SYD 780204 01 
IF 
IF 
841 
012 
812 
.00 
1.118 
.10 
~HRS C/BPOPPTNcr.-:-:TSDOITEtrf'R08LEM 10 COMPlIS""CIruPt:ER, REPLACED SAJ'IEII:ND'"t:TFTEo-cJlft:--------
34-21-1112-011 COUPLER, REMeT MAO COMPS PAA-01l7 PA N7110PA EC SFO 780226 01 If 124 .08 
30 MINS PRIOR TO DEPT. NR 1 COMPASS WUD NOT SLAVE TO PROPER HEADING. RPLD COMPASS COUPLER. 
----_ .. _-, 
~,-----,-----,--... -"-.-.-.,.-.--.--,.---.-.. ,-... ,.--._-------_._-----,------._--------
tz:I 
VI 
0\ 
-----_._----------- .-. 
07122180 FLIGHT DELAYS FOR PANAH 15-747 FLEET DURING 1878 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
-
.M'" ~ 
:1 
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO /'IS STA DIITE ACTS EOI' 1'1'1 DEL TJ 
34-21 -1112-011 CCUPLER, RENOT MAG COMPS ....... PM-061 PA NII31PA EP SYD 780302 01 II' 816 .12 
A I u<.r ,.!'On " ..... n ... A .... · SPL I T ., DO DEQ:> -}I;I'Itrl'Icr:>YNCff. IWLO COMPASS ........... L<. ... 
34-21-1112-011 COUPLE~, RENOT MAG COMPS . " .... PAA-IOI PA N7311PA EC AHS 780411 01 II'IC 101 
.oj -
ON DEPT HOG FLAG ON 1'10 HSI, UNABLE TO TRANSFER OR GET RID OF FLAG. RESET CIB NO HELP. 
RPLD CCMPASS COUPLER NR 2, OPS NRML. BTB DUE 1'/15 COMPASS HOG FLAG DRDPPING INTD VIEW AT TIMES. 
SWAPPED COMPASS COUPLERS NR I ADN 2. FLAGS BOTH DUT 151' VIEW. CDUPLER CIN 73462. 
34-21-1112-011 COUPLER, REMDT MAG COMPS PAA-126 780007 161 
I 
0"" •• PII NIIOIPA ED DEL 01 II' 8.32 II 
. - ITEH;INRI ASI READING FLAG AND NR 2 ~FF-FLAO IN viEw. FND NR I C~UPLER FAUCty, C~ .. 
73412 NON-KIT. CREW REST CALLED. RPLD WITH AIR INDIA 24 HRS NON-POOL LOAD PART AND OPERATION NRML. 
~4-21-1152-011 CClUPLER, REMeT flAB COMPS ....... PM-19S PA N74SPA EC ~UA 1801., 02 IF tslg---.32 
CLWS LIGHTS WERE FLASHING. HEADING LIGHTS 151'1, NO HEADG FLAG IN VIEW, RMI'S 120 DEG SPLIT. 
SWAPPED COMPASS COUPLRS & NR I & 3 INS NAV UNITS & PROB CLEARD. 
- .. 
34-26-000-001 FLGHT DIRTR - GENRL •• 11 •••• • ••• PAA-11I6 PA N7411PA EC Hi'lL 71106011 01 IF 
--. OLIDE SLOPE FLAB IN viEW ON CAP. S H31. SWAPPED vOR REC'S NO HELP CYCLED CIS'S 
AND PROBLEM CORRECTED. 
-:J4-26' -----r-------~F~L~DIRIR - GENRL •..•••...... PAA-126 PA N732PA EC LRR 180006 01 IIC TF f23 .30 
34-26-000-001 
----~-. 
AT DEPT TIME, CAPT REPORTED THAT NR I HSI GIS BAR WUD NOT MOVE ON TEST OR FROM CO-PILCTS XFER 
SW. Ct~D CAPTS HSI, 1'1'10 OK. CYCLED RADIO/INS SW SEV TIMES AND GIS SYS CKS OK. 
FLGHT DIRTR - GENRL PAA-226 PA Ni:l36PA EP BAH 780814 01 IF 114 .112 
------~RTClR DEPI. C~Dr~13-~ND'~F~~SWA~Eo_r_AN~D~3~N~A~V~U~N~I~1~S~,----------------------------­
NO HELP. SWAPPED 2 AND 1 NAV UNITS, NO HELP. INST NEW ADI INDICATOR, 
1'115 HELP. INST AL UNITS IN THEIR ORIG POSITIONS AND FLAGS DISAPPEARED. 
=_.~~.:.--~~~~~._="-. ~=_.T.= __ ~. ____ ~ ____ .. __ ~,. __ . ______ . _. ______ . -------------1 
._--_..:.-_---------------------_ .. _---,- ..... "" .... " ..•.. ,. __ ., .. -.......... _ ............. _ ...•..... __ .. _ ......... -, ... _ ..... _."._,._-_ .. --. 
.. _._._".,,"' ..... ,-------
trj 
V1 
...., 
07/22/80 
r-
ASN 
34-28-000-001 
34-26-000-001 
34-28-138-1111 
i 
! 
I 
I ! I 
34-28-284-481 
l 34-43-602-461 
'-- ---
34-48-000-001 
34 -48-136-221 
FLIGHT Of LAYS FOR PANAM B-747 FLEfT OURING 1878 PAGE 16 
FLIGHT CONTROL OELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
FLGHT OIRTR - GENRL • 'I •• , ••••• , PM-228 PA N6:18PA ED I1IA 780817 01 IF 30:1 1.33 
PRIOR nl DEPARTURE, CREw ADviSED IHE FIe'S ASI FLAG wAS IN VIEW, 
INDICATOR SWAP NO HfLP. RELEASfO FLAG IHOP PfR ATCC, 
COORDINATED WITH OPfRATIONS ENG I NfERING. 
-
FLGHT DIRTR - GfNRL ............ PM-276 PA N6:16PA EC LHR 781003 01 IF 1.08 
CAPTS RMI AND HSI COMPASS READS 40 DfG OFF, 
~i .. l~b:~c:u. C~p~~$~~~[~~· R~~~~~~~ :~ ~"Hl~' 
FIJLO SENSOR, STILL NO. RfLEASED WITH NBR I COMPASS 
INOp . 
CONNR, FLGHT DIRTR ADI ......... PAA-OOI PA N733PA EC RIO 780101 01 IF 1116 .42 
DURING ENO SIARI CAPT REPeRIED HIS ADI IUMBLEb WITH fLAB. SWAPPED ADa S AND BOTH eKa OK. -
INDR, ATUDE DIRTR IHDI,FPDI,FDI) PAA-3113 PA N6118PA ED MIA 7812111 01 IF .38 H 
CO-PILOTS ATT SPHERE IS ERRATIC IN PITCH AND ROLL " 
PLUS/I1INUS 4 DfGS. ROLL, PLUSIMINUS 1 DEG PITCH. 
B AlP ALSO EFFECTED. RfPLACED NBR 2 ADI. 
WIRING, GRD PXMTY WARNG .IGENRLl PM-077 PA N738PA EC JFK 780318 01 IF 201 4.13 
---.--FEe PICK-UP GRD PRcx-1~~IICHED EQUIP DUE WIRING PROS SEHIND NR LRRA RII RECPI. 
LOW RANGE RADIO ALTM - GENRL PAA-3:16 PA N743PA EC HNL 781222 01 
CREW RfPORTS NBR 2 LRRA INDICATOR ROTATING CONTINUOUSLY. REPLACED 
TIR AND STILL SAME. REINSTALLED ORIGINAL UNIT AND OXI'D. 
CONNR, LOW RANGE RALTM .. IGENRL) PAA-OIII. PA N744PA EC JFK 780401 01 
IF .12 
IF 110 2.110 
~ ~=RR~gT~~~cA~l~~~C~L~'W~: ~1~~R~NPZ~~~~C~;b ~~~2~HORTfD PLUG IN LRRA RACK. ROBBED N742 ON I 
______ o ____ -==-=-__ == __ =--=======-=-= ____ ~~~~ ~=~~---_=J 
trl 
VI 
00 
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ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
34-48-136-221 CONNR, LOW RANGE RALTM .. (GENRL) PAA-OIII PA N744PA EC JFK 780401 01 IF 110 2.80 
34-48-880-0111 TRANSCEIVER, LOW RANGE RADIO,ALT" PAA-023 PA N748PA EC JFK 780123 01 IF 002 .12 
~ AT DEPT, CAPIS L~RA FAILED. SWAPPED IRANSCElvERS. RELEASED Ale WIIH FlO'S IHOP. 
34-48-8:10-091 
34-48-15150-0111 
TRANSCEIVER, LOW RANGE RADIO ALTM PAA-087 PA N749PA EC SFO 780328 01 IF 124 
PRIOR TO DEPT. GRD PROXIMITY WARNING SYST BEGAN GIVING FALS AURAL AND VISUAL WARNINGS AND NR 
ILRRA CYCLED RAPIDLY. RPLD LRRA RIT AND WAS OK. 
TRANSCEIVER, LOW RANGE RADIO ALTM PAA-161 PA N744PA EC JFK 780610 01 IF 002 
.12 
.22 
r NBR I LRRA INOP - REPLACED TIR 
t_ 
I 
34-48-15150-0111 TRANSCEIVER, LOW RANGE RADIO ALTM PAA-2154 PA N734PA EC TYO 7801111 01 IFIC 1.07 
BTB tAPIS GPWS ACTivATED O~BO~~LT CAPT 
FLUCTUATING. REPLACED NBR I LOW RANGE RADIO ALT TEST'S 
OK. GPWS BITE CHECK OK ALSO. 
34-48-15150-0111 TRANSCEIVER, LOW RANGE RADIO ALTM PAA-333 PA N744PA EC FRA 781121102 IF .27 
INORDINATE AVIONICS WORK LOAD ON SEVERAL AIC SIMULTANEOUSLY. --------.--------------~L'I~HrrITTnINDITTEMS RaR I ADF-NOTIPOTNTTNarcoRRFEC~ILrTr,~RnE~p~L~A~C~E;DrRR~Er.C~.------------------------------------­
NBR 2 LRRA INOP. REPLACED T/R. 
:J1I~411~OOt>-ODI INRTL NAv SVS (INS) - GENRe .... PAA--1I8 PA Nt53DPA EP STO 180428 01 IF 8nr----'.82 
34-411-000-001 
PRIOR DEPT. ALL 3 INS SYSTS WAYPOINTS SHIFTED. AT CREW REO RERACKED ALL 3 NAV UNITS AND REALIGNED. 
NRS I AND 2 CKD OK. BUT NR 3 REPEATED A WAY POINT SHIFT, RELEASED NR 3 OPERATIVEIN ATTITUDE MODE 
--------15NLY • 
INRTL NAV SYS (INS) - GENRL PAA-2015 PA N739PA EC SNN 780724 01 IF 020 15.015 
'~...:...,;:.-__ ~ ---~- _. --== _ .. _. '~"""'O==----==-~_~='"","'~""'--"-----'----'--' .... 
------------------------" ._,,,.,,--"_._-""'--""'"_._-"-_.""""-----""'"""'".,, ... ,""""".' .,' ''''-'"-'_._'' -_. ' 
-.--~--.. --.. -- --_ .... __ . 
t<1 
VI 
\D 
r~ 
I 
__ PO ~ 
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FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS .. 
I- -----.. 
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
.. ~ 
34-49-000-001 INRTL NAV SYS (INS) - GENRL .... PAA-20Q PI'. N739PA EC SNN 780724 01 IF 020 IS.OQ 
NO. I ANIl 3 INS SYSTEMS RAVE RED LIIE ON. SWAPPiNG UNiTS NO HELP. A/C RELEASED BLUE SPRUCE ROUTE. 
34-451-000-001 INRTL NAV SYS (INS) - GENRL .... PAA-213 PI. N6Q7PA EC CCS 780801 01 IF 201 .... 2 
.. 
AT DEPT TIME, CAPT REPORTEO N8R 2 INS INOP. SWAPPED WITH NaR 3. p 
34-4&-000-001 iNRTL NAV SYS IINS) - GENRL .... PAA·26tS PA NSaBPA EP LAX 780822 01 iF ... u 
AT DEPT INS 2 WARNING LIGHT CAME ON AND DISPLAY 
WENT 8LANK .••. SWAPPED NAV UNIT AND CDU AND NO HELP. 
:~LEgNS~:: ~~F S~~~,~Np~~~R~~H~u~'''SPLA~" A~~IN'~~~~ 
8LANK AND LITE ON, RECYCLED AND OPERATION OK. 
3"'-"'11-000-001 INRTL NAV SYS (INS) - GENRL .... PAA-291 PI. N903PA ED JFK 781018 01 IF .32 I 
CREW REPORTED NaR I INS INOP. RECYCLED UNIT i 
.. " ... ,,'rUt J nu"""L. • 
1.68j 3"'-"'11-000-001 INRTL NAV SYS' IINS) - GENRL .... PAA-296 PI. NIS33PA EP AKL '781023 01 IF 
S 
I NBRI INS HOG FLAG IN VIEW IN NAV MaDE. NBR J : 3 INS PREV INOP DUE ATT PROBLEM. TOOK NaR I NU AND INST L IN NBR 3 POSITION. TOOK NBR 3 NU AND PUT IN NBR 2 POS-- ---- ITlcm:--NBR-:rMJIRST'lJIN"NB1< I. 1<1>1< I SySIEM NOW 
! OPS NORMAL IN NAV AND ATT, NBR 2 INOP IN ATT MaDE, N8R 
.. __ .1 3 INOP IN NAV MODE. L 
----------.• .-
~ 34-451-000-001 INRTL NAV SYS (INS) - GENRL .... PAA-341 PI'. N749PA EC LAX 781207 01 IE .00 ~ ~ A AlP WOULD NOT ENGAGE, RED AlP LITE ON, THIS IN COMMAND MaDE. o. : ---- -----.-- -----o/AS"1lKIrrRAtlTcr.-l'RO~-."NT£RflnTANT"-A.,ID>IOOLD-CDME_.mtrOO . .--_ .. " 
~ 8 AlP WOULD ONLY FOllOW N8R 2 HOG 8UG IN INS MODE. ON GROUND CHK, N8R I HSI HEADING FLAG IN VIEW PLUS NAV FLAG. REPLACING ~ NAV UNIT NO HELP. SWAPPED NAV UNITS AND NOW HAD HOG FLAGS IN 
.---.------- --'--'--"'BOTl1l"N:rsTS~"ROBBED-1OOIUNTTs-FRtlI'I'INSD A/C, IHEN NSR 2 .-._._-
~ .. 
~ .-.... -........ -....... - .. ----..... - ... _ ....... _ .... --- --
.----- . 
~ 
.... --'.'- -
••• __ "'-"0- _. __ ., __ • __ ••• _________ ._ •••••••• _ ."'" _ ._ •••• ___ 0' ____ •• 
..- ,-- -.. ---- .--_ .. .... . . 
----_._........ ----_._-----_._-----
t"2 
c-
o 
• % 
/,' 
07/22180 
ASH 
34-411-000-001 
34-411-000-001 
__ ~411-136-1I01 
_________ -------.-.--- . - -J' 
FLIOHT DELAYS FOR PANAM B-747. FLEET DURINO 11178 
FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
NOMENCLATURE AIL REO NO KS STA DATE ACTS 
INRTL HAV SYS 111'15) - OENRL PAA-341 PA N7411PA EC LAX 781207 01 
FLAG OK BUT NBR I STILL NG. AFtER SWitCHING INS-XFR SW FROM 
CAPT TO FlO, FLAO APPEAREO IN N8R 2 AND COULO THEN NOT EXTING-
UISH SAME. SUSPECT NAV UNITS BURNING OUT DUE WIRING PROBS. 
INRTL NAV SYS IINS) - GENRL PAA-361 PA NII02PA EC ~K 781227 01 
EOF 
IE 
IF 
NBR 3 INS RED LITE ON CODE 63, AND NBR __ 1--=.;1 N~S:.....:I~N::S:.:Ec:;R~T_::L.:.I.:.TE::..... ______________ _ 
STAVED CN. RECYCLED NaR I ~~-
CONNR, _INS NAV/U ............... PAA-004 ,.A N7411PA EC Hi'lL 780104 01' IF 
PAOE III 
FN DEL TI 
.00 
.08 
826 ti.37 
NR 2 INS 11'11,., CDU BLANK EXCEPT fOR INTERNAL LITES. FND OPEN IN WIRE NR TN2077. PIN NBR 48'AT 
CONNECTOR NR BIIOF Of CONTROL SELECTOR. DIA 34/41/22 PO 2. RPLD CONNECTOR ANO OPS OK AIC SWAP TO 
_________ MINIMIZE DLY~. _____________________________ ~ ____________ _ 
34-411-136-1101 CONNR, INS NAV/U PM-IIO PA N744PA EC RIO 780420 OZ IF illS 2.1111 
OFf, NIU CN 73402 NIS. INS 3 INOP/C.I. INBD, NIU fAILED. 
~~s , WARNING ~CA~ AND pj b A tB POPPED. FHO NAV uNI. CP JIB ~IN 3 BURNI ] 
34"411'36a~2111- ·-----·PANEL7IlIS~-_::_:_.- -PAA--078 PA "'4IPA EC JFK 18031>. 02 .F 100-- :72-
fLT CREW P/U, NR 3 INS INOP TO PREVENT DELAY ENTERED C.I. AND PLACED NR 3 INS TO ATTITUDE, THEN 
CREW REPORTED NR I INS INOP. RPLD CDU AND NAV UNIT . 
.... -- - .. ----.. - ... _- ---- ---------. --.-.--- -----.-
34-411-368-Z91 
34-411-368-2111 
PANEL, INS CONT/DSPLY (CDU) PAA-16Z PA N7S0PA EC Hi'lL 780611 02 IF 8116' 
-'--HElR" Z,NS'lIENT BLl(NICAND NIlR' 5 I NS-Al..READrTNOP"LJUE "WARI'ITNOLl UH I NAV DNII NIS;---------
ROBBED UNIT AND INSTALLED NeR 3 POSITION. AFTER REL THE NBR 2 INS WENT BLANK 
AOAIN; SWAPPED NAV UNIT DISPI.AY UNIT WITH NBR 3 AND NOW NBR 2 INS OK. 
PANEL, INS CONT/DSPLY (CDU) PAA-228 PA NS36PA EP BAH 7801116 01 IF 021 
NBR I INS CDU LITES FAILED JUST PRIOR TO DEPT, NO ADI FLAOS 
"SHCJIIN. -;-:SIIAPPEONBR ·1---CDU~ITR·NBR"--:r.-·OPS- OK.-LlEL:A"YEO- ----------. 
. liZ 
J 
.42 I 
! 
t:I:j 
0-
t-' 
--
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FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
c--. 
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
34-411-368-2g1 PANEL, INS CONT/DSPLY (CDUI .... PAA-228 PA NII36PA EP BAH 780816 01 IF 021 .42 I 
ExtiRD£D FMR ALIGNMENt. i 
34-4g-368-2g1 PANEL I INS CONT/DSPLY (CDUI PAA-2711 PA N7111PA EC OSA 781002 02 IF 2.13 I .... 
NBftS I AND 3 INS RED WARNING LITES ON. NAV UNIT CN 
" 73402 AND COU CN 73401. REPLACED NBR I NAV AND CDU UNIT, 
OKS OK. NBR 3 INS CONTINUED INOP. 
-.-
34-4g-366-2g1 PANEL, INS CONT/DSPLY (CDUI t'" PAA-27g pA N8112PA EC TYO 781006 02 IB ·1.88 
AFtER tID FlO S GyRO AND INs wENI oor, WARNING 
ON INS. CAPT TOOK A/C. CHKD OUT INS AND DETERMINED 
UNSUITABLE FOR NAVIGATION ••. REPLACED NAV UNIT AND CDU • 
... 
34-4g-6112-021 NAVIOATION UNIT, INS. PAA-041 PA N73gPA EC FRA 780210 01 IF 002 .117 
ON PRE FLIGHT. _I INS FAILED CODE 003-022. SWAPPED NAV. UNIT WITH _3 POSOTION. 
34-4g-6112-021 NAVIGATION UNIT. INS PAA-0411 PA N740PA EC JFK 780214 01 IF 110 .67 I ir ON TAXI 001 CREW REPORTElJlllrll'lS fAILEO. REpLCD I'IAV DrH I. ALIGNMENI CHECK DK. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS 34-4g-6112-021 PAA-0211 PA FRA 7801211 01 N770PA EC IF 073 .211 I I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
%1 
AT DEPT. CREW REPORTS NR I INS WARN LITE ON. SWAPPED NAV UNIT WITH NR 3 POSN. 
""....,-", "''':;T:::T:-;;;'';"''';;;;';;';';''':;::-:'''::' ::::-: ... ::..::: .:::-::,,':. , ::v "'T, ,,';: '~ 
____ ORND CIiKS. 
34-411-6112-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ....•••••.. PA-067 PA NII34PA EP SFO 780308 01 IF 0011 .37 
NY i iNS RF il .. AMNia iii to t:AMrt:JN WHEN I NSER I 'NO RAMPPCSN. AC liON CODE WAS 4 I. SWAPPED NA ANa---
-.~ 
____ " ___ ·. ___ 'R_._ 
t>j 
0-
N 
.i 
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10F FN DEL TI 
34-4a-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ......•.••• PA-067 PA NS34PA II' Sf 0 780308 01 IF DOS .37 i 
3 NAV UNIKS. C.I. ENIERED. -, 
34-49-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS •..•....•.• PAA-086 PA N7SIPA EC FRA 780327 01 IF 073 ______ .3~.-1 
NR I INS WARN LITE CAME ON, DRIFT ANGLE AND GIS OFF. RPLD NAV UNIT WITH PART RECEIVED FROM LON. I 
--V4=-2{!I-692-021 NAVIOAIION UN. I, INS ........... PAA;'U92I PA N6t59PA EC OLA1 180404 01 iF 842 .30 -.f, I ON PREFLT, NR 2 INS WUD NOT ACCEPT WAYPOINTS. SWAPPED 2 AND 3 NAV UNITS AND BOTH SYSTS CKD OK. 
34-49-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-097 PA N731PA IC JFK 780407 01 IF 201 .23 
____________________________ ~P~R~IO~R~T~O~D~EPT. FLT CREW REPORTED NR 2 GYRO TUMBLED. RPLD INS 2 NAV UNIT. 
34-49-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS I'AA-099 PA N6S7PA EC lAD 780409 01 IF 106· .08 
AT CEPI, NH 2 INS RED WARNING LIIE ON AND~L~r.-~nn~~~-aNn~~nn~~~~~ 2 THEN OK. CONTINUED NR 3 INOP. rIg Au ..... ·~LEu. SWAPPED a AND 3' NAV UNIIS AMrMBR-
~1-----3.if"';4V"6V2"tl'Z1 I'OWTGATTCIrlJNII, INS ........... -PAA""TOII PA N/41PA EC FRA 160418 01 IF Ie 002 
BTB. ON STARTUP, NR I INS WARNING LITE ON AND CODES. SWAPPED I AND 3 NAV UNITS, ALIGNMENT ON NR 
10K. ENTERED CI NR 3 INOP_ 
.Cl8 
0:1 
34-49-692-021 
34-49-692-021 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-III PA N7331'A EC LAX 780421 01 ' IF 811 
AI UEPa liME, CREW REPORIEU "NR--,-r]'ijS DISPLAYED UNUSABLE DAIA CORiNO fRErC'. NO CIN 73402 NiS LAX'. 
INSTALLED BORROWED UNIT FROM TWA, HAD A RED WARNING LITE AT TURN ON, UNABLE TO EXTINGUISH. ROBBED 
NU AND CDU FROM N734, INSTALLED SAME AND SYS NOW OK. DIU'S REMOVED FROM N733 INSTALLED ON N7C14 
AND C.I. ENTERED. DLY EXTENDED DUE CORROW DROM TWA AND AWAITING ARRVL N7S4. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-IS7 PA NGSClPA EC JFK 780606 01 IF 100 
I. 93 
.3C1 
DELAY DUE NBR-,---.rNS~\lARNTNlTLTOH I ON. f L I UR I CREW PiCK UP. REPCAC'EOfIIP:V UN i I • I -"_. -----~ .. 
--------_._---------- -- ------------
,:." ...;._.,.= .-:,.:.:.;....;...'- "=.:" :"""._ :c.:=--",--=--=-==--;,,,,,,,,",,-,,,,,,,.-:,_=-c·:.·-=-·~==.:.::r_--;-;.-:-:.--._"T . ..:~-_.·._~~"",-=,",....-= .... -r~..:.~=.==',",""'~-~"=:- .... =,..~r"'!'""_~-----.----.- .-- ... _ .. __ .. 
t>:I 
0-
W 
" ! 
xl 
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FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS 
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EOF FN DEL TI 
34-4~-892-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-I~7 PA N6~~PA EC JFK 780608 01 I~ 100 .3~ I 
34-4Q-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-I64 PA N6~PA EO LHR 780613 01 IF 167 1.3J INS NBR 2 PtA.fORM lUMBL~U. ALL READdU.S ERRONEOUS. hALFUNCIION COUES iU2 AND 104. SWAP NBR 2 AND 3 INS NAV UNITS. NBR 2 NOW OK. ---~~~6V~21 HAVIGATION.UNII, INS ........... PAA-16b PA N/40PA EC LH" 18061. 01 IF 103 I.T8- I 
NBR 2 INS. UNABLE TO INSERT WAPOINTS. RECYCLED INS_ INSERT THEN ALL OK. DUE • 
REPLACED NAv uN11 NBA 3 POSITION. bPS CHECK OK. NO' , , .. ",V""" ...... " ... ,. ,.. , ... "'" "" , .. ,".0 , .. , ... , """,0. I 
34-4~-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ....•...... PAA-I34 PA N7~DPA EC JFK 780~14 01 IF 002 .48 
~~g-692-021 
34-4Q-692-021 
ON PREFLT, NR 2 INS DISPLAY FROZEN. RPLD NAV UNIT. AWAITED ALIGNMENT, OPERATION NRML. 
------RAA~~ArJON UNII, INS .•......... PAA-148 rA "WUIPA ~u HNL IdU~Zb 01.' all 
AT DEPT, NR 2 INS WARNING LITE CAME ON, HALF CODES 03/24. CIB RECYCLE NO HELP. SWAPPED 
NAV UNITS, DLYD REALIGNING. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-142 PA N732PA EC HNL 780522 01 I' 898 
"OWllEPICOCKP I i ADv D I HA I NR 2 I AS REO WARN I NO L I I E ON. SWA"PPEtr NN 2 AND 3-WAV ON I I S~"ER 
ALIGN, OPS OK. 
34;-4"V";;ggz;;~---"NAvIGAfION uNII, INS •••.••.•.•. -P'AA-':SO fA N6:S5PA" EC RIO 180:)3U 01 IF 016 
NR I NAV UNIT RECEPTICAL BURNED AND INS ONLY 0000 IN ATTITUDE MODE. AT DEPT, ATTITUDE HODE BECAME 
INOP ALSO. RPLD NAV UNIT AND ALL OPERATIONS WERE NRML FOR INS. 
:23 
.40 
.85 
34-4Q-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-210 PA N~3~PA EK SIN 78072~ 02 I' 878 r 1.02 j 
. ----------------------------sTB". NO. 2 INS COO REO WARN" LIIE ON MALfU~CMJrul/.J.,. SWAf"PEU iNS NAV ONII 10 NO. 3 POSrr,---
----.---.--.--- ----------
t>l 
0\ 
~ 
07122/80 F~IGHT DE~AYS FOR PANAM B-747 F~EET DURING 1878 
F~IGHT CONTRO~ OE~AY AND CANCE~~TION EVENTS 
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f- --------. 
ASN NOMENC~TURE AI~ REO NO MS STA DAT! ACTS EOF FN DE~ TI 
34-411-692-021 
coaLING FAN CAKiD OK, ENTERED C.I. ALSd AT BLdCRS, APU WCULU NOI START, NO RPH AND vdL1AGE 0 
~RMA~. 2ND ATTEMPT VO~TAGE DROPPED TO 8 VO~TS, USED OSE. 
NAVIGATION UNIT. INS •...•.••••. PAA-210 PA N03CPA EK SIN 780728 OZ IF 87:=1' 1.0: ,. 
--34-4"D~02l"----flAvIOAfldN ONI1. INS ........... PAA-In PA N74zPA EC LRR 780620 01 IF 101-- .. ,u I 
NBR 3 INS WARNING ~IGHT ON, CODES 34-42-02-01, REP~ACED NAV. UNIT. NBR 2 WARNINO ~IGHT 
sr 
~ ~. 
%1 
34-48-6I1Z-0ZI 
34-48-6112-021 
34-411-692-021 
-------
34-411-692-0ZI 
ON CODES 33-4Z-0I, IND. P~ATfORM PROBLEM, REPLACED NAV UNIT. BOTH SYSTEMS CHECK OK. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-Z41 PA N743PA EC TYO 7808Z11 01 
NB" I I,.., YLA'r.,1fI'I FAIU::U """'TPRIOR 10 m:'P,. NAV UN" N .... 
SWAPPED NBR'S I AND 3 NAV UNITS. CN 7340Z NIS REON NBR'S 
480 7-10 AND 382 2-8. 
NAVIOATION UNIT, INS PAA-248 pA N732PA 
AT DEPT. NBR I INS WARNING LIOHT CAME ON, REPLACE 
NAV U~II ~n I~~U~. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-204 PA N030PA 
BTB NBR I INS WARNING LIGHT ON WHEN POWER TRANSFERRED 
FROM APU TO SHIPS POWER, RESET TO ATT AND STBY NO HE~P. 
SWAPPED NBR I AND 3 NAV UNITS. SYSTEM CHECK OK. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-200 PA N77IPA 
EC ~HR 7801106 01 
EP ~HR 7801111 01 
ED MIA 7801liZ 01 
IF 
II" 
II" 
IF 
830 
------------------------.~s RED WARNING LITE ON. COULD ~SS£ERRTI--------------------------------------------­
NEW WAY POINTS. HSI DISPLAY ALSO INOP ... DUE NBR 3 INS 
A~READY IHOP IN CI. AND NEW NAV UNIT NOT AVAI~, HAD TO 
WAIT TIL~ ARR FLT 307 1'1654 IN ORDER TO ROB NBR 3 INS 
mv-uN11 AND INSI IN 111. 
34-411-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS .•......... PAA-261 PA N033PA EP HKO 7801118 01 IF 
.~ 
.. I 
.CC I 
1 
.6Z ~ 
P 
.112 
1.00 
_.. -'J 
~ 
0-
VI 
! , 
, 
._-_ .. 
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I FLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
-
ASN NOMENCLATURE AIL REG NO MS STA DATE ACTS EOF FN DEL TI 
.. -
34-4IJ-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ......... ,. PAA-261 PA N~33PA EP IiKG 7801118 01 IF I. 00 
ITEM RBR 2 INS FAILED IN FLT, N8~ OOOD IN AfT HOOE. " 
REPLACED NAV UNIT. 
--34-411-6112-0:21 NAviGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-2GG PA N741PA !C wAS 7801125 01 IF .~7 
NBR I INS HEADING WAS SHIFTING 
RAPIDLY, NO WARNING LIOHT OR MALFUNCTION CODE. 
SWAP -t.u "AY U".I I '" ""' .. OJ ..,,, II " .. ""u 1'11>" OJ ,,,,,r. 
34-48-682-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-327 PA N747PA EC /1IA 781123 01 IF ~.7~ 
NBR I INS INOP, CODES 01 13 31 34 3~ 42. NBR 3 INS IN C.I. I INOP. SWAPPED NAV UNITS FROM 2 TO I, 3 TO 2 AND I TO 3, NBR 
I NOW NORMAL. NBR 2 AND 3 RED FAILURE WARNING. NAV UNIT CIN 
--- I ':wol:! NIH AVAIL. UNIT sHIPpED FROM JFR NA 8b. REpLAcED NBR 
2 NAV UNIT AND NOW SYSTEMS I AND 2 NORMAL. 
I 
---1I~r-~ NAViGAtiON UNIT, INS ......... -.--;--PAX=33S1 PA N65S1PA EC JFR 781205 01 IF 
'_4] NeR 3 INS FAILED AT DEPT. MALFUNCTION CODES 02 I~ 16 
411. REPLACED NAV UNIT, .ALIGNMENT COMPLETED. 
~ --- .. --_ .. _-_.-
, ! : 34-411-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS •••••• 0 •••• PAA-348 PA NS38PA EP LAX 78121 ~ 01 IF 
.33 i 
i 
.. -.. ---- -"-------- -------- ---.- ;' --.roRlllilP'REFI:mHT;O};S-"'"'TOI'IBLE'D·~PO:CEtrNAV UIITT. 
34-48-692-021 NAVIGATION UNIT, INS ........... PAA-3~4 PA N733PA EC OSA 781220 01 IF .48 
34-48-692-021 
AFTER DOORS SECURED, CREW R£PORTS NBR 1 INS INOP. 
SWAPPED NAV UNIT WITH NBR 3 POS AND NBR 1 INS OK. 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-3::07 PA N743PA EC PPT 781223 01 
.. ________ .. ~!_!!EP!....~R 2 I NS I NO.... NO I NB ITEMS. SWAPPED NBR 2 AND 3 INS NU'S. 
------
IF 
- .. ---.-- _ .. ------------_._._-----_._--------------------
.33 
tz:I 
0\ 
0\ 
07122180 
ASN 
34-48-682-021 
--------------------- -------------------------
NOMENCLATURE 
fLIGHT DELAYS fOR PANAH 8-747 fLEET DURING 1878 
fLIGHT CONTROL DELAY AND CANCELLATION EVENTS 
AIL REG NO HS STA DATE ACTS 
NAVIGATION UNIT, INS PAA-3C17 PI. NII03PA ED LHR 781223 01 
PAGE 2C1 
e:Of fN DEL TI 
i 
II' I. 22 
----------------'~A-r-TNS INOP. REPLA~uV~UuNrl~I-.-----------------------------------------------------
34-81-000-001 
34-81-000-001 
VOR/LCLZR • GENRL PAA-083 PA N732PA EC fRio 780324 01 IF 481:1 
PRIOR TO PUSHGACK, CREW REPORTED flO'S VOR I' LAO IN VIEW. RERACKEO UNIT IN EIE CaMPT, CREW ELECTED 
TO CONTINUE. 
VOR/LCLZR - OENRL PAA-2112 PA N743PA 
BOTH VOR'S WEAK, PICK UP SIGNALS fROM ABOUT 80 NM IN. ----~S~USP£CT ANIENNAS NOT SWITCHING FROM LOCALIZER ANT. _Ale 
ROUTED TO NYC fOR fURTHER REPAIRS. ON 10/111/78, PI. EX-
PERIENCED TWO DELAYS ON AIRPLANE N743 DUE TO BOTH VOR'S 
e:C WAS 781018 _01 If 
.23 
1.33 
_____________ --D~~~~~~~~.-W-p~IArTH~B~~~~rOnIE~eDI~~:~N-~~~~~rR~~~~~S~ISr-~I$~-------------------------------------­
THEIR fiRST SUBJECT LIGHTNING DAMAGE. 
________ THEy TAU<.ED TO THE VENDOR WHO SAl D THEY HAVE SEEN SEV;;;ER;:A"'L;;-;-_______________ --______________ _ 
GROUNDED (CORROSION, ECTI. 
~~A:~~~p06NI~~~ ~:~O~~:~~~Ego~~~TH!~E~~O:~~fr:~~EC- ---- _n -I 
0_.·' ______ ... __ •. ___ . __ . ___________________________ _ 
-·~~l 34-81-136-022 CONNR. VOR/LC~ZR '" ..... (GENR~I PAA-020 PA NII03PA ED HIA 780120 02 If 307 NR 1 VOR UNUSEAB~E VERY WEAK. RESEATED AND CKD A~L CONNECTIONS. OPS OK OK. ALSO APU IHOP. RECEIVER, VHf NAV/VOR/~CLZR PAA-069 PA N61:18PA ED fRA 780310 01 34-1:11 -410-061 If 167 
-------------------u---,;ro~-t:REW REPORIED VOR--.rJ:AGAND NEEDLE ERRAnC-;-O~CROSS-OvER. ~IRCVR. ------- - i 
34-1:11-410-061 __ J _ _ ___ . _ ... __ _~~!y~_~, VHf NAV/VOR/~C~ZR PAA-248 PA N61:16PA 
AT DEPT CREW ADV'O NBR I VOR WOU~D NOT TEST AND fLAG 
SHOWING. REPLACED VOR RECEIVER AND OPER OK. 
EC ~AX 780801:1 01 If 
.27 I 
------------------- ---
APPENDIX F 
RJ:.SUU:hCl::S AND COSTS FOk MAIN BASE OPERA'I'IONS 
This section includes aa ta from Pan Am on the two main 
bases, New York and San Francisco. 
1.0 
2.0 
Contents 
~alll Base Resources 
Maintenance and Engineering Functions 
'lotal Spares l.nventory 
Ground Support ~quipment 
Automatic Test Equipment 
Main Base Maintenance 
Component Overhaul Manhours and Material 
Costs 
Maintenance Training Costs 
Faye 
F3 
F4 
Fb 
Fa 
F9 
Fl1 
~~~~---
"/ 
No. 
Fl 
F2 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 
TABLES 
Maintenance and Engineering FUnctions 
Total Spares for Prin~ry Flight Controls 
Total Spares for Flight Electronics 
Ground Support Equipment for Mechanical 
Controls 
Ground Support Equipment for Flight 
Electronics 
Shop Test Equipment 
Main Base component Manhours and 
Material Costs tor Primary Controls 
Main Base Component Manllours and 
Material Costs for Flight Electronics 
F2 
Page 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 
F8 
F9 
FlO 
i 
I 
\ 
\ 
I , 
TABLl:: r'l MAIN'r:E;NANl:J:, AND ENG1.NlililUNG l!'UNCr lONS 
MA1N OPhkATL~u HAS~--N~W YOKK 
Maintenanc~ and. ,t;ngineering Support 
Aaminis tr:atl.on 
Quality Control 
Material ana Logistics 
Industridl hqw.pment 
Engineering 
Maintenance Servicing 
Aircral:t 
Appearance 
Sheet Metcal 
AVionics (8~ Technicians) 
Technl.cal 
LinE: Support.. 
Compunent Repair 
l.nstrument uveLIlaul 
Aircraft Shops 
Avionics OVerhaul (7'.f. l\~chnl.cians) , 
Fuel, Pneumatics and APU Shop 
Hyd:r.aulics ana. Mechanl.cdJ. Accessory 
Shop 
~o~er Plant hepair 
M. & E. Sup~rt, Aircrait Servicing 
(11 'IecImicians), Line Support dnd. 
Coulponen.t R~f?a.l.r 
F3 
MANPUWER 
D1 5'1'1<l.BU'].'~ uN 
30~ 
30~ 
12;\ 
10(J~ 
'l'ABLE .r~L.--TO'rAl. SPA.R];:;.'.:) 
£'OR PRIMARY M..l!.CHANICBL t:UNTRuLS 
ltem 
'l'r~ dna Centering M.ecIJ.anism 
'iT ilD ActUd.tor 
Central Contro~ Actuator 
Aileron Programmer 
Aileron programmer 
Spoiler Dif±erentia~ (Mixer) 
l/B Aileron Power Control Unit. 
O/B Ai.l.eron Powel: Control. Unit 
U/B Aileron LocAOut ftCtUdtor 
O/B Aileron Lockout Mechanism 
O/B Ail.eron LoCKout MechdrUsm 
O/B Aileron LoCKOut Gearbox 
Flignt Com:.rol S/v Va.lvt:! Module 
I/B Spoiler Powt::r Control Unit 
O/b Spoiler Power Contr·ol Unit 
l:ontrul Suri:dce Position Ind. 
Control Surface Position Xmtr. 
Feel Trim and Centering Mecimsm 
Aft Quaar cin t 
Ratio Control Un~t 
Ratio Chdnger Actuator (Servo) 
Ra.tio Changer ~orn:paI:·ator 
Power Control Urut 
'rr i.lu Actuator 
Control. Column Wheel 
Concrol Column W!lee.l 
Rear ~uadrdnt 
~"'eel Unit 
~"eel Actuator 
~"eel. computer 
Inoo. Puwer (;ontro.1 Ura t 
OUtbo. powel: Cont:.Lo.i. Unit 
Stall Warning Computer 
Wer Rotation COlIifJuter 
hydraulic Motor 
Gear Drive/JaCKscrew 
Hydraulic Brake 
Shut-ott Valve 
Control Module 
Control Lever BraKe 
Se quence Me cndn~slll 
Grounu Spoiler Control Valvt:! 
~rounti Spoiler Act.uatol: 
72-/14';; 
721fjb 
1270tj/1011" 
72151 
1215l 
121'::>3 
12"/Ub 
-1210'1 
127btj 
'1011 'd/l1.79 I. 
1214'6/12191 
1'1.'131 
12114/1.1..199 
"1'1.7U'J/70765 
12110 
72T/5 
1212'd 
"12749 
65Btj.l...l..4b-1 
72730/7075b 
7277tj/-'0723/ 
7075!l 
70'1:.t.4/70731 
721U5 
72."171 
-/07u4 
10'105 
65Bb0482-1 
72113 
72.774 
"12.111/'10712. 
12103 
'11. '104 
127';)5 
72.78'3 
72110/70754 
727.J1 
12785 
12.779 
1271.3 
72"15 
-,2."54/70771 
1".1.. 7 2.".1../10'/ b tj 
72.11::'/10110 
F4 
Doll.ar 
AveI:age Total 
Pri~~ o~ Unit Spares 
1,2.ti~ 
6~4 
14,1~2 
1.,50U 
3,165 
5,600 
9,bOO 
~,100 
1,021 
1,b15/1,b39 
1,b15/1,541 
2.,~22 
646 
b,2.1".1../b,:>00 
4,05b 
1,122 
139 
1,2H~ 
1,5til/1,190 
1,.l!l.l../1,190 
!l60 
1b,413 
!l13 
1.,1.05 
".I..,2.0~ 
J.,626 
3,b1b 
1 L., .Jll/ lH , 111 
2.':J,lbO 
lu,43\l 
1,896 
".I..,'J95 
b~4/"OO 
32,835 
1,185 
".1..43 
14,"HO 
1,077 
3,044 
·, ... l/l,bOO 
L., t,8".1../8, 441 
o 
4 
6 
U 
o 
o 
4 
4 
5 
4 
11 
10 
9 
'I 
16 
12 
15 
o 
o 
22 
, 36 
18 
b 
6 
o 
o 
o 
.0 
2. 
5 
4 
:l 
10 
15 
2. 
1. 
3 
25 
li 
2. 
U 
!) 
4 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
'rJili.ul:: ,r'J--TUiAL S.i.>AkE!:) C 
FOR Fl..IGli'I' ill...i:ol:'l'I<ONIl:S 
Dc.Illdl: 
Average 
Item Eart No. PriCE:! of Unit 
Pitch Computer 
Roll Couq;>uter 
¥aw Damp COIDputer 
Mon~tor & ~ogic Unit 
Auto Stabilizer Trim Un~t 
Auto Throttle Computer 
Normal Accelerometer 
Accessory Staoilizer TrllU Box. 
Accessory # 1 Box 
Accessory #2 Box 
Mode Select Panel 
A/P F~ight Control 
Flight Mode Annunciator Light 
Attitude Director Indicdtor 
Navigation Receiver 
Low Range Rddio iJ. t. Xcvr 
LneLtial Naviga~on Unit 
CentrQl Air Data ~omputer 
Central Air Datd Computer 
MHR Compass Coupler 
AUto Throttle St:!rvo 
SP CUMPONl:.Nl:·S 
Fl~ght Mode Annunciator Light 
Yaw Damp Computer 
hccessory Stabil.izeL 'I'rim Box 
J,-ccessory ;3 Box 
Central Air Data Computer 
pitch Computer 
Monitor & Logic Un~~ 
Moae Select:. Panel,. 
Auto Throttie Computer 
722u1 l1,b47 
"~2U~ 12,UY9 
-'L2~1 q,510 
72204 9,H~2 
7L.224 4,740 
72220 6,5UO 
51381 660 
72215 ~,384 
., L.2 ,"/72;'2.3 3,~tW 
7:l21b !>,909 
7L22;;' 1!>,120 
7:l.203 2,q75/2,q8~ 
Set 73422 646 
7jqu7 6,237 
7345ti 4,336 
73432 5,157 
7j402 09,425 
73q60 30,400 
73Q04 30,400 
73412/73Q62 4,232/4,728 
722u7 9!>ti 
Set 42206 1,372 
Q2207 ti,231 
4.l2uti 5,2LO 
"L210 7,074 
,,:.l211 1,749 
4~.212 17,790 
42213 3B,000 
42214 41,000 
42217 6,500 
F5 
Total 
Spares 
38 
30 
22 
~3 
17 
11 
~ 
lL 
12 
12 
Lb 
23 
13 
5rl 
4b 
55 
54 
25 
3 
24 
9 
.2 
q 
j 
2. 
5 
d 
.3 
.3 
1 
TABLE F4 GROUND SUPPuRX EQULPMENT 
Description 
MECHANICAL 
Aileron PCU Hoist 
cab1e Tensiometer 
Spoiler Lockiny Too~ 
No.6 and 7 
Elevator peu Wrench 
Adapter 
O/B El.evator wck. 
Assy--RH . 
OIB Elevator Lock 
ASsy--LH 
O/B Aileron Lock Assy 
I/B Ai1eron Loc~ Assy 
Rudder Triln Knob 
Tor'!ue Adapter 
Part No. 
F6 
Unit 
Cost 
($) 
. Station All.ocation 
Category Selective 
~ 4 321 
TABLE F5 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMmT 
Unit Stati.on Al1ocation 
Cost Ccitegory Se1ective 
Description Part NO. ($) 5 432 1 
AVI.ONICS 
Air Data 'l'est Set Milliard 5562 JFK 
mgi.neer~g 
Sfs2 
LRRA Tester Bendix 706 JFK 
2037028-0501 
I.NS Simu1ator 4TSJ 26~8 JFK 
60BOOO02 
ILSjVOR Test Set T-30A 2435 JFK, BAH, BOM 
BRU, IST, KHI 
MEL, MEX, BNL 
NRT,. SI.N, SYD 
Pitot Adapter 40001-A-44 55 2 2 1 1 1 LON + 2 
Static Adapter 40007-B-46 55 2 2 1 1 1 LON + 2 
F7 
- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
TABLE Fb SHOP TEST ~QUIPMENT FOR B747 FLIGHT CONTROLS 
PRIMARY CONTROLS 
B747' FIt Cant. Cost 
EquiIXI\ent Unit Cost Qty Allocation " B747 Units 
Hydraulic Test Stands 65,000 9 65 380,250 
Servo Test System 70,000 2 65 91,000 
Servo Test Upgrade to 999 IMC 42,000 2 65 54,600 
Servo Test System (on order) 70,000 1 &5 45,500 
Fluid Purifier 8,000 1 65 5,200 
Lab Analysis Equipment 2,000 A/R 80 1,600 
.." 
co 
Electronic Particle/ 10,000 1 - 65 6,500 
Sizing System 
Electronic Flow Meter (PDQ) 7,000 2 100 14,000 
598,650 
AVIONICS 
Automatic Test Equipment 700',000 1 100 700,000 
Semiautomatic Test Equipment 187,000 1 100 187,000 
887,000 
.--" .. _---,--- -------~--- ,-----,----"-"-"'-"--,---''''''',,._.,-''-
· -
TABLF. F1-"';/-IAIN I1ASE COMPONF.'IT 'IANHOURS AllD MATERIAL cos'rs 
FOR PRIMARY '-:ECHANICIIL CONTROL:> 
Shoo IIctivity 
12 Dollar 
Month Material Cost Manhours 
Item Part No. Count 12 )10 Period 12 "'0 Period 
Trim and Centering Mechanism 72149 0 0 0 
Trim Actuator 72186 I 96 3 
Central Control IIctuator 72708/70717 19 20,338 2013 
Aileron Programmer 72751 0 0 0 
Aileron P~ogrammer 72752 0 0 0 
Spoiler Differential (Mixer) 72153 I 0 0 
I/B lIileron Powe'r Control Unit 72106 12 15,090 666 
O/B-Aileron Power Control Unit 72701 1 1,651 353 
O/B Aileron Lockout Actuator 72189 I 14 3 
O/B Aileron Lockout ~echanism 70718/12792 0 0 a 
O/B Aileron Lockout ~echanism 72148/72191 0 0 a 
O/B Aileron Lockout Gearbox 12731 0 0 0 
Flight Control :>/0 Valve ~'odule 72714/72799 13 2,348 344 
I/B Spoiler Power Control Unit 12709/70765 1 0 21 
O/B Spoiler Power Control Unit 12110 16 23,112 1112 
Control Surface Position Ind. 12775 65 4,173 520 
Control Surface Position Xmtr. 12728 I 198 18 
Feel Trim and Centering Mechnsm 72749 0 a a 
Aft Quadrant 65E!2246-l 0 Non-Inventory 
Ratio Control Unit 12730/70756 22 759 115 
Ratio Changer Actuator (Servo) 12778/70723/ 17 3,008 103 
10755 
Ratio Changer -Comparator 70724/70731 9 6,027 133 
Power Control Unit 12705 10 27,534 2030 
Trim Actuator 12177 0 0 0 
Control Column Hheel 70704 0 0 0 
Control Column ~Iheel 70705 a 0 0 
Rear C'uadrant 651180482-1 0 r:on-Inventory 
Feel Unit 72773 0 0 0 
Fe!'l IIctuator 12174 1 0 5 
Peel Comouter 12711/70772 14 59,167 1788 
Inbd. Power Control Unit 12703 33 65,748 3049 
Outbd. Power Control Unit 72704 7 1,410 218 
Stall warning Computer 72195 13 222 51 
Over Rotation Computer 12789 10 a a 
Ilydraul ic ~'otor 12716/70754 0 0 0 
Gear Drive/Jackscrew 72731 0 a a 
Hydraulic Elrake 727135 0 a a 
Shut-off Valve 72779 a 0 0 
Control '-'odule 72123 0 0 a 
Control Lever Brake 12715 1 0 0 
Se~uence )1echanism 12754/70771 0 0 0 
Cround Spoiler Control Valve 72722/70168 1 125 7 
Ground Spoiler Actuator 12713/70770 2 0 14 
F9 
Dollar Outsine 
Service Cost 
12 'lonths 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
a 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
974 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a I 601 
0 I 0 0 I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
I 
I 
I 
TARLE F8--M~In eASE-CO~POM~"T qANHOUPS Mir "AT~RI~L COSTS 
FOP FLI~nT ~LRCTRO"ICS 
It ern 
pitch Computer 
PollComeuter 
Yaw Damp Computer 
~onitor & Loqlc unit 
Auto St~hlli~er Triffi Unit 
Auto Throttle Comouter 
Normal Accelerometer 
Acce~sory Stahilizer- Trim £lox 
Accessory U Box 
Acce~sory .2 Box 
Mode Select Panel 
a./p Flight Control 
Flight ~ode Annunciator Light Set 
Attitude Director Indicator 
Navigation Receiver 
Low Range R~dio Alt. Xcvr 
Inertial Navigation Unit 
Central Air Data Computer 
Central Air Data Computer 
~HR Compas~ Coupler 
auto Throttle Servo 
SP Cm'PatIENl'S 
Flight ~ode annunciator Light Set 
Yaw Dame Computer 
Accessory Sta~ilizer Trim ~ox 
~ccesGory ~3 Cox 
Centr~l Air Oatil Comouter 
pitch Computer 
Monitor & LO'lic Unit 
Mo~e select ~anel 
Auto Throttle Computer 
Part 110. 
72201 
72202 
72221 
72204 
72224 
72220 
57381 
72215 
72217/72223 
72216 
72203 
72203 
73422 
73407 
73458 
73432 
73402 
73460 
73404 
73412/73462 
722Cl7 
42206 
42207 
42208 
42210 
42211 
42212 
42213 
42214 
42217 
Shop Activity 
12 Dollar Dollar Outside 
~lon th Material Co!:t "·nn ... ·olJrs Service Cost 
Count 12 ~'o Period 12 '10 Period 12 ~'lonth5 
345 58,671 4380 0 
290 40,230 3331 J 
85 !:I 50 664 0 
97 14,499 7B7 0 
133 7,-S 1 0 807 0 
28 2,911 640 0 
0 0 0 0 
31 1,695 80 0 
9 205 56 0 
4 0 19 0 
ll~ 9,848 698 0 
20 903 169 0 
22 1,477 164 I) 
89 13,037 1046 0 
198 7,122 3884 0 
246 6,142 3156 0 
93 972 3367 1,134,000 
397 16,402 3161 0 
22 16,032 35 n 
118 605 154 0 
0 0 () () 
The Followin'l ite,,·~ ilr<? usp.d on the SF fleet ;:)nd 
are presently reraired ty the vendors rer warranty 
terms. Co~t~, If any, are !:hown In the ·Outside 
Service· column. 
FlO 
546 
157 
o 
(j 
o 
4,500 
2,600 
~OO 
o 
MAINTENANCE TRAINING COSTS 
At Pan Am during 1978, eight instructors taught 747 flight 
control subjects which are covered in nine different 
courses. These subjects represent an average of -151 of 
the total course. 
Of the 58 classes conducted, about 70 days were spent 
on 747 related flight control instruction. Average class 
size was ten trainees. 
The instructor costs to provide this training • • • 
Salaries _ (inc. preparation time) 
--Related Payroll Expense 
(TAX & WEL) 20" 
--OVertime 
Travel Expenses 
SUpplies and Equipment (est.) 
OVerhead Factors -
--Supervisory and Adm. SUpport (est.) 
Facilities 
--Office/Classroom (inc. phone) (est.) 
TOTAL L~ST TO PROVIDE TRAINING 
Fll 
$lQ,QOO 
2,900 
1,800 
2,700 
1,200 
$23,000 
1,200 
3,100 
$27,300 
WuRK INTEGRATED ~~lNING 
Sa~aries (inc~ preparation time) 
--Relatea Payroll Expense 
(TAX t6 WEL) 20~ 
--Overtime 
'l'r ave 1 .f::x f.:ense s 
Supplies & Equip.~ent (est.) 
OVexhead Factors 
--Supervisory & Adm. SUpport, (est.) 
F'acil i. ties 
-~Ofxice/Classroom 
TOTAL COST ~u PROVIDE W.I.T. 
TOTAL TkAINING COSTS 
$15,000 
3,000 
600 
500 
500 
$19,600 
1,000 
1,600 
$22,200 
$49,500 
'lrainees' salaries and expenses incurred during training 
are not pa:r:t of ciirect mdintenance, but covered as part 
ot burden. 
The abOv~ ligures were extract~Q from the whole maintenance 
training departmeut expenses for 1918 as tollows: 
~'rdi.nees· salaries 
Payroll expenses 
Other expenses 
Supplies, equip-
mt.:nt, etc. 
1~18 TOTAL 
$561,000 
105,300 
40,500 
$106, t:!OO 
A total of ~,519 employees received maintenance training 
during 1~18. 
Fl2 
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